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Problem 
 Discipleship and witnessing constitute pivotal components of the mandate Jesus 
gave to the first disciples to “teach all nations” (Matt 28:19; cf. Acts 1:8). As presented in 
the New Testament (NT), Jesus called his disciples, taught them, and commissioned them 
to the task of disseminating the gospel. In this dissertation, this biblical process has been 
called the Rabbi-Witness Discipleship Model. Jesus intended this discipleship strategy to 
be the vehicle for transmission of the gospel until the time of his return (Acts 1:8). 
 In contrast to the NT model, witnessing is often seen as a personal discipleship 
choice in early-21st-century Christian circles in North America. For various cultural, 




the kind of discipleship described in the NT. The resulting stagnation or decline is a 
feature of Christianity in numerous settings in North America, including many 
congregations of the Michigan Conference of Seventh-day Adventists (MCSDA). This 
poses a problem and raises the question: To what extent, if any, is the current 
understanding and practice of discipleship and witnessing biblically founded among the 
members of the MCSDA?  
Method 
The objectives of this research were to present a biblical model of discipleship 
and witnessing and, on the basis of the model, to address three research questions. These 
questions sought to generate data that would make it possible to: (a) ascertain the level of 
understanding that the MCSDA members have regarding biblical discipleship, (b) gauge 
the degree of involvement of the MCSDA members in witnessing and outreach practices of 
discipleship, and (c) identify the perceived needs of the MCSDA members for developing 
biblically based concepts of discipleship and witnessing, and their willingness to do so. 
This is a descriptive study based on the analysis of quantitative data generated by 
the use of a survey instrument. The survey instrument was structured upon a biblical 
Rabbi-Witness Discipleship Model.  The survey was submitted to a group of 
stakeholders, pilot tested, and then administered to adult members in 18 MCSDA 
congregations in the spring of 2010. The churches were randomly selected as cluster 
samples representing about 10% of the total number of MCSDA congregations (186) and 
total membership (24,497) at the time. Usable surveys returned gave an N = 441.  
Results 




5-point Likert scale where a mean >3.50 was considered good, 2.50 to 3.49 was 
considered moderate, and <2.50 was classified as low. Analysis of the data derived from 
this study highlighted that, among the members of the MCSDA: (a) the conceptual 
understanding of discipleship was high (a range of means from 3.68 to 4.54 over the six 
variables); (b) the active practice of discipleship skills such as missionary outreach 
endeavor (mean of 3.02) and actual witnessing practice (mean of 2.91) was moderate, and 
involvement in spiritual and devotional life of the church (mean of 2.40) was low; and (c) 
based on the self-reported recognition that discipleship knowledge and practice levels 
were less than desirable (aggregated mean of 2.95 on the three related items), there was a 
strongly expressed willingness to improve discipleship knowledge and practice 
(aggregated mean of 4.19 on the three related items). 
Conclusions  
Cognitively, the MCSDA members expressed positive responses with regard to an 
understanding of the biblical Rabbi-Witness Discipleship Model, and effectively there 
was a strongly expressed desire to learn more about biblical discipleship. In the 
psychomotor area (active doing), the results were less positive. The MCSDA church 
members understood that the biblical model involves a call (come), education (learn), and 
a commission (go). In spite of this cognitive understanding, the learning and application 
of practical skills required by the model were not being fully implemented. However, the 
MCSDA members recognized this lack of discipleship and witnessing skills as a concern 
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 This study describes the knowledge and practice of discipleship and witnessing 
among church members of the Michigan Conference of Seventh-day Adventists 
(MCSDA/Michigan Conference).  It is apparent, throughout the New Testament, that 
discipleship and witnessing were key elements of the primitive church. The early apostles 
were both disciples and witnesses of Jesus Christ. This biblical model is presented in this 
dissertation as the Rabbi-Witness Discipleship Model. 
Background to the Problem 
 In many early-21st-century Christian circles, witnessing is seen as a personal and 
individualistic element of the Christian life. Some church members see it as an exclusively 
pastoral function, and adopt a passive role, limiting themselves to attending services and 
supporting churches with their financial donations. In many places and settings 
Christianity is stagnant, and in the United States of America (USA), the majority of 
Adventist churches “have ‘plateaued’ or are in decline” (Duvanant, 2006, p. i). 
 Hull (2006), referring to research done by George Barna, considers that the weak 
process of discipling in contemporary congregations may be one of the reasons these 
churches are “doing poorly” (Hull, 2006, p. 309). Because the same issues challenge the 
Adventist Church, similar research to that done by Barna (2001) needs to be conducted 
within Adventist circles.  
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 In the New Testament (NT), discipleship and witnessing constitute pivotal 
components of the mandate Jesus gave to the first disciples to “teach all nations” (Matt 
28:19). As presented in the NT, Jesus called his disciples, mentored them in a goal-
oriented teaching and learning process and, having empowered them by the Holy Spirit, 
sent them out into the world with the gospel. These elements of the Rabbi-Witness 
Discipleship Model outline a biblical approach to discipleship that constitutes the 
framework for this research. The importance of discipleship and witnessing in the 
Christian life is underscored by Jesus’ final instructions before he ascended to heaven: 
“Ye shall be witnesses unto me . . . unto the uttermost part of the earth” (Acts 1:8). 
 Hull (2006), reflecting Dietrich Bonhoeffer, says, “Unfortunately non-discipleship 
‘Christianity’ dominates much of the thinking of the contemporary church” (Hull, 2006, 
p. 16).  This raises key concerns. For example: What degree of importance is placed on 
discipleship and witnessing by the membership of the present-day church in general and 
the Seventh-day Adventist (SDA/Adventist) Church in particular? What challenges are 
there which prevent growth in discipleship in the Christian communities of North 
America? 
The Crisis in Evangelical Circles 
 Christianity in North America is changing. Josh McDowell (2006), among 
numerous other scholars, expresses serious concern about trends among young 
Christians. He notes that statistics demonstrate important changes in thinking and a clear 
departure from historical Christianity among teenagers ages 13 through 18. For example, 
63% of this age group do not “believe Jesus is the son of the one true Lord,” 58% believe 
“all faiths teach equally valid truths,” 51% do not “believe Jesus rose from the dead,” 65% 
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do not “believe Satan is a real entity,” and 68% do not “believe in the existence of the 
Holy Spirit” (p. 15). McDowell believes that in the early 21st century, Christianity is in 
the midst of a crisis of proportions in which “the version they [young generation] believe 
in is not built on the true foundation of what biblical Christianity is all about” (p. 15). 
 Meacham (2009) in a Newsweek article titled “The End of Christian America,” 
perceived the same trend: “While we remain a nation decisively shaped by religious faith, 
our politics and our culture are, in the main, less influenced by movements and arguments 
of an explicitly Christian character than they were even five years ago” (p. 34). Drawing 
statistical information from a study by Kosmin and Keysar (2009), Meacham notes that 
“the percentage of self-identified Christians has fallen 10 percentage points since 1990, 
from 86 to 76 percent” (Meacham, 2009, p. 34). 
 The results of a survey conducted by the Pew Forum on Religion and Public Life 
(Pew Forum, 2008) indicate that there are significant changes in the United States’ 
religious landscape, to the point that the country is “on the verge of becoming a minority 
Protestant country [because] the number of Americans who report that they are members 
of Protestant denominations now stands at barely 51%” (p. 5). 
 This discussion will focus on three major obstacles that appear to be preventing 
membership growth in the church in general in North America: (a) a membership versus 
discipleship paradigm, (b) a focus on quantity rather than a concern about quality, and (c) 
cultural changes leading to volatility in denominational allegiance.  Contributing further 
to the membership plateau experienced by the churches in the MCSDA is the ageing 
membership of the Adventist Church in North America, as well as the socioeconomic 
difficulties brought about by the Great Recession and the consequent crisis in the 
automotive industry centered in Michigan. 
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Membership Versus Discipleship Paradigm 
The concept of membership, according to Horst (1967), developed over time from 
the Greek melos, translated as “member” of the body of Christ. Melos was used with this 
meaning in 1 Clement 37:5 about the turn of the first century, referencing 1 Cor 12:12 (p. 
567). In the early days of Christianity, Horst makes clear that “membership does not 
consist in belonging to a social body” (p. 564). Rather, it is a “called out people” 
(ekklesia) committed as disciples and witnesses to the cause of Christ. The concept of 
membership as laity (laikos) was introduced in 1 Clement 40:5, where the laity (laikos) 
was restricted to the rules governing the laity. The passage reads: “For unto the high 
priest his proper services have been assigned, and to the priests their proper office is 
appointed, and upon the levites their proper ministrations are laid. The layman is bound 
by the layman's ordinances” (1 Clement 40:5; see Richardson, 1953, p. 62).  This 
distinction developed a socio-ecclesiastical construction that has impacted the church 
through the centuries by setting up a dichotomy between priest and people. This construct 
was absorbed into the Adventist Church psyche, and “membership” has been an instrument 
to monitor church growth rather than a commitment to discipleship and witnessing. 
A system of structured institutional membership does not match the religious 
experience and understanding of believers as described in the Hebrew Scriptures.  “Sons 
of Israel” (Gen 42:5; 46:5; Deut 23:17; 1 Chr 2:1) were not members of a club, but 
participants in a heritage and committed to a destiny. Their identity was predicated upon 
being chosen more than of choosing. One did not normally enroll in the Jewish nation.  
In NT times, the “son[s] of Abraham” (Matt 1:1) became the body of Christ 
(1 Cor 12); citizens of the Kingdom of God (Col 1:2–23); committed to a task and linked 
to a destiny (Acts 1:8; Matt 28:19–20; 1 Cor 15:20–26, 51–58). In the King James 
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Version (NT), member is normally a translation of the biblical expression meaning a 
body part. For example, in 1 Cor 12:4 the word translated as member is used to describe 
the individual who functions as one organ or part of a greater body, the body of Christ. It 
is therefore not a reference to church membership as understood in modern English usage 
but rather a discipleship concept in which each individual lives in submission to Christ 
who is the head of the body. Because of the headship of Christ, the members (body parts) 
work harmoniously together, chosen and directed to do the works of Christ. 
 Although the social concept of membership is present in the church manuals and 
working policies of some religious denominations, in a social context the word member 
generally refers to social organizations or group affiliations, the members of which 
organize themselves in order to enjoy social interaction or promote community projects. 
In this context the biblical concept of discipleship is not considered. The social 
connotations of the membership concept have carried over into the church, leading 
church members to participate within denominations including Adventism as though 
these were social organizations or clubs. Accordingly, the church is viewed as an 
institution in which members play a supportive role rather than engaging in active 
participation as disciples and witnesses of the Rabbi, Christ (i.e., in being disciplers).  
 The result is that church members have come to a non-biblical understanding of 
their role as witnesses of the gospel. Evangelism is generally limited to an annual 
program, delivered by a visiting speaker. As far as possible, members attend this series of 
meetings which is intended to provide spiritual restoration and refreshment for the church 
community. The perception exists that witnessing is neither a normal nor necessary 
element of church member participation within their church communities. The 
membership model posits that the pastor, Bible instructor, or evangelist is engaged to do 
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all of the witnessing work and regular members are little more than support staff. 
Focus on Quantity Without Quality  
The church, at least in some instances, does boast a pattern of numeric growth, 
but very often that growth is not accompanied by any equivalent growth in discipleship. 
As alluded to in discussing the membership paradigm of allegiance to the church, the 
casualty is a genuine commitment to discipleship. When John Stott (2006) was 
interviewed by Christianity Today, Tim Stafford asked him: “You know this growing 
church probably as well as any Westerner does. I wonder how you evaluate it.” Stott 
replied: “The answer is ‘growth without depth.’ None of us wants to dispute the 
extraordinary growth of the church. But it has been largely numerical and statistical 
growth. And there has not been sufficient growth in discipleship that is comparable to the 
growth in numbers” (p. 96). 
Cultural Changes and Volatile Allegiance 
Dykman (2008), referencing a 2007 survey, indicated that the USA will soon lose 
its Protestant majority status (p. 41). The study by the Pew Research Center also indicates 
that 25% of young adults are abandoning the faith of their upbringing. This process of 
swapping loyalties is a critical feature highlighted by the survey (Pew Forum, 2008, pp. 
7, 38). Penn State University sociologist, Roger Finke, consulted regarding the survey, 
said: “In the past, certain religions had a real holding power, where people from one 
generation to the next would stay. . . . Right now, there is a dropping confidence in 
organized religion, especially in the traditional religious forms” (Associated Press, 2008, 
para. 8). 
Other authors have identified some of the factors that may be causing this 
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volatility. It has been noted, for example, that there is a generally negative view of 
Christianity held by the dominantly postmodern culture of North America. Those 
members of society who do not claim any church affiliation tend to evaluate Christianity 
rather harshly. Kinnaman and Lyons (2007), in their book unChristian: What a New 
Generation Really Thinks About Christianity . . . , report that those with no commitment 
to a church, referred to as “outsiders” (p. 17), perceive Christians to be (a) hypocritical 
(“they say that Christians pretend to be something unreal, conveying a polished image 
that is not accurate”); (b) too focused on getting converts (“[outsiders] feel like targets 
rather than people”); (c) anti-homosexual (“outsiders say that Christians are bigoted and 
show disdain for gays and lesbians”); (d) sheltered (“Christians are thoughts of as old-
fashioned, boring, and out of touch with reality”); (e) too political (“another common 
perception of Christians is that we are overly motivated by a political agenda, that we 
promote and represent politically conservative interest and issues”); and (c) judgmental 
(“outsiders think of Christians as quick to judge others”) (pp. 29, 30). 
Attitudes like these are championed by the elite and academic strata of society, 
aggressively propagated through technology and the mass media, and generally accepted 
as the politically correct perspective by the youth and young adults who are the primary 
target of the media in all its forms. The consequence is that Christianity is placed on the 
fringes of the new culture, which is characterized by incredulity toward absolutes, mistrust 
of institutions, and a self-proclaimed political correctness. Christians are confronted with 
a major twofold challenge if Christianity is to once again become a compelling option: 
first, they must overcome what may be a well-deserved negative stereotype; and second, 
they must live committed and authentic lives as disciples of Christ, not just as members 
of an institution. As one of the institutionalized churches affected by these attitudes, the 
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Adventist denomination must take careful note of these challenges.  
The concerns of the church are not limited to addressing the postmodern culture 
outside of its domain. Even within the church environment, postmodern thinking has 
influenced many Christians to be skeptical of absolutes and therefore to have a distorted 
understanding of God. Michael Horton (2008) wrote Christless Christianity: The 
Alternative Gospel of the American Church, where he laments that Christianity in the 
USA has slowly put Christ aside. Horton says: 
My concern is that we are getting dangerously close to the place in everyday 
American Church life where the Bible is mined for ‘relevant’ quotes but is largely 
irrelevant on its own terms; God is used as a personal resource rather than known, 
worshiped, and trusted; Jesus Christ is a coach with a good game plan for our victory 
rather than a Savior who has already achieved it for us; salvation is more a matter of 
having our best life now than being saved from God’s judgment by God himself; and 
the Holy Spirit is an electrical outlet we can plug into for the power we need to be all 
that we can be. (Horton, 2008, p. 19)  
Challenges in the North American Division of the SDA Church 
Membership Plateau in NAD and MCSDA 
Duvanant (2006) notes that 80% of Adventist churches in the USA are either 
losing members or failing to grow.  He goes on to ask if the SDA church is “bothered that 
the majority of Adventist congregations, specifically non-immigrant congregations and 
congregations over thirty years old, in North America have ‘plateaued’ or are in decline?” 
(p. i). Another nationwide study (Sahlin, 2003) found that “about 47% of local churches 
report that few if any of their people are involved in recruiting new members or 
evangelistic outreaches” (p. 51). The MCSDA closely mirrored the plateaued 
demographics of the Adventist Church in North America. Between 2003 and 2005, about 
two-thirds of the congregations that constitute the MCSDA were growing at a rate of less 
than 5 persons per year. Specifically, of the 187 MCSDA congregations (including both 
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local churches and smaller companies), about 30% (approximately 55 in number) had 
zero growth in baptisms; 33% (approximately 60) had minimal growth of between 1 and 
5 baptisms; and only 27% (approximately 50) reported more than 5 baptisms (Michigan 
Conference of Seventh-day Adventists [MCSDA], 2010, pp. 1–6). 
Jesus, in one his last post-resurrection encounters with the disciples, commanded: 
Go ye therefore, and teach all nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father, and 
of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost: Teaching them to observe all things whatsoever I 
have commanded you: and, lo, I am with you alway, even unto the end of the world. 
(Matt 28:19, 20) 
 
 In response to this command, the MCSDA has tried several programs designed to 
engage and motivate lay people in outreach ministries and in programs to unchurched 
people and communities. However, there are a number of major obstacles that appear to 
be hindering the implementation of the command.  
Aging Membership in NAD and MCSDA 
The average age of baptized members of the Seventh-day Adventist Church in 
North America is troubling, to say the least.  Aging churches face potential decreases in 
membership as older members die off. In addition, Dudley (2000) verifies that the 
Adventist Church in the USA has had a noteworthy withdrawal of teens and young adults 
from many congregations (p. 20). In 2008, the median age in the NAD of baptized 
members was estimated to be 58 (Martin, 2008). In 2010, the median age of all attendees 
including children was estimated at 51 (Beckworth & Kidder, 2010). Meanwhile the 
median age of the general population in the USA in 2010 was 37.2 (United States Census 
Bureau [USCB], 2011, p. 5). There is a gap of approximately 21 years between the 
median age of Adventist church members and the median age of the general population in 
the USA.  Unless the Adventist Church in North America can retain its youth and 
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increase the number of converts, it is doomed in the long term to decline and die. This is 
a sobering thought that calls for action in the present to avoid an ignominious future. 
What is true of the Adventist Church in North America applies equally to the Adventist 
Church in the Michigan Conference. 
Socioeconomic Challenges 
 There are also socioeconomic issues specifically affecting many members of the 
MCSDA. The State of Michigan was deeply impacted by the automotive industry crisis 
between 2005 and 2009. According to Wilkinson (2009), the unemployment rate in 
Detroit was close to 50%. 
The Bureau of Labor statistics estimated that for the year that ended in September, 
Michigan’s official unemployment rate was 12.6 percent. Using the broadest 
definition of unemployment, the state unemployment rate was 20.9 percent, or 66 
percent higher than the official rate. Since Detroit’s official rate for October was 27 
percent, that broader rate pushes the city’s rate to as high as 44.8 percent. (Wilkinson, 
2009, Metro section, 1-dot ed., p. 1A) 
 
The financial crisis has had serious collateral effects in Detroit. This city has 
suffered such a decrease in its population that nearly 30% of its houses are standing 
empty. Besides this, the “average price of a residential unit sold in Detroit from January 
through November, 2009 was $12,439, down from $97,847 in 2003” (Citizens Research 
Council of Michigan [CRCM], 2010, p. v). And, according to Chambers (2011), half of 
the public schools in the Detroit Public School System (DPS) were closed. “State 
education officials have ordered . . . a financial restructuring plan that balances the 
district’s books by closing half of its schools” (Chambers, 2011, Metro section, 1-dot ed., 
p. A1). 
Though Detroit may have suffered the worst through the Great Recession, the 
challenges have also impacted the rest of Michigan. The financial difficulties affecting 
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the auto industry have led to the demise of many supporting industries, job losses, and 
budget cuts. Many Michigan Adventists living in Michigan have been affected by the 
economic downturn, and financial contingencies have tended to occupy their energies 
more than support for the church or even personal Christian living. A significant indicator 
has been the impact on the MCSDA budget because of the stagnation of tithe income and 
the drop in offerings given to the church (Office of Archives and Statistics, n.d. [2007/8]; 
n.d. [2008/9]; n.d. [2009/10]; n.d. [2010/11]; Office of Archives, Statistics, and Research 
[Office of Archives & Research], n.d. [2011/12]; 2013). Survival has taken precedence 
over church membership, largely because church membership has not really been a 
journey of discipleship. 
From a purely human perspective, the impact on the MCSDA is not surprising. 
The level of social stress at the height of the recessions reached crisis proportions. The 
psychologist and motivational theorist, Abraham Maslow, proposed what is known as the 
Hierarchy of Needs. His famous article, “A Theory of Human Motivation” (Maslow, 
1943), seeks to explain why humans act in the way that they do. The hierarchy proposes 
that more basic needs must be met before higher needs are considered. The basic needs at 
the first level are physiological ones, like breathing, food, water, sex, sleep, homeostasis, 
excretion. The second level identifies safety needs, like physical security and health, and 
employment that provides adequate resources. In a state of crisis, humans naturally seek 
to take care of these first two levels, and the higher need like love and belonging (third 
level), esteem needs (fourth level), and self-actualization (fifth level) are easily neglected 
(Maslow, 1943, pp. 370–396). Given the socioeconomic crisis, and the fact that 
membership in a society meets higher level needs rather than basic needs, it is not 
surprising that church members have neglected their commitment to the church and its 
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mission. Only deep commitment, based on a journey of Christian discipleship that 
impacts fundamental assumptions and values, would be sufficient to motivate truly 
Christian living in a crisis situation.  
The Challenge for the MCSDA 
Michigan continues to be affected by the exceptional socioeconomic conditions of 
the Great Recession. This has in turn impacted the Adventist Church, contributing to the 
fact that in the MCSDA, just as in the rest of the NAD, church membership levels have 
plateaued and the average age of church members is extraordinarily high (Duvanant, 
2006; Martin, 2008). The socioeconomic challenges have compounded issues that the 
North American Christian church in general and the MCSDA in particular were already 
facing. These include a membership versus discipleship paradigm; a focus on church 
growth led by pastors instead of strategies to facilitate deeper commitment and effective 
witnessing among existing members—old and new; and volatility in denominational 
affiliation, especially among youth and young adults, brought about by far-reaching 
cultural changes. 
While the socioeconomic crisis has negatively impacted the MCSDA, it has also 
highlighted the apparent lack of serious commitment and discipleship among the 
members of the Adventist Church in Michigan. The crisis has therefore provided an 
important wake-up call for the church to reconsider how it motivates and nurtures 
discipleship and witnessing in its congregations. 
 During the preliminary research for this study, two central questions arose:  First, 
do the members of the MCSDA perceive the need to recapture the discipleship and 
witnessing vision of the early church? Second, what knowledge should members of the 
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MCSDA have in order to practice biblical discipleship and witnessing? In response to 
these questions, and based on a biblical analysis, a Rabbi-Witness Discipleship Model 
was constructed as a basis for developing the survey instrument and conducting the study. 
Statement of the Problem 
 The New Testament (NT) model of a rabbi-disciple relationship was an essential 
component in how Jesus taught his followers to be disciples and witnesses. The review of 
literature and research data indicate that, for various cultural, ideological, and 
socioeconomic reasons, present-day members of the Michigan Conference of Seventh-
day Adventists (MCSDA) do not demonstrate the kind of discipleship described in the 
NT, and are not engaged in witnessing activities that were a distinctive part of life for 
Christians in the era of the Apostolic Church. This poses a problem and raises the 
question: To what extent, if any, is the current understanding of discipleship and 
witnessing biblically founded among the members of the MCSDA?  
Purpose of the Study 
 The purpose of this study is to present a biblical model of discipleship and 
witnessing as a basis for ascertaining the levels of understanding and practice of 
discipleship and witnessing among members in the Michigan Conference of the Seventh-
day Adventist Church, and to gauge the actual needs and willingness of these members 
for developing biblically based concepts of discipleship and witnessing. This is a 
descriptive study based on quantitative data obtained through the use of a survey.  
Research Questions 
 This descriptive research explores three critical questions: 
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1. What understanding of discipleship and witnessing do the members of the 
Michigan Conference of Seventh-day Adventists have, and how closely does this 
understanding correlate with the biblical model?  
2. What are the actual discipleship and witnessing practices of the members of 
the Michigan Conference of Seventh-day Adventists? 
3. What do members of the Michigan Conference of Seventh-day Adventists 
need in order to improve their discipleship and witnessing practices to reflect more fully a 
biblical model? 
Significance of the Study 
In answering the research questions, this study describes levels of commitment to 
discipleship and witnessing among MCSDA Adventists, and thereby identifies challenges 
that may prevent qualitative and quantitative growth of MCSDA congregations. Data 
interpretation and conclusions drawn will alert the leaders of the MCSDA to the needs 
they must address in order to improve member involvement in the mission of the church. 
Administrators, departmental leaders, pastors, and lay leaders will be assisted in devising 
strategies for fulfilling the biblical mandate that identifies the ecclesiastical objectives of 
the MCSDA.  Leadership at all levels will be oriented to a better understanding of the 
perceived needs of members and this will help them to direct MCSDA churches toward:  
1. Implementing a biblical vision of discipleship and witnessing, 
2. Fostering discipleship and witnessing practices among believers, both new 
and old, and 
3. Encouraging lay leadership to a greater emphasis on the practice of 
discipleship based on a biblical model, including mentorship and witnessing practices 
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within churches and the community. 
 While this study is focused on the MCSDA, the results may potentially generalize 
to other areas in the NAD where circumstances among Adventists are similar. 
Conceptual Framework 
 A conceptual framework describes the relationship between the theory base, 
content, and methodology of a research project. In the case of this particular study, the 
theory base is drawn from the Bible. 
 The theological basis for this research is the biblical concept of discipleship and 
witnessing, and the rabbi-disciple relationship modeled in the Bible. According to the 
Bible, the church does not exist only to perpetuate itself across time. It also has a mandate 
to extend itself by spreading the gospel of salvation. Teaching, baptizing, and discipling 
are all elements of the essential vision that Jesus Christ left with the early disciples (Matt 
28:18–20). 
 The NT process of discipling, herein identified as the Rabbi-Witness Discipleship 
Model, involves a Rabbi (Jesus) who recruited disciples, taught them about salvation, and 
mandated that they introduce others to the knowledge and experience he had shared with 
them. Jesus supervised the disciples in putting into practice what they had learned, and he 
finally gave them the order to carry the message to people around the world. These 
disciples then served as witnesses to Jesus and spread his message abroad, at the same 
time restarting the rabbi-disciple process. The disciples became disciplers to the newly 
recruited disciples, teaching them what they had learned from Jesus, and in turn sending 
the new disciples “unto the end of the world” to further spread the news of salvation 
(Acts 1:8; Matt 28:19, 20). The NT model is therefore a self-perpetuating cycle with each 
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new generation of disciples learning from their immediate disciplers, but always looking 
to Jesus as their primary Rabbi. 
 This rabbi-disciple process is exemplified in the NT by the specific discipling 
practices that Jesus used. Initially, Jesus called his followers and invited them to be his 
disciples (John 1:42–45). Subsequently they were with him most of the time: as they 
traveled, when visiting in the homes of friends and relatives, at meals, and when Jesus 
preached and ministered to the crowds in Judea, Galilee, Samaria, and the coastlands of 
Phoenecia. Jesus lived with, taught, and set an example for his disciples before he sent 
them out to continue his mission. The task of the disciples was to teach and preach his 
message (Matt 10:5–42), and to establish his church (Matt16:16–19). After his 
resurrection he commanded his disciples to take his message to “all nations, . . . teaching 
them to observe all things” that he had taught them” (Matt 28:19–20). He also told them 
to be his “witnesses” to “the uttermost part of the earth” (Acts 1:8). 
 The theory base for this study is therefore a biblical Rabbi-Witness Discipleship 
Model. The specific content of the study is an analysis and description of current 
discipleship and witnessing practices in the MCSDA.  The literature and available 
research data suggest that there are specific ideological, cultural, and socioeconomic 
challenges that are preventing both qualitative and quantitative church growth in North 
America. This is true of Christianity in general and the Adventist Church in Michigan in 
particular. In the context of these challenges, and in consideration of the mission of the 
Adventist Church, it is important to describe the understanding, practices, and needs of 
members of the MCSDA in terms of discipleship and witnessing. The method used to 
achieve this purpose was a quantitative research design generating descriptive data, 












DAF Accept call/follow Jesus 
DLT Teach from God’s Word 
DTPD Teach, practice, defend faith 
DIOD Imitate God by loving others 
DIMAK Make/mentor disciples 
DLCWG Live close relationship with God 
DEML Evangelistic/missionary lifestyle 
DISWIT Discipleship as witnessing 
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Research Design and Methodology 
This research is a descriptive study using a quantitative methodology that focuses 
on the degree of knowledge and the level of practice among church members of the 
MCSDA regarding discipleship and witnessing concepts that were important in the 
Apostolic Church. 
The design used in this dissertation involved the development and presentation of 
a biblical model of discipleship and witnessing as the foundation for the theoretical 
framework and a benchmark for the construction of a survey instrument. The final 
version of the survey instrument has 43 questions divided into four sections to collect 
data related to: (a) demographic information, (b) level of biblical understanding of 
concepts of discipleship, (c) witnessing and outreach practices of church members, and 
(d) level of perceived need of the respondents for improving their current biblical 
understanding and practice of discipleship. The title of the instrument is “Survey on 
Discipleship Understanding and Practices” (see Appendix C). 
  A random sample of churches in the MCSDA was selected using cluster sampling 
procedures. Congregations in the MCSDA are natural clusters that provided readily 
accessible samples representing the religious perspectives of the total population of 
church members in the MCSDA. After the questionnaire was developed, refined and 
approved by the members of the dissertation committee and stakeholders, it was 
administered from March through August 2010 in the 19 participating churches in the 
MCSDA. The population for this study was defined as the total adult membership (18 or 
above) of the Seventh-day Adventist Church in the MCSDA at the time the survey was 
administered. The recorded membership of the MCSDA in 2010 was 24,497 distributed 
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across the State of Michigan in 187 churches, companies and groups (MCSDA, 2010, 
p. 1). 
  Of the total number of congregations randomly selected, two were classified as 
ethnically diverse (Hispanic), producing a sample that was proportionately a close match 
with the total population of members in the MCSDA. Members in attendance at the 
selected churches on the day that the survey was administered in these churches 
constituted the sample. 
 The variables under consideration in this study emerge from the biblical model of 
discipleship and witnessing which serves as the theoretical framework for the study. The 
instrumental and operational definition of this variable is given in the Table of 
Definitions of Variables in Appendix D. The variables are: 
1. Discipleship as accepting a call and following the Rabbi (Teacher) Jesus (DAF).  
2. Discipleship as learning and teaching from God’s Word (DLT).  
3. Discipleship as teaching, practicing, defending faith (DTPD).  
4. Discipleship as imitating God and loving others as Jesus did (DIOD).  
5. Discipleship as making disciples and mentoring them (DIMAK). 
6. Discipleship as living in close relationship with God (DLCWG).  
7. Discipleship as evangelistic with a missionary lifestyle (DEML).  
8. Discipleship as witnessing about his/her faith (DISWIT).  
9. Discipleship as being involved in the spiritual and devotional life of the 
church DSDLC).  
 To meet high standards of reliability and validity, a study like this must be 
creatively crafted and adapted to the context.  The survey instrument was developed 
taking into account that the population is a religious subgroup and not fully typical of 
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Michigan society in general, and careful steps were taken to improve the validity and 
reliability. These steps included, among other things, analysis by stakeholders and the 
administration of a pilot study.   
After receiving confirmation that a church was willing to participate, the survey 
instruments were distributed along with carefully formulated and tested instructions. The 
preferred dates for administration of the survey were at the end of May 2010. The surveys 
were to be completed between Sabbath School and the Divine Service, collected by the 
deacons at the end of the Divine Service, and returned to the MCSDA headquarters 
office. Of the 1,310 surveys distributed, 460 completed forms were returned. 
The collected data were individually coded by district and the data were manually 
entered into a Microsoft Excel spreadsheet for transfer into an IBM SPSS statistical 
package to perform the analysis in terms of the variables of the study. When this process 
was completed, and incomplete surveys were removed, there was a total of 441 surveys 
that could be used for data analysis, giving an N = 441. The number of surveys returned 
was close to 2% of the total population (membership of MCSDA). 
Limitations 
The validity and reliability of a quantitative study is dependent on a number of 
criteria, one of which is the honesty of the respondents and the accuracy with which they 
complete the survey. To achieve the highest level of accuracy possible, detailed 
instructions were distributed to the pastors and participants in the local churches, with the 
hope of reducing any misunderstanding and the number of errors that might occur. 
The population of the study was the total baptized membership and active 
participants 18 years of age or older in the MCSDA at the time the survey was 
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administered in 2010. The study was limited by the fact that the survey was administered 
in the 19 randomly selected churches on only one day, meaning that there was input only 
from members present on that one day. 
Delimitations  
 This study was delimited to adults over the age of 18 who were baptized members 
or active participants in 19 churches that were randomly selected from a total of 187 
churches (congregations and companies) in the MCSDA, and who attended church on the 
day that the survey instrument was distributed in that church. Although the MCSDA is an 
integral part of the NAD, and conditions impacting churches in the NAD may be similar, 
the results of this study may not be applicable outside of the Michigan Conference. The 
study must be considered technically valid only for the time at which the research was 
done, recognizing that changing conditions might result in a change of the elements 
involved in this study. However, the methodology, procedures and the lessons learned 
from this study should be applicable in the development of other studies. 
The survey was distributed only in English, even in the two congregations selected 
in the random sample where services are generally held in Spanish. While many Hispanic 
members are fluent in English, it may be that some members did not complete the survey 
accurately or at all because there was no survey instrument in their preferred language. 
Pioneer Memorial Church, one of the randomly selected congregations, was 
excluded because it has a very large membership on a university campus, and is not at all 
typical of the churches in the MCSDA.  
Definition of Terms 
 Conference: Legal association of Adventist churches in a geographical region. 
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 Church member: A baptized person whose name appears in the membership 
records of the Seventh-day Adventist Church, who attends services and collaborates in 
the diverse ministries and mission of the church, and who supports the church financially.   
 Congregation: A church, regardless of its status or the number of members. 
 Company: A congregation with more than 15 but less than 50 members, which 
has not achieved the status of a church as recognized by the MCSDA. 
 Disciple: As defined from a Christian perspective, the follower of a rabbi, master 
teacher or mentor. The disciple learns from a teacher whose instruction is ultimately in 
harmony with the life and teachings of Jesus. The allegiance of the disciple is therefore to 
Jesus, not to his or her immediate mentor. The goal of the mentor is to foster discipleship, 
so that each new disciple (a) builds a personal saving relationship with Christ; (b) learns 
from Christ through Scripture and the Holy Spirit; and (c) practices the instructions and 
commands of Christ as revealed in Scripture, by living in harmony with the principles of 
the Kingdom of God and engaging as a witness to Christ with the purpose of reproducing 
the same discipleship experience in others. 
 Discipler: As used in this dissertation, one who has responded to the call, 
experienced the teaching and learning; and accepted the commission or sending, based 
on the Rabbi-Disciple-Witness Biblical Model that fits one to be at once a committed 
disciple and effective disciple maker.  
 General Conference of Seventh-day Adventists: The highest level of 
organizational leadership of the Seventh-day Adventist Church, with headquarters located 
in Silver Spring, Maryland, USA. 
 Lake Union Conference of Seventh-day Adventists: The official name of the 
ecclesiastical subdivision of the North American Division of the Seventh-day Adventist 
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Church, whose territory embraces Illinois, Indiana, Michigan, Wisconsin, and a portion 
of Minnesota; comprising the Illinois, Indiana, Lake Region, Michigan, and Wisconsin 
Conferences (Office of Archives, Statistics, and Research, General Conference of 
Seventh-day Adventists [Office of Archives & Research-GenConf], 2013, p. 197). 
 Mentor: An experienced and trusted counselor or advisor, one who guides and 
teaches novices (cf. Oxford Dictionary and Merriam-Webster Dictionary). Although the 
word mentor is not specifically used in most translations of the Bible, the OT is replete 
with examples of mentorship, and the work of Christ as a mentor of his disciples is well 
documented in the original accounts (see, e.g., Luke 9; as well as E. White, 1903, pp. 84, 
85; and chap. 2 of this dissertation). In modern educational, leadership, and management 
literature, specific mentoring theories are proposed. This dissertation uses the term more 
generically, with the traditional understanding of mentorship as expressed in dictionary 
definitions.   
 Michigan Conference of Seventh-day Adventists: The official name of the 
ecclesiastical subdivision of the Seventh-day Adventist Church that encompasses the 
State of Michigan, with headquarters in Lansing, Michigan. 
 Missionary work: In this research project, “missionary work” means all work 
done by an individual (pastor or lay person), church department, conference department, 
or ecclesiastical institution destined to spread the gospel news to the people of the world.  
North-American Division of Seventh-day Adventists: The administrative, 
geographical and ecclesiastical subdivision of the General Conference of the Seventh-day 
Adventist Church, whose territory is 
Bermuda, Canada, the French possession of Saint Pierre and Miquelon, the United 
States of America, the United States of territories of Guam and Wake Island, the 
Federated States of Micronesia, Johnston Island, Marshall Island, Midway Islands, 
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Northern Mariana Island, and Palau; comprising the Atlantic; Seventh-day Adventist 
Church in Canada, Columbia, Lake, Mid-America, North Pacific, Pacific, Southern, 
and Southwestern Union Conference; and Guam-Micronesia Mission of Seventh-day 
Adventists [sic]. (Office of Archives & Research-GenConf, 2013, p. 177) 
 Primitive Church or Apostolic Church: The early historical era of the church. The 
Apostolic Church is the church under the leadership of the 12 apostles of Jesus as well as 
the Apostle Paul. The Primitive Church encompasses the same time-period, customs, 
religious practices, culture, ethnic population and languages that were involved in the 
creation of all the documents contained in the New Testament.  
 Rabbi: In this dissertation, the capitalized noun Rabbi always refers to Jesus, and 
rabbi using the lower case is used interchangeably with pastor, teacher, or discipler. The 
word rabbi is key to the model developed in this study, though the model does not demand 
that each new rabbi develop the stature of the Rabbi Jesus or a rabbi as defined in the 
Intertestamental or NT era. The model does demand that each disciple become a teacher 
and discipler of, and witness to, the next generation of disciples. The word rabbi is not 
mentioned in the OT, but the concept is clear, establishing the foundation for the refined 
manifestation of the Rabbi-Witness Discipleship Model in the ministry of Jesus. 
 Stakeholder: An “individual who has a stake in or may be affected by the program 
to be evaluated or the evaluation’s results” (Worthen, Sanders, & Fitzpatrick, 1997, p. 
521).  In this dissertation the stakeholders were: 
1. administrators of the Michigan Conference (president, treasurer, secretary), 
2. ministerial secretaries or associates of the MCSDA Ministerial Association, 
3. pastors with a theological background in the New in Ministry sessions who 
were consulted for input into the survey instrument, 
4. Andrews University faculty members and theologically informed pastors who 
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were consulted for input into the Rabbi-Witness Discipleship Model. 
 Understanding: A common concept and individual perception about the attitudes, 
practices, and skills reflected by the disciples in the New Testament and in the Bible. 
 Witness: The biblical understanding of witness is a person who has direct 
knowledge of an event, and is a witness because he/she has “seen or known of it” 
(Lev 5:1). In this research a witness is also a disciple who is actively involved in giving 
testimony to others of what he has learned as a disciple of Jesus. 
Organization of the Study 
This study consists of five chapters. 
Chapter 1 begins with an introduction and background to the problem, and 
includes the statement of the problem, purpose of the study, research questions, 
significance of the study, conceptual framework, methodology, limitations and 
delimitations, and the definitions of terms. The chapter ends with an outline of the study.  
Chapter 2 presents a review of historical, biblical, ideological, and educational 
information related to the research. There is an analysis of the meaning of the word 
witness in the OT and NT and, on the basis of biblical analysis, the Rabbi-Witness 
Discipleship Model is developed through the chapter.  
Chapter 3 presents the research design, instrumentation, population and sample, 
method of data collection and analysis involved in this project. 
Chapter 4 describes the analysis of the data and presents the results of the research. 
Chapter 5 is a summary of the study, and presents the findings, conclusions, and 
recommendations. 




LITERATURE-BASED DEVELOPMENT OF A 
BIBLICAL MODEL 
A literature review differs from one dissertation to another. In the present 
instance, it identifies the theory base that underlies the research question motivating the 
study. A literature review “identifies what has been done before the present study, . . . 
provides various approaches to gathering and analyzing data, . . . helps to justify the 
approach” taken by the researcher, and is an “aid to delimit the problem under 
investigation” (Newman, Benz, Weis, & McNeill, 1997, p. 24). 
This literature review supports the purpose and proposed application of this 
investigation. First, analysis of the literature facilitated the development of a biblical 
discipleship model. Second, based on this model, a survey instrument was prepared and 
administered to collect data describing the understanding and practices of the biblical 
model of discipleship and witnessing in a representative sample of the members of the 
Michigan Conference of Seventh-day Adventists (MCSDA). Finally, with a profile of the 
discipleship and witnessing needs of the members of the MCSDA, the MCSDA leaders 
have in hand data and resources to foster New Testament (NT) practices of discipleship 
and witnessing among the MCSDA membership. 
Organization of the Review 
This chapter explores three major areas of foundational consideration: 
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1. Model theories and the importance of models; biblical models, including Old 
Testament (OT) concepts of discipleship models, and NT concepts of discipleship and 
witness models; and the biblical meaning of disciple-witness. 
2. The traditional conceptualization of discipleship in biblical Christian 
education; the authors, ideas and concepts that influence this understanding of 
discipleship in evangelical circles; and the reaction to, and interpretation of this 
understanding in the Seventh-day Adventist (Adventist/SDA) Church. 
3. The biblical concepts of curriculum applicable to discipleship and witnessing 
and how these concepts may be implemented in postmodern settings, employing some 
modern missionary concepts such as contextualization. 
The challenge of this dissertation was to construct a discipleship model useful for 
contemporary needs in the MCSDA. The model needed to be rooted in biblical paradigms 
and inspired by biblical examples, particularly those from the life of Jesus. The model 
could then be used as a benchmark for a descriptive study of Adventists in the MCSDA. 
The Importance of a Model 
The Value of Working From a Model 
According to Canale (2001), a model is a “structural device” or “a prototype of 
something [that is] going to be made. . . . A model does not describe specific realities in 
detail, but portrays an overall framework of which [sic] purpose it is to shape the reality 
to which it applies” (p. 126). Models constitute theoretical and scalable prototypes of 
things that consistently conform to a specific method of analysis within a given discipline.  
In an architectural context, a model is a graphic portrayal of a real-world 
situation. Models can be changed or manipulated to demonstrate how the real version 
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might be affected by modifications or varied conditions. For example, in considering 
rebuilding the Twin Towers, New York City developed a process to evaluate the options. 
Architects submitted models. Approved models were checked, adapted and refined. The 
possibility of reconstructing the Twin Towers could then be fully considered and the 
rebuilding project undertaken. The buildings could be constructed with the expectation 
that the new structures would resemble the approved model.  
Models in Theology and Mission 
Models are schemes or prototypes that guide actions. In disciplines such as 
architecture, working from a model is essential. The same is true of theology and 
education. In the same way that a blueprint model is used in the repair or renovation of a 
house, theologians use biblical models to guide them as they interpret Scripture and 
develop tools for ministry. The more precise a model is, the better the final result. 
Models can: (a) provide structure to an activity, (b) offer guidance for sequencing 
an activity, (c) identify the orientation of the practitioners of a task, (d) identify the 
boundaries of given tasks, and (e) provide an overall way of conceptualizing the task 
(McNeil, Newman, & Steinhauser, 2005, p. 11). With regard to applying models across 
disciplines, however, Canale (2001) warns: 
General models do not apply in the same way to every case. Models are ideal, broad 
and applicable to reality. They are ideal because they do not correspond to any 
specific reality, but represent a pattern to which each reality embraced by the model 
tries to approximate [sic]. They are broad because not every detail is included in the 
blueprint. Only the main, decisive features are present. Models are, by essence, 
patterns constructed to be applied, while building concrete realities. (p. 127) 
In theology, models are used to show the structure of the main components 
involved in the interpretation of doctrines and theological processes of faith (Tracy, 1988, 
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pp. 22, 23). Models denote broad concepts that are common to the formulation of all 
doctrines and teachings (Canale, 2001, p. 133). A biblically constructed theology should 
be based entirely on that which can be exegeted, or drawn directly from the text. For 
example, faith-related events in the text narrative include manifestations of God 
(theophanies), divine invitations, commands, commissions, commitments, requests, 
promises, responses, and holy convocations. When these events are seen to be a pattern—
a sequence of ordered events appearing in a series of key manifestations—it is possible to 
distill them to their essence and develop a biblical model. The biblical model appears as a 
succession of conceptual building blocks that consistently follow a sequence or pattern.  
Like architectural models, theological models are always in the process of 
construction or reconstruction. When theologians develop interpretations and methods of 
teaching, they adhere to a general pattern of theological construction based on a process 
of biblical hermeneutics. Because there are alternative hermeneutical models arising from 
different assumptions made about the biblical text, a high view of Scripture, as assumed 
in this study, tends to lead to conclusions that are consistent with the text, whereas a 
hermeneutic based on a low view of Scripture might produce a model of interpretation 
that does not cohere with the biblical text as it stands. For example, a high view of 
Scripture affirms a hermeneutic that would take seriously the idea that God always acts 
based on certain unchangeable principles: “For I am the LORD, I change not” (Mal 3:6).  
As a consequence, if God acts in certain ways in one event in the history of 
salvation, he will base his actions on the same principles in other historical moments, 
even when the context or circumstances are somewhat different. The principles that 
govern God’s interventions will be the same even when the interventions themselves may 
differ. If one assumes a high view of Scripture, and then identifies a biblical model of 
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discipleship that generally coheres with the scriptural explanations of discipleship, one 
may infer that the model would be theologically normative and informative in 
interpreting additional discipleship events in the biblical narrative and the historical 
process of salvation. An OT biblical model is therefore likely to establish a paradigm that 
is useful in explaining God’s plan for discipleship in the whole context of Scripture.  
Model as a Paradigm 
Hans Küng (1995) identifies models as paradigms (p. 26), or behavioral patterns. 
A biblical event or axiom might be referred to as a paradigm which establishes a general 
model. Christians must fit their own contextual and contemporary experiences into the 
parameters of that model.  
As an example, Acts 2 might be considered the primary biblical passage for 
understanding the gift of tongues. It functions as the foundation or root in an analysis of 
other biblical manifestations, such as those found in 1 Cor 14, Acts 10:46, and Acts 19:6. 
In essence, one significant event serves as a benchmark with which to compare other 
similar events. As the events are compared—in this case, various manifestations of the 
gift of tongues—a model or paradigm is developed that remains true to the primary 
manifestation (Acts 2) but also accommodates manifestations in other biblical contexts. 
Furthermore, a present-day phenomenon might be compared with the episode in Acts 2, 
the other biblical manifestations, and the paradigm to which they all adhere. This form of 
analysis and accommodation becomes a model or paradigm for understanding similarities 
and differences in other events in the Bible or the modern-day church. 
Dulles (1973) explores several different views of the church. He uses models to 
describe the church as an institution, as a body of mystical communion, as a sacrament, 
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as a herald, and as a servant (p. 21). By modeling the church in a variety of 
manifestations he attempts to encourage scholarship and the practice of a paradigm for 
church which reflects most fully the biblical text from which it is drawn. Only by 
advancing the many options can there be a hope of discerningly accommodating to a truly 
authentic biblical model. Ian Ramsey (1964) states that “in any scientific understanding a 
model is better the more prolific it is in generating deductions which are then open to 
experimental verification and falsification” (p. 14). 
Toward a Discipleship Model in the OT 
The single OT instance of the word disciple appears in Isa 8:16. God says, “Bind 
up the testimony, seal the law among my disciples.” “Disciples” is translated from the 
Hebrew limmud (from the root lmd). “Disciples” is also the English rendering generally 
preferred by translators of the Tanakh. For example, “Bind up the message, Seal the 
instruction with my disciples,” Isa 8:16 (Jewish Study Bible, 2004, p. 801). 
Understanding the concept of limmud is key to understanding what it means to be a 
disciple of God.  
In the Septuagint, limmud is translated into the Greek manthein from manthano, 
meaning disciple or learner. Kaiser (1980) describes limmud as “one of the twelve words” 
employed in the OT to convey the idea of teaching/learning/educating. This word is also 
related to the Ugaritic lmd which means learn/teach, and to the Akkadic lamaœdu 
meaning to learn (Kaiser, 1980, p. 480). Koehler and Baumgartner (2001) affirm that 
limmud means to learn, to train, and to familiarize oneself with a subject or practice.  
Limmud, when modified by qal, takes the meaning of learning or gaining military 
expertise, and when modified by piel, it refers to formal instruction (vol. 1, p. 531). 
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Marcus Jastrow (2005) illuminates the meaning of lmd, emphasizing the Talmud’s 
suggestion of “teaching, learning, [and] study,” but adding a further dimension taken 
from the Kiddushim (Kidd 40.b) which states that “study is more [than practice] for the 
study leads to practice” (as cited in Jastrow, 2005, p. 708). Wilkins (1988) notes that if 
one includes its variations (i.e., limmith, limmid, talmid) then lmd (limmud) appears six 
times in the OT and always reflects the idea of one who is taught (p. 46).  
Regarding talmid and its relationship to limmud, Kaiser (1980) states: 
Only one OT passage 1 Chr 25:8 uses this word. There “the small and the great, 
the teacher and the scholar” are included in the selection of the twenty four 
divisions of priests. In rabbinical times, the teacher of the law was called the 
talmid Rabbi and his pupils were known as talmidim, apprenticed to the torah of 
God. The Jewish Talmud gets its name from this root. (p. 480) 
Within Judaism, limmud never became a common term for disciple as talmid did 
(Wilkins, 1988, p. 46).  
Childs (2001) proposes that in the book of Isaiah, “although the term disciple does 
not refer to a closely defined prophetic school as some have suggested, still it does 
suggest the presence of followers who have received the truth of his [Isaiah’s] preaching 
and to whom Isaiah entrusts his teachings for preservation until a later time” (p. 76). G. 
Smith (2007) adds: “The followers of God who were willing to listen to God’s 
instructions through Isaiah are called ‘my disciples’ but there is no way of knowing how 
many people this involved” (p. 229). 
The teaching and learning implications of limmud and the significance for a 
discipleship model are illustrated by several examples in the OT. Further insights into the 
OT model clarify the foundation upon which Jesus implemented the Rabbi-Witness 
Discipleship Model in the NT.  
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The Servant of the Man of God 
In numerous OT stories, men of God mentor followers. In the NT a similar 
relationship exists between Jesus and those who gathered around and followed him. In 
both the OT and the NT, the followers can be described as “servants of a man of God” 
(Engelken, 2006, p. 505). The early occurrence of discipleship in the OT is established on 
the repeating pattern of servants of men of God (2 Kgs 4:25, 5:20, 6:15, 8:4). Regarding 
srt (“serve”), Engelken affirms: 
The earliest occurrences of the root [srt] in the OT refer to disciples of elect men 
of God, who are destined to succeed their masters (Josh 1:1–9; 1 S[am] 1–3; 1 
K[gs] 19:19–21; unintentionally in the case of Gehazi): Joshua, the disciple of 
Moses (Ex 24:13; 33:11; Nu 11:28; Josh. 1:1); Samuel, the disciple of Eli (1 
S[am] 2:11, 18; 3:1); Elisha, the disciple of Elijah (1 K[gs] 19:21); and Gehazi, 
the disciple of Elisha (2 K[gs] 4:43; 6:15). (Engelken, 2006, p. 505) 
This repeating pattern permits the earlier story of Moses to be considered a prototype for 
the formation of a biblical discipleship model. 
The concept of service and servanthood may appear as contrary to the extreme 
individualism of Western society, and the accepted culture of self-gratification common 
in the early 21st century. However, the biblical model is timeless. In assuming the role of 
“servant” of a man or woman of God, the follower or disciple gains insight into the 
human condition and human need from a godly perspective, as mediated through a 
mentor called of God. In the process of working with a godly mentor, the servant is 
initiated into a divine mind-set of humility in response to human need (Exod 32:31; Phil 
2:5–9). It is this mind-set that fits the servant-disciple, eventually to take the mantle of 
servant-leader, in turn becoming a mentor to the next generation of disciples. 
In all of the cases referenced by Engelken (2006), service is a key element in the 
process of forging a future leader. This is particularly true of the leadership of Moses, the 
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biblical prototype. Several components relating to the preparation and mentoring of 
servant-disciples are evident, including: (a) connecting with and relating to men of God, 
(b) learning from their own spiritual experiences and the leadership of the men of God, 
(c) building upon the foundation established by the men of God from previous 
generations, and (d) service to and with men of God. 
Discipleship Model in Moses’ Call as a Man of God 
Exodus 3 records the moment when God called Moses to his service. The call 
involved three stages that are fundamental to the discipleship model revealed in Scripture. 
First there is a solemn call, second there is a teaching and learning process, and third 
there is a command to go to Israel and tell God’s people what he needs them to know. 
The call occurs when God first speaks to Moses from within the burning bush. 
“And when the LORD saw that he turned aside to see, God called unto him out of the 
midst of the bush, and said, Moses, Moses. And he said, Here am I” (Exod 3:4, emphasis 
added). The key Hebrew word used in Exod 3:4 is yiqra. According to Coppes (1980), 
the Hebrew root word qara means to call (p. 810). The call to Moses occurs in the 
moment that he (Moses) turns to see who is summoning him. Moses’ attention is 
instantaneously linked to the call of the Lord. And the word used to describe this call is 
yiqra. The plain meaning of yiqra is to call to someone, but digging into the spectrum of 
variances in its use, one discovers a dynamic meaning that transforms the call of 
invitation into a future proclamation. The call becomes a task to be accomplished, a 
prophetic proclamation that becomes a call of invitation to others. Friedrich (1965) 
asserts a connection between the Greek NT word kerusso (from ekalessen, the LXX 
Greek word that means to call or proclaim) and the Hebrew word qara (Friedrich, 1965, 
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p. 700). Hossfeld and Kindl (2004) argue that the Hebrew qara “always involves a direct 
subject-object relationship” (p. 111). This is clearly contextually implied when Moses is 
called (wey yiqra/wegarati) and responds to God (Exod 3:4), immediately following 
which God relates directly to Moses by instructing him and outlining for him a specific 
prophetic task (Exod 3:5–10). 
The call of God is accomplished in two distinctive phases. First there is an 
instructional process (Exod 3:5–8), involving transmission of important information from 
God to Moses. God provides information about himself and his involvement with past 
generations of patriarchs. This helps Moses to understand that the God talking to him has 
been in close relationship with Moses’ Hebrew forefathers (v. 6). God reveals to Moses 
that he is aware of the sufferings of the people of Israel who are slaves in Egypt (vv. 7, 
9), and he instructs Moses about his plan to deliver the Israelites from Egypt and guide 
them to the homeland promised to Abraham, a place that God now clearly identifies (v. 8). 
Following the initial instruction, there is a command to go and proclaim what 
Moses has learned so as to implement God’s plan. “Come now therefore, and I will send 
[halak] thee unto Pharaoh, that thou mayest bring forth my people the children of Israel 
out of Egypt” (Exod 3:10–11, emphasis added). The Hebrew word halak, although 
translated as send (v. 10) in the KJV, actually means go. Moses’ response to God is one 
of self-doubt in his (Moses’) ability to carry out the task (v. 11). The remainder of the 
chapter, vv. 12–22, transitions between encouragement and support given to Moses to 
accept the command to go, and instruction given to teach Moses about what he is to say 
and to do. The chapter is in this sense the prototype of the biblical discipleship model, 
involving a call, instruction, and a commission (Figure 2).  


























subject and object, as indicated by the Hebrew gara of Exod 3:4. The model must be 
duplicated as the one who was originally called becomes the one who calls. This new 
subject has become a witness who calls, instructs, and commissions a new disciple (a new 
object). This process is exemplified at the end of Moses’ ministry, when the Scriptures 
describe how Joshua is called, mentored, and commissioned. The call was made by 
Moses, setting up the next generation of leadership for Israel. It is important to notice, 
however, that the witness declared by Moses was not to himself, but to God. 
And Moses called unto Joshua, and said unto him in the sight of all Israel, Be strong 
and of a good courage: for thou must go with this people unto the land which the 
LORD hath sworn unto their fathers to give them; and thou shalt cause them to inherit 
it. And the LORD, he it is that doth go before thee; he will be with thee, he will not 
fail thee, neither forsake thee: fear not, neither be dismayed. (Deut 31:7–8) 
 
The remainder of the book, Deut 32:14 to Deut 34:12, is a description of how 
Moses and God instructed Joshua (Deut 31:15–22; 31:30–32:47), and how God 
commissioned Joshua (Deut 31:14, 23; 34:9). In participating as a witness to God, Moses 
completed his own discipleship ministry and, at the same time, he established the OT 
prototype of the NT Rabbi-Witness Discipleship Model. Sensitive to the demands of the 
future, Moses facilitated an honorable transference of leadership and set a seal on his own 
dramatic, prophetic career as a disciple-maker.  
Discipling in the Relationship of Elisha and Elijah 
Engelken (2006) observes elements of an early discipleship process in the 
relationship between Elijah and Elisha as recorded in 1 Kgs 19:19–22 (p. 507). The 
discipleship process of Elisha is preceded by an invitation or call (1 Kgs 19:19), obliging 
Elisha to leave his parents and follow Elijah (v. 20). Elisha obeys the instruction (v. 20) 
and, by sacrificing his team of oxen, severs ties to his former calling (v. 21). The sons of 
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the prophets recognize Elijah as Elisha’s master (‘adon) (2 Kgs 2:3, 5). Elisha reverently 
bows before Elijah, because he (Elisha) has inherited a “double portion” of his master’s 
spirit (2 Kgs 2:9–12).  
There are differences in the specific details of Moses’ and Elisha’s discipleship 
experience. However, in each case there is an invitation or call, the acceptance of the call, 
and mentoring. Finally, the called individual embarks on his ministry. In Elisha’s case 
there is not a direct biblical command to ministry, but Elisha has taken the mantel of 
Elijah, and he starts his mission as soon as Elijah is translated to heaven. 
The Sons of the Prophets 
Early in the books of Samuel a “company of prophets” is identified (1 Sam 10:2–
5). Through 1 and 2 Kings, they are identified as the “sons of the prophets” (1 Kgs 20:35; 
2 Kgs 2:3, 5, 15; 4:1, 38; 5:22; 6:1). These spiritually motivated individuals respond to a 
prophetic calling and are accepted and nurtured by recognized prophets (Price, 1989, pp. 
244–249).  
The sons of the prophets utilized a field ministry approach. They employed a 
teaching and learning methodology along with itinerant ministry aimed at reviving faith 
among the people of God. It provided practical field experience like that of Elisha under 
Elijah and set a precedent for the ministry carried out by Jesus in the NT. Indeed, the 
messianic ministry was anticipated by Malachi (Mal 4:5–6) who predicted the return of 
Elijah, symbolically setting the stage for John the Baptist’s work of heralding the arrival 
of Jesus. 
The same teaching and learning process is a recognized form of instruction in 
Israel. The prophet Amos laments, “I was no prophet, neither was I a prophet’s son” 
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(Amos 7:14). Not being either, he lacked the traditional educational opportunities that 
would otherwise have been available to him. Perhaps he also felt it unfortunate that he 
could not enjoy the recognition that came to those who were accredited as sons of prophets. 
Walking With God in the OT 
Integral to the idea of walking with God is an early form of discipleship and 
mentorship that involves practical experiences, consultation, a learning process, and 
applying what is learned. The Hebrew metaphor of walking with God (hlkh/halakik) 
describes the close and sanctifying relationship between dedicated believers and God. 
Walking with God is inclusive of all aspects of life that pertain to God. Carbajal (1980) 
describes walking with God as having a living relationship with God, his laws, his 
statutes, his covenants, and his ways. Carbajal notes: 
In the Pentateuch the positive aspects of halakh are given greater importance than 
the negative. On the positive side, five prepositions are used [with halakh], 
namely: in, with, before, among and after, 
(1) “Walk in God's way,” or plainly “walk in His way” (Deut 8:6; 5:33; 10:12) 
“Walk in My statutes” or “walk in my covenant” (Lev 26:3) 
      “walk in My law” (Exod 12:4)  
      “walk in His fear” (Deut 8:6) 
(2) “walk with God” (Gen. 5:22, 24; 6:9)  
(3) “walk before me” (Gen 17:1; 24:40; 48:15)  
(4) “walk among you” (Lev 26:12) 
(5) “walk after God” (Deut 13:4). (Carbajal, 1980, p. 56) 
Numerous biblical examples illustrate the relationship implied in walking with 
God. For example: “Enoch walked [hlkh] with God” (Gen 5:24); “And when Abram was 
ninety years old and nine, the LORD appeared to Abram, and said unto him, I am the 
Almighty God; walk (hlkh) before me, and be thou perfect” (Gen 17:1); “And he 
[Solomon] said, LORD God of Israel, there is no God like thee, in heaven above, or on 
earth beneath, who keepest covenant and mercy with thy servants that walk [hlkh] before 
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thee with all their heart” (1 Kgs 8:23); “Blessed are the undefiled in the way, who walk 
[hlkh] in the law of the LORD” (Ps 119:1); “He shall enter into peace: they shall rest in 
their beds, each one walking [hlkh] in his uprightness” (Isa 57:2). The biblical hlkh as 
evidenced in these texts was a walk of obedience, worship, sanctification, peace, and, as 
highlighted by the experience of Enoch, a walk of companionship that led to an 
experiential relationship with God. Walking with God is a journey of discipleship that 
bears witness to God’s transformational power and proclaims to the world God’s desires 
and hopes for humanity.  
At the point when God called Moses, and he answered, Moses began his journey 
with the One who identified himself as I AM. This set an example for Israel to walk in 
obedience to the Lord. This concept of walking with God extends into the NT and is a 
perceptible experience in the model relationship between the Rabbi Jesus, constantly 
accompanied on his way by the disciples. 
Observations on Walking With God 
 The Hebrew name Enoch means “dedicated one” (Horn, 1960, p. 314). The 
biblical account of Enoch’s character suggests that he portrayed 
a life of singularly elevated piety, not merely the constant realization of the divine 
presence or even a continued effort at holy obedience, but maintenance of the 
most intimate relations with God. Enoch´s life was most evidently in complete 
and beautiful harmony with the divine will. (Nichol, 1953, p. 246) 
Reno (2010) comments that “to ‘walk with God’ signals righteousness”: 
In the Jewish and Christian tradition, Enoch is read as someone who merits 
exemption from the general trend of humanity toward destruction. Targum 
Pseudo-Jonathan sees Enoch as “worship[ing] in truth before the Lord” and 
“ascending into heaven to take the role of ‘the great scribe’” (Maher, 1992: 36–
37). Sirach 44:16 pictures him as the model of repentance: “Enoch pleases the 




Because of his righteousness, exemplified through his walk with God, Enoch “did not 
die, but instead was taken by God” (p. 112). 
Walking With God as Pleasing God 
From when it was originally written to the time of the earliest Christians, the OT 
metaphor of walking with God lost much of its original meaning. Cultural idiosyncrasies 
in the translation from Hebrew into Greek led to the Hebrew hlkh (walk) being rendered 
as the Greek verb euresteo (to please). Even though this interpretation is logical—for 
God surely is pleased with those who observe his commandments and live righteously—
the word choice is unfortunate. It disconnects the reader from the image of walking side 
by side with God, replacing it with the Greek extrapolation of pleasing God. The Greek 
translation loses the Hebrew dimension of closeness between God and his disciple. 
There are several possible reasons for the changes in the interpretation of hlkh. As 
Carbajal (1980) explains: 
[In] the century before and the two centuries after the Council at Nicea (325 
A.D.), the metaphor of walking was less and less used, suggesting that the farther 
one lived from Christ's time, the less the said concept was employed. Another 
reason for this is that after the destruction of Jerusalem by the Romans (70 A.D.), 
the world became more and more Hellenized. Thus, the Greek philosophy of life 
was eclipsing that of the Hebrews’. (p. 51) 
It is also plausible that the Gnostic movement, which made inroads in the early church 
during the time of the apostle Paul, may have motivated the apologist fathers to write on 
doctrinal issues like the tri-unity of God rather than on lifestyle concerns (p. 51).  
Walking With God as Discipleship 
A Jewish understanding of walking (hlkh) with God, or walking before God, 
suggests not only a relationship, but also a discipleship. In Genesis, walking with God 
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is understood to be a metaphor for an entire relationship with God (e.g., Gen 5:24, 
6:9, 17:1). Walking with God involves teaching, learning, dialogue, communion and 
close togetherness between the Lord and those who walk with him on earth. It is 
associated with patriarchs such as Enoch, Abraham, and Moses.  
Based on the biblical accounts of patriarchs who walked with God, Artson and 
Silver (2007) developed “Walking with God,” a series for adult education. The series 
was intended to help Jewish community members reestablish a connection with the 
fundamental beliefs of Judaism. The series emphasizes discipleship, a holistic 
relationship with past, present and future communities of believers, and an enduring 
relationship with God. 
There are eternal verities that have enriched life through the ages. There are grand 
truths and values more wondrous than life itself that lift us up and strengthen our 
resolve. Our metaphors, the way we speak about God, help to remind us of the truths 
buried deep in our hearts and shining at us from the brightest stars. Judged from this 
perspective, religion is true when it helps us to shape our lives by those timeless 
profundities and helps us to experience those elevating sentiments. Religion works 
when it plugs us into the reality of being connected with all that is and all that ever 
was, when it infuses our lives with purpose and our communities with a zeal for 
justice and compassion. Religion is true, in short, when it can produce Godliness 
among its practitioners, justice among its disciples, and a deep sense of belonging and 
peace. (p. 9) 
 Walking with God is an OT concept that describes a liaison between God and the 
patriarchs. This liaison is replicated in the close association between Jesus and his 
disciples. Artson and Silver’s (2007) description is drawn from the Hebrew Scriptures, 
but appears similar to the NT model. The godliness described is a total transformation, a 
true religion lived out in daily life. The OT discipleship model prefigures what Jesus 
attempted with his disciples—walking beside them so they could observe this true religion 
lived by their Master (Matt 9:19; 20:17; Mark 2:15; 3:7). Just as Enoch, Abraham, Moses, 
Elijah, and others in the Hebrew writings had walked with God (Artson & Silver, 2007, 
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p. 9), so the disciples would walk with Jesus, and in doing so, the concept of pleasing 
God would become a concrete, lived reality. Both the OT discipleship pattern of walking 
with God and the NT Rabbi-Witness Discipleship Model embodied a close personal 
relationship that God wished to achieve, individually and collectively, with his people.  
Discipleship in the NT 
The word disciple is defined from several perspectives, for example, 
linguistically, theologically, or philosophically. To achieve the purposes of this study, the 
concept first will be explored to discover its linguistic and biblical meanings. The Harper 
Collins Dictionary of Religion gives this definition based on passages in both the OT and 
NT:  
Disciple (Gk., “learner), an apprentice or pupil attached to a teacher; one whose 
allegiance is to the instruction and commitments of the teacher or movement. Isaiah 
called his followers disciples (8:16). Most NT references to “disciple” designate 
“followers” of Jesus, including both his closest associates (the twelve) and a larger 
number who followed him (Luke 6:17); eventually, the term “disciples” was used as a 
virtual synonym for “Christians” (Acts 16:1). Other people, however, are also said to 
have had disciples, e.g., John the Baptist (Luke 11:1; John 1:35) and the Pharisees 
(Matt 22:16; Mark 2:18). In John 9:28, some Pharisees claim, “We are disciples of 
Moses.” (Powell, 2011, p. 198)  
 
This definition is important for the teacher, because the task of the teacher is to 
develop discipuli (Latin, pupils). Without students, there are no teachers; or in biblical 
terms, without disciples, there is no rabbi. Greater weight is ascribed to the association of 
a rabbi with his disciples than to disciples alone. Disciple appears 27 times in the King 
James Version of the Bible; disciples occurs 244 times, of which 133 occurrences appear 
in the same verse as the name of Jesus. The possessive my disciples occurs seven times, 
highlighting the personal warmth and friendship between Jesus and his disciples. 
Rengstorf (1967) notes that disciple “is a common word attested for certain some 250 
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times” (p. 441; an online biblical search indicates 256 occurrences).  
Barclay (1975) emphasizes the dynamic between the Master and his core group of 
disciples. Jesus chose them, invited them to follow him, and designated that they should 
be with him. This select group of men “were appointed from among the disciples. The 
word disciple means a learner; those called to discipleship by Christ need to be willing to 
learn” (pp. 360–361). In the time of the NT, disciples were students of a rabbi, 
apprentices, learners from the greatest scholars. Jesus’ disciples were teachers in training, 
future witnesses to Christ, and the chosen leaders of the Apostolic Church. 
The Rabbi-Witness Discipleship Model in the NT 
In the NT, a model of the Rabbi-disciple relationship is revealed in the 
experiences of Jesus with his disciples. Jesus the Rabbi was sent by God to call disciples 
and instruct them personally. Two fundamental sources of authority undergird the 
rabbinical role of Jesus, his communion and dependence on God who sent him (John 
4:34; 5:30; 6:38; 9:4), and his communion and dependence on the Scriptures (Matt 22:29; 
26:54; Mark 12:24; Luke 24:27; John 5:39). The communion of Jesus with God is 
presented through the Gospel narratives in several ways. He called God, Father (Matt 
6:9); he was sent by the Father (John 8:16, 18); he was not from this world (John 8:23); 
he is one with the Father (John 10:30); he spoke of himself as being in the close circle 
with the Deity, and influential with the Deity (John 20:21–22). Jesus’ communion with 
God and knowledge of God is evidenced through his deep knowledge and application of 
Scripture (Matt 21:42; John 7:42). Based on his intimate, experiential communion with 
God and intimate knowledge of Scripture, Jesus embraced his role as substitute for 
sinners, but beyond that, he also recognized his prophetic role as Master Teacher. The 
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Rabbi Jesus built on the discipleship model that had guided Moses and Elisha in the OT, 
but he saw how the model needed to be expanded. As Master Rabbi, he must initiate a 
self-perpetuating strategy that would prepare witnesses through the generations to carry 
the message of salvation to the ends of the earth. 
The Rabbi-Witness Discipleship Model (Figure 3) involves three stages. First, the 
rabbi calls his disciples, inviting them to come. Second, the rabbi provides instruction and 
the opportunity to practice the acquired knowledge. This is accompanied by feedback and 
evaluation. Finally the rabbi commands the disciples to go forth and do for others what he 
has done for them. In this way the disciples also become witnesses to the Rabbi. 
The NT relates that Jesus had many followers (Matt 12:15; Mark 2:15), but 
following does not equate to being called. The call or invitation in the NT occurs when a 
direct encounter with Jesus is accompanied by a specific command. Those combined 
events serve as a prototype for the NT discipleship call. For example, when Jesus enlisted 
Matthew into his service there was a direct encounter and a specific command (Matt 9:9). 
Jesus’ methodology represents a departure from the usual way in which disciples sought 
out the rabbi they wished to follow. Rather than a candidate seeking apprenticeship with 
an accredited master teacher who was recognized by the Sanhedrin, Jesus, the Master, 
goes in search of Matthew, whom he wishes to call into his service. Furthermore, the 
individual receiving the call is a despised publican who is taken into discipleship directly 
from his tax booth. The author of the narrative, Matthew himself, provides a personal and 
direct testimony concerning his own call. Matthew received the call, accepted it, and 
from that moment his life was changed.  
Those who accepted the invitation to follow Jesus began the second stage in the 






























following of disciples to teach them about God (Matt 5:2; 7:29; 11:29; Mark 1:22; 2:13; 
4:2; 10:1; 11:17; Luke 4:31). Jesus sought to illuminate his disciples’ minds regarding the 
ongoing fulfillment of Scripture, especially concerning the present and future Kingdom 
of God. Practice was also a significant part of the learning process. In Matt 10 the 
disciples go out to test their knowledge and share their experience, then return to review 
and improve. They return to Jesus with a joyful account of the things they have 
experienced. 
The third stage of the Rabbi-Witness Discipleship Model is marked by a clear 
command to go forth (Matt 28:18–20) or witness (Acts 1:7–8), and to call and train new 
disciples, thereby perpetuating the witnessing process. Contrary to the rabbinical schools 
which centered their teachings on Israel and Jerusalem in NT time, Jesus’ teaching cast 
the vision of his disciples beyond the frontiers of Israel. Though the disciples might only 
comprehend this vision following the death and resurrection of Jesus, the entire world 
was the object of Christ’s teaching ministry. The redemptive act enabling this educational 
process was centered on a cross in Jerusalem, but Christ’s vision for God’s Kingdom 
embraced a witness to the entire world.  
Coleman (1993) summarizes the three elements of the model. Come describes the 
call made by the rabbi and the response of the disciples. Learn refers to the formative 
association with the rabbi whereby the disciples assimilate the principles he teaches; 
imitate his lifestyle; adapt to a life of scriptural study, prayer, and practical service; and 
receive feedback on how they are progressing in the school of discipleship. As students 
of the rabbi, they were to learn his wisdom and prepare to deliver the gospel message as 
witnesses of Jesus and his kingdom. Go relates to public witnessing and the process by 
which present disciples create new disciples to whom they impart all that they received 
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from their rabbi (p. 108). Through the three-phased model, Come, Learn, and Go, the 
Rabbi-Witness Discipleship approach was successfully launched by Jesus, and has been 
maintained over centuries as a self-perpetuating global phenomenon. 
Common Elements Between OT and NT Discipleship Models 
The Name of God: I AM in the OT and NT 
In comparing the OT and NT discipleship models, in addition to identifying the 
parallel procedural structures (come, learn, go—see Table 1), it is possible also to see 
other significant integrative elements in the background and narrative of the biblical text. 
One of these elements is the linguistic reuse by Jesus of the “I AM” construction in Exod 
3:14. The divine identification given in Exodus is a major credentials used repeatedly by 
Jesus in the Gospel of John: John 4:26; 5:43; 6:35, 41, 48, 51; 8:12, 23, 28, 58; 9:5; 10:7, 
9, 11, 14, 36; 11:26; 13:13; 14:6, 10, 11, 20; 15:1, 5; 18:5, 6. There is an important 
association between the I AM who called Moses in the OT and the I AM who called 
disciples in the NT (Table 2). The special emphasis that John’s Gospel gives to the I AM 
statements informs the reader that the God who called Moses to lead Israel from Egypt is 
identical with the Rabbi Jesus who called the disciples in the Gospels. However, the 
calling in the NT sets in motion a model that perpetuates a discipleship preparation for 
mission to the world.  
Moses’ experience serves as a prototypical discipleship model for the one 
established and implemented by Jesus in the NT with his disciples, who would in turn 
become the disciplers of the next generation of Jesus’ followers. Moses’ encounter with 
God at the burning bush initiated the liberation from Egypt of God’s chosen people. 
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Table 2 
Common Elements Between the OT and NT Caller 
OT Caller 
(God) 




And God said unto 
Moses, I AM that I 
AM: and he said, Thus 
shalt thou say unto the 
children of Israel, I AM 
hath sent me unto you 
(Exod 3:14) 
I AM Jesus said unto them, Verily, 
verily, I say unto you, Before 






purpose of equipping them to liberate a world in bondage to sin. The OT and NT settings 
present similar approaches to carrying out the saving work that God has ordained. 
Theophany in the OT and NT 
The emerging discipleship model is additionally derived from two biblical 
settings. The OT theophany recounts the calling of Moses (Exod 3). The NT theophany 
recounts the story of Jesus with three of his disciples on the Mount of Transfiguration 
(Matt 17). In both cases the call comes from one who identifies himself as I AM.  
The model develops from biblical episodes, but it remains appropriate to any time 
and setting in the human drama. The specific details may be influenced by culture and 
reconfigured to address practical realities and circumstances. The practices may be 
refined and supported by psychology, sociology, and scholarly theory. However, the 
principles and mission remain unchanged. Throughout the Bible, each discipleship event 
includes: (a) a call, (b) a theophany, (c) revelation of the identity of the One who calls, 
(d) the giving of instruction, (e) the command to go forth and fulfill the instruction, and 
(f) a promise indicating that God will be with those who are sent. 
The model, as exemplified and implemented by the Rabbi Jesus, is most fully 
revealed in the totality of his life and ministry on earth, arguably the fullest biblical 
theophany (Phil 2:5; Heb 1:1–3). The commission and mission of Jesus, though given 
specifically to the apostles, has become a commission and mission for disciples 
throughout the history of Christianity (Table 3; Figure 4). 
The Hermeneutical Basis for Connecting OT and NT 
When analyzing and comparing models, Bible scholars utilize a hermeneutical 
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incidents, persons, divine acts, or institutions that correspond by similitude with other 
incidents, persons, divine acts or institutions (David Baker, as referenced in Virkler & 
Ayayo, 2007, p. 181). It facilitates scholars who seek to analyze events in the context of 
recurring patterns and themes. Typology can be applied in the present study to compare 
the discipleship models initiated in the OT with those implemented by Jesus in the NT. 
The Greek word typos, to which the word type is related has a variety of 
denotations in the New Testament. The basic ideas expressed by typos and its 
synonyms are the concepts of resemblance, likeness and similarity. . . . A 
typological relationship exists between an initial event that through divine 
inspiration foreshadows a corresponding event occurring at a later time in 
salvation history. (Virkler & Ayayo, 2007, p. 181) 
Hasel (1974) gives some examples of typology between the OT and the NT, and 
identifies how these relationships tie together: 
There is a strong typological relationship between the OT and the NT. Stephen 
pointed to Moses as a type of Jesus, the “Redeemer” or “Deliverer” (Acts 7:20–40). 
Paul develops a typology built on the Exodus (1 Cor 10:1–13). The history of Israel in 
the Exodus is a type of spiritual Israel (1 Cor 10:11). (p. 187) 
 
Osborne (2006) describes the prophetic nature and logical development of typology:  
Behind typology is the idea of “promise and fulfillment.” The Old Testament 
event is the promise that looks forward to its fulfillment in the New Testament. 
Yet this gets at the heart of the debate, for promise envisions a forward-looking or 
prospective movement in which the Old Testament anticipates and foreshadows 
the reality of the New Testament. (p. 328) 
The NT and OT are divided in time and language, but before the Christian Era 
(CE) there was only one testament, the Hebrew Scripture. When referring to the OT the 
apostle Paul recognized those writings as inspired and authoritative for Christians, noting: 
“All scripture is given by inspiration of God, and is profitable for doctrine, for reproof, 
for correction, for instruction in righteousness” (2 Tim 3:16). The Hebrew Scriptures are 
a conceptual unity, saturated with messianic typologies that flow naturally through the 
language, culture, and religion of the Jewish people. The types (or, as referenced earlier, 
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prototypes) of the OT offer the promise to which Osborne (2006) refers, and the NT 
describes the fulfillment or antitypes in the life and work of Christ toward which the OT 
promises pointed. Although there are end-time and apocalyptic typologies as yet 
unfulfilled, much of what Jesus accomplished was the antitype of OT typology. For 
scholars who hold a high view of Scripture, the hermeneutical principles applied to 
typology provide valid procedures for interpreting the ongoing development of salvation 
history. Applied to the discipleship model of the Hebrew Scriptures, the OT type offers 
validation for the NT antitype as a model that can be developed and adapted according to 
the culture, but which at the same time can be held true to the biblical principles from 
which it derives. The NT model is therefore not only prophetically fulfilled in Christ, but 
it continues in its application and fulfillment through the high priestly ministry of Christ 
in heaven (Heb 4:14–16), the procession of the Holy Spirit as the agent of discipleship to 
the followers of Christ (John 15:26–16:11), and the continuing work of discipleship and 
discipling in the lives of each new generation of Christians (Matt 28:19, 20).  
In summary, there are distinctive ties between the OT and NT models of 
discipleship, to the extent that, in light of the typological connections, the latter must 
really be seen as a development of the former. On one hand, the models share fully the 
elements of a call, a learning process, and a command to go forth. On the other hand, 
there are some significant additions in the NT model. The theophany already evident in 
the Exodus call of Moses is dramatically reiterated at the transfiguration, with Moses also 
present at the time of the second theophany, emphasizing the connection binding the two 
events. While there are many applications that can be made relating to the transfiguration 
(Matt 17:2, 3), this research identifies the importance of the event in terms of discipleship 
and the discipleship models of the Bible. The presence in the transfiguration of Moses 
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(prototype of the model), Elijah (with Elisha, a significant example related to the model) 
and Jesus (the antitype and fulfillment of the model) adds substance to the interpretation 
given. These three individuals were instructors and disciple-makers.  
In addition, in Exodus, the theophany, the call, the caller’s identity, the instruction, 
the command to go, and the promise that God will be with Moses are all introduced at the 
same time (Exod 3:2–14, 20), whereas in the NT the events are separate and distinct, 
sometimes repeated, but becoming more fully manifest over time as the Rabbi Jesus 
discipled his followers and they witnessed the example of his life, the substitutionary 
sacrifice of his death, and the glory and hope of his resurrection (call—e.g., Luke 6:13; 
theophany—e.g., Matt 17:2, 3; caller—Luke 11:1; instruction—e.g., Mark 9:31; command 
to go—e.g., Matt 28:19; and promise—Matt 28:20). Only when they had witnessed the 
Kingdom of God in their midst (Luke 17:21), and understood more fully the meaning of 
the types as revealed through the antitypes, could they truly implement a Rabbi-Witness 
Discipleship Model that would initiate a movement lasting to the “end of world.”  
The concept of witness is important as a completion to the NT model, and vital 
for the continued existence and relevance of Christianity through the ages. A study of the 
concept of witness is therefore the final element identified by this research as essential to 
an understanding of the Rabbi-Witness Discipleship Model. 
Witnessing in the Bible 
This section explores the biblical terminology for witness and witnessing in the 
OT and NT, and in extra-biblical contexts prior to NT times (Intertestamental Judaism; 
Greek language and culture). In the biblical model, witnessing relates to the command to 
go and the commission to teach and make disciples (Matt 28:19, 20). This commission is 
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a key element in this research because it deals with the growth and development of the 
church. It is an essential feature of the model since it ensures the transition to a full 
replication of the rabbi-witness continuum, thereby responding to the mission established 
by Jesus in Acts 1:8, namely, to be witnesses even “unto the uttermost part of the earth” 
(Acts 1:8). A separate section related specifically to witnessing is justified by the 
importance of this element of the model. Only as this last element of the Rabbi-Witness 
Discipleship Model is implemented can there be a transition that achieves the vitality, 
vibrance, and continuty the model is intended to generate.  
Witness in the OT and Intertestamental Period 
Simian-Yofre and Ringgren (1999) present a comparative analysis of Hebrew 
terms as they were used over time. This analysis allows readers to apply greater accuracy 
to hermeneutical interpretations of biblical passages. Thoroughly understanding the 
Rabbi-Witness Discipleship Model demands an examination of the word witness, tracing 
its usage in the Hebrew OT, through the Intertestamental period, and into the Greek NT.  
Witness in the OT: Judicial and Declarative 
Witness (‘wd) appears 67 times in the OT and it derives from the root ‘wd 
meaning return, repeat, or do again. The term has evolved over time, taking on the idea 
of one who emphatically affirms his testimony. As determined through early text sources, 
the word has its origin in early tribunals or court settings (Simian-Yofre & Ringgren, 
1999, p. 495; Trites, 1977, pp. 21–23).  
Table 4 illustrates the use, frequency, and meaning of the word witness in the 
Hebrew OT. The primary OT application was judicial. Israel was a theocracy and the 




Frequency and Variance of the Word Witness in the OT 
Hebrew  Frequency Translation Meaning 
 ed)           135 Witness‘) ֵעד
דּוע  (‘wd)             14 
Bear witness, admonish, 
warn 
 eda)             76 Testimony, witness‘) עָרה
 eda)             36 Testimonies‘) עָרה
 
religious life and the regular events of daily life. The table identifies the usage of related 
words that illustrate the development of the concept of testifying from the root meaning 
of witness. Thus, when a witness has testified, there remains in place a living testimony 
that may be recorded as an enduring biblical testimony.  
The secondary (alternative) meaning of witness (‘ed) given in the OT places 
emphasis on the idea of giving testimony for purposes of personal religious conviction. 
The OT uses of witnessing contrast with the NT, where witnessing and discipleship 
become dynamically merged into one concept. 
In the laws of the Pentateuch, a witness is a person who has direct knowledge of 
an event and can give testimony, “whether he hath seen or known of it” (Lev 5:1). The 
law demanded the testimony of a minimum of two witnesses to formally charge a person. 
“One witness shall not testify against any person to cause him to die” (Num 35:30; Deut 
17:6, 19:15). Being a witness implied a solemn responsibility because if a person was 
condemned to die, the accusing witness threw the first stone (Deut 17:7). 
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The OT recognizes that a witness might prove either trustworthy or false. This is 
why God commanded, “Thou shalt not bear false witness against thy neighbor” (Exod 
20:16). The lives of accused Israelites rested in the hands of their fellow citizens who 
were called to witness for or against them. A reliable witness was qualified as a “true 
witness” in contrast to a “deceitful witness” (Prov 14:25). The Lord requires a “faithful 
witness to record” his words (Isa 8:2). An undependable witness, then, was excoriated as 
“false” (Prov 21:28). Giving false witness is forbidden in the commandments (Exod 
20:16) and was rejected by the wisdom literature (Prov 6:16, 19; 14:5). False witnesses 
were subject to the penalty that might have befallen the accused. The law states: “Then 
shall ye do unto him, as he had thought to have done unto his brother” (Deut 19:19). 
Witnesses were summoned for civil dealings such as the sale of property (e.g., Jer 
32:10) or for recovering a plot of land (e.g., Ruth 4:9–11). Stone monuments such as 
pillars or altars were sometimes raised as testimony to agreements between parties (Gen 
31:48) or to memorialize covenants between the Lord and his people. God is identified as 
a witness in the wisdom writings of Job, because he is aware of all man’s dealings. Job 
declares, “My witness is in heaven, and my record is on high” (Job 16:19). There are 
occasions when no material witness is available to give supporting testimony; but God 
knows everything, and gives humans divine assurance that he will bring justice. 
A different sense of the concept of witness is given in Isaiah, when the prophet 
writes that the people of Israel were God’s witnesses among all the nations of the world.  
Let all the nations be gathered together, and let the people be assembled: who 
among them can declare this, and shew us former things? Let them bring forth 
their witnesses, that they may be justified: or let them hear, and say, It is truth. Ye 
are my witnesses, saith the LORD, and my servant whom I have chosen: that ye 
may know and believe me, and understand that I am he: before me there was no 
God formed, neither shall there be after me. (Isa 43:9–11)  
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This text exemplifies a contextual framework different from the passages in which 
witnessing was limited to legal issues as defined by the overwhelming judicial emphasis 
of the term as used in the Torah. The witness in Isaiah expands into a wider sphere with a 
more declarative meaning, albeit that the declaration is based on concrete “former things.” 
This begins a process by which, over time, the concept of witnessing was transformed 
into a faith-related act of declaring the truth and singularity of God. In addition, the 
audience to which the witnessing is addressed is ultimately widened to incorporate the 
whole world. These transformations in meaning were eventually fully applied in the 
gospel commission given by Christ to his disciples, and subsequently to all Christians. 
The OT Judicial Concept of Advocate 
The NT concepts associated with the term witness originated in OT definitions of 
witness. In Israel’s early legal system, disagreements and controversies between citizens 
were resolved by a court comprised of town elders who met in open session at the city 
gate (Deut 25:7–10). Plaintiffs and defendants were accompanied by witnesses and each 
party laid out its case. At the close of the hearing, if a compromise was reached, or a 
verdict was pronounced, the matter was considered final. In an early biblical example of 
this process, the Lord’s messengers met Lot at the entry into Sodom (Gen 19:1; see also 
Josh 20:4; Ruth 4:11). The statements of witnesses were extremely important because 
upon their testimony rested all the weight of judgment in the final ruling. Through their 
recollection of facts, witnesses contributed pieces of evidence, helping to recreate events. 
As evidenced in the history of Israel and Judah presented in the OT, the idea of 
judging or pronouncing a verdict based on the evidence of witnesses did not necessarily 
imply condemnation. Rather, it connoted assistance in bringing about justice (Trites, 
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1977, pp. 21, 22). In the Psalms, David says, “The Lord shall judge the people: judge me, 
O Lord, according to my righteousness, and according to mine integrity that is in me” (Ps 
7:8). Elsewhere David addresses Saul: “The LORD therefore be judge, and judge between 
me and thee, and see, and plead my cause, and deliver me out of thine hand” (1 Sam 
24:15). Advocacy in gaining justice was at the heart of judgment. In modern terms, this 
combines the work of the judge and the defense lawyer. It may be argued that “to judge 
and to help are parallel ideas in Hebrew” (Trites, 1977, p. 22). While the judge and the 
witness should not be confused, the witness in the OT and the OT concepts of judgment 
are closely connected. A judge was not merely one who ensured that the law was 
followed, but was seen as an advocate, or even a deliverer (Judg 2:18). While primarily 
conceived in judicial terms in the OT, both witnessing and judgment were also conceived 
as advocacy and deliverance. Thus, even within the judicial understanding, there was the 
sense of declarative justice—a proclamation related to character as well as to fact.    
Witness in the Greek World Before NT Times 
Through the historical process known as Hellenization the vision and impact of 
Greek culture swept far beyond the frontiers of Greece. Petrie (1962) explains: 
To Alexander [the Great], at any rate, belongs the credit of having opened up the 
East to Greek civilization; and while his empire, as a unity, rapidly dissolved, the 
cities which owned him as their founder remained as outposts of Hellenism which 
kept alive Greek influences and the Greek language in the ends of the earth. (p. 77)  
It was in this cultural milieu that the Jewish diaspora occurred, and in which the 
books of the NT were written. 
 Witness in the NT is reflected in the Greek word martus (µάρτυς). This is related 
to the English word martyr, a person willing to give up his or her life in defense of a 
belief or principle. Martus is also commonly found in the legal parlance of non-biblical 
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Greek society (Strathman, 1967, pp. 476–81). In non-biblical sources it referred to a 
“witness to facts in the legal sphere”; or a “witness to facts generally, and also to truths or 
views” (pp. 478, 479).  Strathman (1967) argues:  
The proper sphere of martus is the legal, where it denotes one who can and does 
speak from personal experience about actions in which he took part and which 
happened to him, or about persons and relations known to him. He may be a 
witness at a trial, or, in legal transactions of different kinds, a solemn witness in 
the most varied connections. (p. 476) 
Strathman continues: 
The stem words, martus, maturein and marturia also find a very general use outside 
the legal sphere. In so doing they undergo a broadening of meaning and thus come to 
be used in two senses. The group now refers not merely to the establishing of events 
of actual relations or facts of experience on the basis of direct personal knowledge. It 
signifies also the proclamation of views or truths of which the speaker is convinced. It 
thus relates to things which by their very nature cannot be submitted to empirical 
investigation. (pp. 477, 478) 
Furthermore, Strathman (1967) points out that in the pagan world of Ancient 
Greece, social contracts or settlements were solidified by calling on gods as witnesses: 
Appeal was made to the gods as witnesses in treaties, solemn agreements or 
declarations, assurances and oaths. Even if no other witness was present, they, the 
omniscient, could confirm, the truth of a statement or the fact of an agreement. 
Those who appealed to them as witnesses did so in the belief that should they be 
lying, or should they break the agreement, they would fall victim to divine 
punishment. (p. 478) 
An awareness of the evolving progression of the concept of witness in the Hebrew 
and Greco-Roman worlds is essential to understanding the development of the Rabbi-
Witness Discipleship Model that undergirds this study. In spite of the fact that the 
original definitions of witness in the Bible are rooted in the Hebrew Torah and continued 
to be understood in these terms, with the passage of time, changes in the interpretation of 
the OT concept, and influences from the Greek and Roman worlds, resulted in a 
broadened understanding of witness that emerged in Primitive Christianity. Through 
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these linguistic and cultural influences, and the nuances of some passages in the Greek 
Septuagint, the idea of witness was eventually transformed to imply a personal conviction 
of faith (see, e.g., Acts 22:18; 1 Cor 1:6; 2 Cor 1:12). 
Witness in the Septuagint 
 The Septuagint—generally abbreviated by scholars as LXX—is the Greek 
version of the Jewish Scriptures. The earliest references to the Septuagint appear during 
the reign of Ptolomy II (283–246 BCE) who wished to include it in the collections of the 
library at Alexandria (Wylen, 1996, pp. 39, 40). The Septuagint is also mentioned in the 
Letter to Aristeas (ca. 275 BCE) (Greenspoon, 2010, p. 1218). Eventually, “the 
Septuagint became the accepted OT Scriptures of the [Early] Christian Church” (Wylen, 
1996, pp. 39, 40). 
Strathman (1967) analyzes the Greek martus and its associations with witness. He 
acknowledges that “in the LXX . . . martus belongs to the legal world and denotes the 
witness before the judgment” (p. 483).  However, the concept in the LXX is not entirely 
legal. Strathman (1967, p. 484) refers to the biblical reference of Isaiah from which it is 
possible to detect the apostolic use of witness in the OT document: 
Ye are my witnesses, saith the LORD, and my servant whom I have chosen: that ye 
may know and believe me, and understand that I am he: before me there was no 
God formed, neither shall there be after me. I, even I, am the LORD; and beside 
me there is no saviour. I have declared, and have saved, and I have shewed, when 
there was no strange god among you: therefore ye are my witnesses, saith the 
LORD, that I am God. Yea, before the day was I am he; and there is none that can 
deliver out of my hand: I will work, and who shall let it? (Isa 43:10–13) 
 When the prophet Isaiah writes, “ye are my witnesses,” the original Hebrew 
uses  ֵעַדי (‘edai) from the root ֵעד (‘ed, meaning witness in a judicial sense based 
on experience, but with connotations of witness to a belief), while the Greek LXX 
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uses µάρτυρες (martures), expressing more of the concept of witness that the word 
takes on as it was commonly used in the NT writings to describe the early followers 
of Jesus as disciples and witnesses of him. Strathman (1967) explains: 
In this trial between God and the nations and their gods, Israel, on the basis of the 
guidance, deliverance and revelation which is grounded in its election and which 
it has experienced, will declare to the nations of the world the uniqueness, reality 
and deity of God. Hence they are His witnesses. (p. 484) 
Strathman (1967) goes on to propose a distinctive pathway of development, 
progressing from the mainly judicial emphasis in the LXX, to the more nuanced practice 
of witnessing to facts and concrete experiences, and  finally to a spiritual witnessing 
drawn from convictions based on faith as proclaimed in the NT. He concludes: 
The content of the witness is thus a religious truth of which the witness is 
convinced on the basis of his experience. It is a religious certainty whose content 
he emphatically represents, for whose acknowledgement he strives, but for the 
correctness of which he cannot give any rational proof or present any empirical 
demonstration. . . . The witness to this reality of God which is believed and 
experienced in faith bears the character of a religious confession advanced with 
the claim to recognition. (p. 484) 
The stage was set for an interpretation of witnessing that would fit with developments in 
the Rabbi-Witness Discipleship Model as the model was implemented by Jesus among 
his followers. Significantly, this expanded concept of witnessing was the major factor 
that facilitated the self-perpetuating element of the model (see Figure 3, p. 46).  
Witness in the NT 
Several elements of the OT judicial system reappear in the NT concept of witness. 
These include:  
1. A legal assembly convened by the local elders (Ruth 4:9; Joel 1:14; 2:16, Matt 
26:3, 57, 59; 27:1). 
2. Nomenclature given to parties in a dispute, for example in Num 35, where the 
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involvement of the “congregation” and disputing parties in a judicial incident is 
described: “Then the congregation shall judge” (Num 35:24) regarding “the slayer” on 
one side of the judicial process, and “the revenger” on the other. There are also other 
names employed incidentally as general descriptors of convened sessions, such as the  
“assembly of the elders” (Ps 107:32) and “assembly of the people” (Jer 26:17). 
3. Specific identification of witnesses in various incidents, for example, one 
witness and two parties (Gen 31:48); God called as witness to settle a difference (Gen 
31:5); and inanimate objects like a “pillar” referenced as witnesses (Gen 31:52).  
4. In addition, the lexicon used by the apostles included terminology relating to 
persuasion, argument, reasoning, and debate that was interpreted with meanings rooted in 
OT legal concepts (Trites, 1977, p. 23). However, this new lexicon invited an expanded 
interpretation of what was meant by witness in the OT. For example, the new cultural and 
linguistic framework opened the way for the apostles to be identified as both disciples 
and witnesses in the book of Acts (see, e.g., Acts 1:8, 22; 2:32; 5:32; 10:41).  
Strathman (1967) clarifies the use and meaning of witness in its various forms, 
µάρτυς (martus), µαρτύρeω (martureo), µαρτύριον (marturion), which carry over 
seamlessly from non-biblical Greek literature into numerous NT passages: 
To understand the NT use it is basic to remember that non-biblical Greek already 
uses the concept of witness both in the sense of witness to ascertainable facts and 
also in that of witness of truths, i.e., the making known and confessing of 
convictions. (p. 489) 
In the NT, the usage of the term witness is clearly influenced by both OT legal and 
judicial concepts as well as by influences from Greco-Roman interpretations of the 
concept which were both legal (ascertainable facts) and, in contrast, could be taken to 
mean a witness to personal convictions. 
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There are instances in the NT that clarify the importance of the OT judicial and 
legal concepts of witness to the Jews in the time of Christ. This is interestingly portrayed 
in the context of Jesus’ trial before the Sanhedrin, when self-incriminatory assertions 
negated the need for witnesses. Strathman (1967) analyzes this in terms of the testimony 
(µαρτυρίαν, marturian) of Jesus recorded in Matt 26:63–65 and in Mark: 
But he held his peace, and answered nothing. Again the high priest asked him, 
and said unto him, Art thou the Christ, the Son of the Blessed? And Jesus said, I 
am: and ye shall see the Son of man sitting on the right hand of power, and 
coming in the clouds of heaven. Then the high priest rent his clothes, and saith, 
What need we any further witnesses? (Mark 14:61–63) 
Strathman (1967) comments on this passage: 
When Jesus in answer to the high-priest’s question whether he was the Christ, 
confessed that he was the Son of Man of Daniel, the high-priest cried in relief, for 
this blasphemy in the very ears of his fellow-members on the council made it 
unnecessary to proceed by the method of proof by witness. (p. 489) 
In contrast to the NT passages that showed a strict judicial interpretation of 
witness in terms of the laws of the Torah, there are numerous passages that, while 
influenced by the OT and Judaic interpretations, also give evidence of the broader 
interpretation of witness as a testimony of belief or conviction. 
In the NT there is a diversity of situations using the words witness or witnesses 
that suggest to the reader contextual adaptations in meaning. The word witness appears in 
a variety of settings and with an array of verbal forms and tenses. The same word, even in 
the exact same grammatical form, may require distinctly different interpretations.  
Witness, µαρτύρων (marturon), as a masculine noun in the genitive plural, expresses a 
variety of meanings that require different translations as evidenced below.  
1. Witnesses in a judicial setting: In the Gospel of Mark the concept of witness 
and witnesses appears as one that was used by the other evangelists as well as reflecting 
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the common cultural usage of the time. The context is the last interrogatory deposition of 
Jesus by the high priest the night before Jesus’ execution. The priest—pursuing an 
interrogatory process—asked a critical question: “Art thou the Christ, the Son of the 
Blessed?” (Mark 16:61). The “Christ” concept involved in the question came from the 
Hebrew word for messiah or “anointed one,” and Jesus answered “I am” (Mark 16:62). 
That answer reflected the fact that the accused accepted the charges and judicially that 
was self-incrimination. Mark continues: “Then the high priest rent his clothes, and saith, 
What need we any further witnesses (µαρτύρων, marturon)?” (Mark 14:63). The words 
were so clear that there was no need of any other witness to support the judicial process. 
2. Witnesses in an ecclesiastical setting: Jesus’ well-known advice about what to 
do “if thy brother shall trespass against thee” (Matt 18:15) was aimed at solving disputes 
among believers. The setting under consideration was neither judicial nor public, but 
ecclesiastical. The first step he suggested was to establish a personal dialogue at which no 
witness was needed (Matt 18:15). If the first step failed, Jesus recommended a dialogue 
in the presence of one or two witnesses: “But if he will not hear thee, then take with thee 
one or two more, that in the mouth of two or three witnesses (µαρτύρων, marturon) every 
word may be established” (Matt 18:16). If no satisfactory conclusion was reached after 
completing the first two steps, the issue should be made public within the ecclesiastical 
structures, that is, inside the church community: “And if he shall neglect to hear them, tell 
it unto the church: but if he neglect to hear the church, let him be unto thee as an heathen 
man and a publican” (Matt 18:17). In this ecclesiastical process, the employ of witnesses 
was a strategy for respecting the privacy and personal concerns of one’s neighbor with 
whom one shared a common faith. The intent was to convey a spirit of concern and love, 
not to arrive at a judicial solution.  The text is clear that the third step completed the 
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process. The witnesses or the congregation appear as a kind of ecclesiastical tribunal that 
acted to ensure a fair process to the satisfaction of the community of faith. Technically, 
what is seen here is not the use of witnesses, µαρτύρων (marturon), in a judicial or legal 
setting, but in an ecclesiastical setting more akin to the solution of family issues as 
exemplified in the Book of Ruth. The NT church was to serve the community of believers 
in facilitating dialog and, as necessary, supplying witnesses, convening the congregation, 
and applying the penalty of ostracism as a last resort. In these cases, witnessing was an 
ecclesiastical solution to an ecclesiastical problem. 
3. Witnesses to the faith conviction of another person: When the Apostle Paul 
wrote his first epistle to Timothy, in addition to giving invaluable advice, he commended 
Timothy on the basis of the testimonies of those who had observed and experienced his 
ministry. “Fight the good fight of faith, lay hold on eternal life, whereunto thou art also 
called, and hast professed a good profession before many witnesses, µαρτύρων 
(marturon)” (1 Tim 6:12). Paul’s statement is not in any sense judicial. It neither relates to 
OT laws, nor does it even deal with ecclesiastical issues like disagreements among 
believers. The conceptualization of witness in this instance is a significant departure from 
legal or policy concerns. It is in fact a personal approbation. Paul, calling on the witness 
of many voices, gives his own testimony to the value of Timothy’s service to the Early 
Christian Church. The letter, addressed specifically to Timothy, was a friendly 
recognition of the young man’s good work, and an encouragement for him to continue 
this work by living up to his reputation as confirmed by the many witnesses to whom 
Paul refers. 
4. Witnesses as martyrs for the conviction of their faith: In the prophecies of the 
Book of Revelation, the Apostle John writes: “And I saw the woman drunken with the 
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blood of the saints, and with the blood of the martyrs (µαρτύρων, marturon) of Jesus: and 
when I saw her, I wondered with great admiration” (Rev 17:6). It is clear that, while the 
grammatical structure of the word µαρτύρων is exactly the same in all the examples 
given, the meaning of the word varies according to context. In addition, its meaning was 
subject to transformational changes made in the journey of the Early Church as it sought 
to implement the discipleship commission given by Jesus. Witness is not sufficient to 
convey the meaning of µαρτύρων in the passage cited in Revelation, and English 
translators generally use the word martyrs. The reference to the blood means that these 
were people who offered their lives up for their faith, and in dying they were giving 
continuing testimony of their faith-commitment to the church through the ages. The 
breakdown of the NT usage of the word witness (µαρτύρων, marturon) with its various 
meanings is given in Table 5.  
One of the clearest instances of the change of meaning in the use of witness is 
found in Luke’s Gospel. In this Gospel, even though witnessing remains a construct 
influenced by the OT, there is the added dimension of an evangelical confession of faith 
or, in other words, the proclamation of a conviction. 
Then opened he their understanding, that they might understand the Scriptures, 
And said unto them, Thus it is written, and thus it behoved Christ to suffer, and to 
rise from the dead the third day: And that repentance and remission of sins should 
be preached in his name among all nations, beginning at Jerusalem. And ye are 
witnesses of these things. (Luke 24:45–48) 
Luke reveals a transitional event of considerable significance to the development 
of the Rabbi-Witness Discipleship Model. In nature, the disciples were the same men as 
prior to the Crucifixion, but now they were disciples of a glorious resurrected Being. The 
risen Christ, in his immortality, now repeated his promise of a transcendent witness 




Frequency of the Words Martus, Martureo, and Marturia 
Greek Frequency of Translation Meaning 
μάρτυς (martus) 35 witness (noun) 
μαρτύρeω (marturéo) 76 to bear witness 
μαρτυρία (marturía) 37 witness, testimony 
 
ye in the city of Jerusalem, until ye be endued with power from on high” (Luke 24:49; cf. 
Acts 1:8; 2:1–3). The Holy Spirit was himself to be a witness:  
But when the Comforter is come, whom I will send unto you from the Father, even 
the Spirit of truth, which proceedeth from the Father, he shall testify (µαρτυρήσει) of 
me: And ye also shall bear witness (µαρτυρετε), because ye have been with me 
from the beginning. (John 15:26, 27) 
 
The disciples were to expect to receive the power of the Holy Spirit who would bring to 
mind what they had experienced and give to them the words and courage to be witnesses 
to Christ (John 16:1–15). They were to be the first generation in the NT Rabbi-Witness 
Discipleship Model, with the distinctive commission to ensure that the message was 
carried by them and those discipled by them “unto the end of the world” (Matt 28:20). In 
their proclamation of the gospel, they were both witnesses in the OT judicial sense, 
because they had in fact been present with Jesus. But they were also witnesses to their 
conviction that Jesus was indeed the Christ, the Messiah, something that “flesh and 
blood” could not reveal (Matt 16:17).   
From Witnesses of Facts to Living Testimonies of Faith 
Between the OT and the NT there is a change in the meaning of the word witness. 
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Originally, witnesses relayed observed, historical facts, and notwithstanding the changes, 
this remained an essential element in NT interpretation. Christ’s apostles were witnesses 
to what they had seen, heard, and touched. John testifies with deliberate redundancy: 
That which was from the beginning, which we have heard, which we have seen 
with our eyes, which we have looked upon, and our hands have handled, of the 
Word of life; (For the life was manifested, and we have seen it, and bear witness 
[martourumen], and shew unto you that eternal life, which was with the Father, 
and was manifested unto us;) That which we have seen and heard declare we unto 
you, that ye also may have fellowship with us: and truly our fellowship is with the 
Father, and with his Son Jesus Christ. (1 John 1:1–3) 
The earliest Christians gave their firsthand witness concerning the events of 
Jesus’ life as they understood them. Subsequent generations relayed the testimony of the 
earliest Christians, but because they had not seen the events firsthand, their testimony 
was confessional in nature, and was based upon convictions of faith rather than on 
actually having experienced the events themselves. In this way—by the confession of 
faith—the word of the forefathers was incorporated into the body of beliefs of succeeding 
generations of Christians.  
Jesus’ miracles, ministry, death, and resurrection became central tenets of 
Christianity, based on the confession of faith of new generations who lived after Jesus’ 
time on earth. These next generations of disciples were not direct witnesses of the things 
that had happened in the first century, but they carried on the work passed down by the 
early disciples, and were equally witnesses to the Rabbi whose message had been passed 
on to them. The seriousness of their conviction was proved in their lives. During the past 
two millennia countless thousands of these martus (martyrs) have given testimony to 
their faith conviction—witnesses by their blood.  
These saintly men and women gave their lives for things they had not physically 
seen, but which they believed on the basis of witnesses who had gone before them. 
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Witness had acquired a new meaning. Though the concept remained essentially the same, 
what was new was the absence of irrefutable personal sensorial conviction. No longer 
were there eye-witnesses. Now, to become a disciple, one had to establish one’s faith on 
the witness of those who had heard but not seen. 
There is a life-fortifying strength in witnessing that cannot be experienced in mere 
affiliation to a church or in being only silent followers of Christ’s way. Witness and 
witnessing constitute the life-blood of gospel advancement to each generation of the human 
family called to the growing church. The NT and the history of the church give evidence 
to the effectiveness of the Rabbi-Witness Discipleship Model established by Jesus. 
Summary 
In the ministry of Jesus, this study observes the convergence of discipleship 
models that first appeared in the OT—in the Mosaic model, later in the model from the 
schools of the prophets beginning in Samuel’s time, and the Elijah/Elisha model. The 
discipleship-model that Jesus perfected was deeply embedded in the Hebrew Scriptures. 
The model established by Jesus went far beyond the rabbinical pattern of his day.  
In this discipleship model, the fullness of the Godhead is involved. God is the 
supreme caller who initiates the sacred vocation through his Spirit planted in the minds 
and hearts of his disciple-followers. Jesus is the teacher of the Scriptures, and the 
disciples like their OT predecessors would draw understanding from that source. Finally, 
the Holy Spirit fosters the mission of the church, carrying the Gospel of Christ to the 
“ends of the earth” (Acts 1:8).  
Up to this point, attention has been given to the biblical origins and development 
of the Rabbi-Witness Discipleship Model. The framework of the model has been 
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established. As the chapter continues, the components of discipleship will be amplified in 
order to add substance to the framework already established. 
Discipleship and Biblical Christian Formation  
Generally, a disciple is understood to be the student of a teacher, leader, 
philosopher, or philosophy. In the Christian context, a disciple is a follower who has been 
called to discipleship by the Rabbi Jesus, or by a disciple of Jesus calling others to follow 
the Rabbi. The NT model of discipleship has deep biblical roots in the OT.  
In the NT the word disciple first appears in Matt 5: “And seeing the multitudes, he 
[Jesus] went up into a mountain: and when he was set, his disciples (µαθητα/ mathetai) 
came unto him” (Matt 5:1). There are approximately 240 instances of the word disciple 
and its derivatives in the NT. Jesus’ command, to “Go . . . and teach (µαθητεύσατε) all 
nations, . . . to observe all things whatsoever I have commanded you” (Matt 28:19–20), 
was directed to his disciples. The imperative µαθητεύσατε (matheteusate) used in this 
text means, “make disciples.” This is the origin of the traditional Christian meaning of 
disciple: to share the Christian teaching, persuading others to become disciples of Jesus. 
Along with that vision, the Christian community soon applied the Hebrew values of the 
transmission of faith (Deut 6), implied in the apostolic teachings (2 Tim 3:15, 17).  
What follows is a brief exploration of selected scholars who have maintained or 
revived the discipleship vision. Discipleship as instituted in the OT and Jesus’ ministry 
has not always been practiced. This is a particular problem for the plateaued Western 
church of the present era. Understanding the dimensions of discipleship and strategies for 
a renewed practice of the biblical model is of paramount importance for the recovery of 
the church. Enquiry into scholarship on this topic provides valuable insights. 
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Bushnell’s Concept of Discipleship 
Horace Bushnell (1802–1876) was an American religious writer, born in Bantam, 
Connecticut. After preparing for ministry at Yale College, he served as a pastor and also 
applied himself as a theological scholar and writer. His interest in the conversion process 
culminated in his best-known work, Christian Nurture. First published in 1847, the 
treatise was crucial to a biblical understanding of the process of Christian education. 
Bushnell has been called the father of modern religious education. In Christian Nurture 
he describes conversion not as an event, but ideally as a process of growth that begins in 
infancy and is nurtured by the home and the church. For Bushnell, “the church of God is 
a school, and the members are disciples, or learners” (Bushnell, 1871, p. 171). 
In Bushnell’s day many people believed in instantaneous and dramatic conversions 
like those that were produced at the revivals and camp meetings of the Second Great 
Awakening (Bushnell referred to this as a “mechanical” doctrine of conversion). He 
argued that "to bring up a family for revivals of religion requires alas! about the smallest 
amount of consistency and Christian assiduity” (p. 16). Because he did not share the 
popular perception of “mechanical” conversion, Bushnell adopted a healthy strategic 
opposition to revivalism, and for this reason he had many critics. According to Bushnell, 
baptism was the means that introduced the believer into the school of Christianity. 
And in the expression "make disciples," taken in connection with the baptismal 
formula, "Go disciple all nations, baptizing," etc, he [Christ] alludes to baptism; 
for baptism was the rite that introduced the subject into the Christian school as a 
disciple; and what so natural as that the children of disciples should be disciples 
with them?” (p. 45) 
The Christian home was the center for faith transmission from one generation to the next, 
a kind of “container of faith” that operated as a molder for the whole family. Children 
should be baptized as infants so that all the family members could be united in sharing 
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the same faith and the same vision of discipleship (pp. 33–65). 
The importance of Bushnell’s vision was that he emphasized discipleship over the 
lifespan rather than instantaneous and emotional conversion. This set the stage for the 
development of Christian evangelical concepts of discipleship and education that have 
become more and more accepted through the 20th and into the 21st centuries. 
The Sunday School movement in the USA was an important feature in the 
religious world of the 19th century, and Bushnell’s ideas, though not always appreciated, 
were of importance at the time and have gained in credibility as the study and practice of 
religious education have progressed. In addition, the Common School Movement 
championed by Horace Mann in the first half of the 19th century had left its mark on the 
development of the American public school system. The value of Bushnell’s writings was 
recognized by many, and both the religious and public sectors benefitted from his 
wisdom. His contributions included (a) an emphasis on the family and the value of the 
family unit as a place for nurture and belonging, (b) the importance of religious education 
within the family unit, (c) recognition of the need for religious and educational training to 
start at birth, (d) the concept of discipleship over the lifespan, and (e) insights into the 
psychology of the child that were important for both religious and public education. 
When it comes to identifying Bushnell’s influence in terms of the discipleship 
model of this dissertation, the most significant contribution he brings is contemporary 
adaptations to the second stage, that is, the call to “learn.” Several of his contributions 
already mentioned are of particular importance in the Rabbi-Witness Discipleship Model, 
for example, nurturing, training and discipleship through the lifespan as well as the 
pivotal role of home and family. In addition, Bushnell emphasized the role and 
responsibility of the congregation in the life of the growing child. Bushnell adopted a 
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vision of education and discipleship that was rooted in the practices of Israel recorded in 
Deut 6, but he adapted and applied the ancient Hebrew principles to Christianity in the 
world of the 1800s. Bushnell’s Christian Nurture is an important source for biblical 
interpretation of discipleship, for historical perspective, and for analysis of ideas 
applicable to this dissertation. 
Ellen G. White and Discipleship 
 
Ellen Gould White (1827–1915) was a remarkable pioneer and leader of the 
Adventist Church. Her life, writings, and ministry have attracted the attention of numerous 
scholars and educators over the years, both when she was alive and to the present.  
In this section, brief excerpts from her writings are grouped to provide a snapshot 
of White’s ideas as they relate to the elements of the Rabbi-Witness Discipleship Model, 
namely: (a) the call to discipleship, (b) the training and teaching ministry of Jesus in 
relationship to his disciples, and (c) their discipleship-witnessing mission to the world. 
Ellen G. White Regarding Jesus’  
Call to the Disciples 
E. White (1898) describes Jesus’ call to his disciples. The call was an invitation to 
radical change, giving up the work that provided support for these men and their families: 
Under the circumstances it was a relief to them to return for a short time to their 
fishing. But now Jesus called them to forsake their former life, and unite their 
interests with His. Peter had accepted the call. Upon reaching the shore, Jesus bade 
the three other disciples, “Follow Me, and I will make you fishers of men.” 
Immediately they left all, and followed Him. (p. 246) 
 
She further explains why Jesus called fishermen as disciples: 
Jesus chose unlearned fishermen because they had not been schooled in the traditions 
and erroneous customs of their time. They were men of native ability, and they were 
humble and teachable,—men whom He could educate for His work. In the common 
walks of life there is many a man patiently treading the round of daily toil, 
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unconscious that he possesses powers which, if called into action, would raise him to 
an equality with the world's most honored men. The touch of a skillful hand is needed 
to arouse those dormant faculties. It was such men that Jesus called to be His 
colaborers; and He gave them the advantage of association with Himself. Never had 
the world's great men such a teacher. When the disciples came forth from the 
Saviour's training, they were no longer ignorant and uncultured. They had become 
like Him in mind and character, and men took knowledge of them that they had been 
with Jesus. (p. 250)  
 
The call to discipleship was associated with the call to witnessing: 
Jesus had called His disciples that He might send them forth as His witnesses, to 
declare to the world what they had seen and heard of Him. Their office was the most 
important to which human beings had ever been called, and was second only to that 
of Christ Himself. They were to be workers together with God for the saving of the 
world. As in the Old Testament the twelve patriarchs stand as representatives of 
Israel, so the twelve apostles were to stand as representatives of the gospel church. 
(p. 291) 
 
The concept of a call is fundamental to the Rabbi-Witness Discipleship Model 
and therefore an important element as the model is applied to members of the MCSDA. A 
call from God through the Rabbi Christ or a rabbi-witness initiates the discipleship process. 
In the Gospel narratives there are instances where Christ identifies those who apparently 
accepted a call but may have neglected the implications and responsibilities of that calling. 
For example, in Matt 25:44, those whom Christ rejected for not ministering to others still 
spoke of him as “Lord.” However, the primary example is Judas. References to Judas in 
the Gospels identify him as one of the 12 disciples, but also as one who would betray 
Christ because of motives not in harmony with the divine plan (Matt 26 25; 27:3; Mark 
3:19; 14:10; Luke 6:16; 22:48; John 6:71; 12:4; 13:2; 18:2, 5). E. White comments 
insightfully about Judas: 
When Judas joined the disciples, he was not insensible to the beauty of the character 
of Christ. He felt the influence of that divine power which was drawing souls to the 
Saviour. . . . 
. . . How tenderly the Saviour dealt with him who was to be His betrayer! In His 
teaching, Jesus dwelt upon principles of benevolence that struck at the very root of 
covetousness. He presented before Judas the heinous character of greed, and many a 
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time the disciple realized that his character had been portrayed, and his sin pointed 
out; but he would not confess and forsake his unrighteousness. He was self-sufficient, 
and . . . lesson after lesson fell unheeded on the ears of Judas. . . . 
Instead of walking in the light, Judas chose to retain his defects. Evil desires, 
revengeful passions, dark and sullen thoughts, were cherished, until Satan had full 
control of the man. Judas became a representative of the enemy of Christ. (E. White, 
1898, pp. 294–95) 
 
White’s commentary underscores the importance of responding to the calling of Christ, 
and the dangers of neglecting such a call. 
Ellen G. White Regarding the Learning of  
Jesus’ Disciples 
In commenting on the implications of Deut 6, Ellen White referred to Jesus as an 
educator. The Shema, beginning in Deut 6:4 with the words, “Hear O Israel, the Lord our 
God, the Lord is one,” is fundamental to the Jewish faith, and includes instructions on 
how this faith is to be transmitted from generation to generation. In harmony with the 
concepts of the Shema, Jesus treated the disciples as his family (E. White, 1903, pp. 84, 
85). They lived and travelled together, and Jesus was to them a master teacher, the true 
Rabbi among the great rabbis of his day. Jesus gave the best possible example of how 
discipleship was to be practiced and passed on to the next generation of rabbi-witnesses:   
It was Christ who directed the education of Israel. Concerning the commandments 
and ordinances of the Lord He said, “Thou shalt teach them diligently unto thy 
children, and shalt talk of them when thou sittest in thine house, and when thou 
walkest by the way, and when thou liest down, and when thou risest up. And thou 
shalt bind them for a sign upon thine hand, and they shall be as frontlets between 
thine eyes. And thou shalt write them upon the posts of thy house, and on thy gates.” 
Deuteronomy 6:7–9. In His own teaching, Jesus showed how this command is to be 
fulfilled—how the laws and principles of God’s kingdom can be so presented as to 
reveal their beauty and preciousness. When the Lord was training Israel to be the 
special representatives of Himself, He gave them homes among the hills and valleys. 
In their home life and their religious service they were brought in constant contact 
with nature and with the word of God. So Christ taught His disciples by the lake, on 
the mountainside, in the fields and groves, where they could look upon the things of 
nature by which He illustrated His teachings. And as they learned of Christ, they put 




E. White (1911a) says that Jesus taught his disciples about the great task that was ahead 
of them, and he also gave them insights into how this task would be accomplished: 
As Christ’s representatives the apostles were to make a decided impression on the 
world. The fact that they were humble men would not diminish their influence, but 
increase it; for the minds of their hearers would be carried from them to the Saviour, 
who, though unseen, was still working with them. The wonderful teaching of the 
apostles, their words of courage and trust, would assure all that it was not in their own 
power that they worked, but in the power of Christ. (pp. 22, 23) 
 
Reflecting on the diversity of character of the disciples of Jesus, E. White (1911a) 
wrote that it was a challenge for Jesus to deal with the array of personalities, but not an 
impossible task: 
In these first disciples was presented marked diversity. They were to be the world’s 
teachers, and they represented widely varied types of character. In order successfully 
to carry forward the work to which they had been called, these men, differing in 
natural characteristics and in habits of life, needed to come into unity of feeling, 
thought, and action. (p. 20)  
 
E. White (1898) says that the disciples were to be instructed to live in harmony 
with heaven’s principles: 
It was not enough for the disciples of Jesus to be instructed as to the nature of His 
kingdom. What they needed was a change of heart that would bring them into harmony 
with its principles. Calling a little child to Him, Jesus set him in the midst of them; 
then tenderly folding the little one in His arms He said, “Except ye be converted, and 
become as little children, ye shall not enter into the kingdom of heaven.” The 
simplicity, the self-forgetfulness, and the confiding love of a little child are the 
attributes that Heaven values. These are the characteristics of real greatness. (p. 437)  
 
Because of White’s emphasis on unity in ministry, she wrote and spoke several times on 
the topic. She said that the disciples were to be united in thought and action: 
In order successfully to carry forward the work to which they had been called, these 
disciples, differing so widely in natural characteristics, in training, and in habits of 
life, needed to come into unity of feeling, thought, and action. This unity it was 
Christ’s object to secure. To this end He sought to bring them into unity with 
Himself. (E. White, 1903, p. 86)  
 
For White, upholding the observance of the Law and the Sabbath was a foremost 
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responsibility of the disciples of Jesus.  
The Lord commands by the same prophet [Isaiah]: “Bind up the testimony, seal the 
law among My disciples.” Isaiah 8:16. The seal of God’s law is found in the fourth 
commandment. This only, of all the ten, brings to view both the name and the title of 
the Lawgiver. It declares Him to be the Creator of the heavens and the earth, and thus 
shows His claim to reverence and worship above all others. Aside from this precept, 
there is nothing in the Decalogue to show by whose authority the law is given. When 
the Sabbath was changed by the papal power, the seal was taken from the law. The 
disciples of Jesus are called upon to restore it by exalting the Sabbath of the fourth 
commandment to its rightful position as the Creator’s memorial and the sign of His 
authority. (E. White, 1911b, p. 452) 
 
Ellen G. White Regarding the Witnessing  
Mission of the Disciples 
The Rabbi-Witness Discipleship Model as implemented by Jesus emphasizes the 
call and training experiences of the disciples, and then transitions to the witnessing 
mission. From the time of Christ’s resurrection and ascension, through the narrative of 
Acts, and with the unfolding of the epistles, witness to the gospel is the primary activity 
of the disciples. E. White (1890) affirms importance of this witness to the world: 
After the ascension of Christ, his disciples were left to carry forward the work which 
he had been doing. They were to be the instruments through which the Lord should 
speak, and many were to believe on their word, and engage in the work that Jesus had 
done when he was upon earth. God’s appointed agents are to study carefully the lessons 
which Christ taught his disciples. They are to contemplate his precious instruction, 
and to imitate the holy characteristics of his teachings; if they fail to do this, they fail 
to represent Christ as he represented the Father. There is need of fervent and frequent 
prayer that we may understand the import of his instruction, and carry forward the 
work he has given us to do. We are to bear in mind that it is only a small proportion 
of what Jesus taught and did that has been recorded. (p. 338)  
 
E. White (1911a) explains that disciples were to conclude the work left undone by 
the Jewish leaders. “The salvation of God must be made known . . . ; and the disciples were 
called to do the work that the Jewish leaders had failed to do” (p. 16). Christ’s disciples 
were now called to complete an unfinished task. If they were to fulfill the mission Christ 
gave them, they must have a vision of God’s plan of salvation and reconciliation, and a 
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clear understanding of its extension to future generations: 
During His ministry, Jesus had kept constantly before the disciples the fact that they 
were to be one with Him in His work for the recovery of the world from the slavery 
of sin. When He sent forth the Twelve and afterward the Seventy, to proclaim the 
kingdom of God, He was teaching them their duty to impart to others what He had 
made known to them. In all His work He was training them for individual labor, to be 
extended as their numbers increased, and eventually to reach to the uttermost parts of 
the earth. The last lesson He gave His followers was that they held in trust for the 
world the glad tidings of salvation. (p. 32) 
 
 E. White noted with conviction that the degree of commitment and insight 
manifested by the first disciples needed to be reflected by the servants of Christ in any 
age.  
The servants of Christ are called to the same work, and they should beware lest, in 
seeking to prevent discord, they surrender the truth. They are to “follow after the 
things which make for peace” (Rom 14:19); but real peace can never be secured by 
compromising principle. And no man can be true to principle without exciting 
opposition. A Christianity that is spiritual will be opposed by the children of 
disobedience. But Jesus bade His disciples, “Fear not them which kill the body, but 
are not able to kill the soul.” Those who are true to God need not fear the power of 
men nor the enmity of Satan. In Christ their eternal life is secure. Their only fear 
should be lest they surrender the truth, and thus betray the trust with which God has 
honored them. (E. White, 1898, p. 356)  
 
In a time when revivalism and dramatic conversion were often the focus of 
Christian mission and service, E. White wrote extensively about the sanctified life of 
discipleship. Her thoughts and reflections align directly with the biblical descriptions of 
discipleship, and add credence to the presentation of the Rabbi-Witness Discipleship 
Model proposed in this dissertation. E. White offers interesting insights into the concepts 
of discipleship in the Hebrew Scriptures, as well as to the calling, teaching, and 
commissioning of the disciples of Jesus in NT times.  
Bonhoeffer and the Cost of Discipleship 
In contrast to contemporary theologians such as Karl Barth, whose existential 
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neo-orthodoxy tended toward a conservative rather than liberal Christianity (Galli & 
Olsen, 2000, p. 47), Bonhoeffer generally has been perceived as an exponent of liberal 
thinking. Bonhoeffer’s ideas of ethics have been the cause of many questions. For 
example, he has been vilified for identifying a bombing target to the Allies that was 
located next to a children’s school. In addition, he enrolled in a movement that attempted 
to assassinate Hitler, for which he was sentenced to death. However, some of his 
concepts effectively address the issues and concerns of discipleship. For example: Is a 
disciple a simple follower? Is a disciple a defender of a ritualistic system? In response to 
these questions that Bonhoeffer raised, there came from his pen some remarkable 
reflections regarding discipleship and the connection of a disciple with Jesus as the 
essence of the meaning of discipleship. 
Bonhoeffer (1937/1963) wrote: 
With an abstract idea it is possible to enter into a relation of formal knowledge, to 
become enthusiastic about it, and perhaps even to put it into practice; but it can never 
be followed in personal obedience. Christianity without the living Christ is inevitably 
Christianity without discipleship, and Christianity without discipleship is always 
Christianity without Christ. . . . 
 
It remains an abstract idea, a myth that has a place for the Fatherhood of God, but 
omits Christ as the living Son. A Christianity of that kind is nothing more or less than 
the end of discipleship. (pp. 63, 64) 
Bonhoeffer’s view of grace is also related with discipleship. He spoke firmly on 
the concept of “cheap grace.” 
Cheap grace is the grace we bestow on ourselves. Cheap grace is the preaching of 
forgiveness without requiring repentance, baptism without church discipline, 
Communion without confession. . . . Cheap grace is grace without discipleship, 
grace without the cross, grace without Jesus Christ, living and incarnate. (p. 47) 
While there may be some lack of coherence between Bonhoeffer’s ethic and his 
concepts of discipleship, there is no doubt that his writings on discipleship have made a 
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considerable impact in the Christian world. His concept of discipleship excludes the 
possibility of superficiality, delving deep into the dimensions of what it means to be a 
witness or martus. The martus fully embraces a willingness to witness by his or her life, 
but equally accepts a willingness to suffer death for Christ. Bonhoeffer wrote, “When 
Christ calls a man, he bids him come and die” (Bonhoeffer, 1963, p. 99). 
The importance of Bonhoeffer’s vision as it relates to the model proposed in this 
research is his emphasis on: (a) a willingness to respond to the Rabbi’s call to come but, 
in coming, not to be blind to the cost of the call to discipleship; (b) an openness to learn 
the message and methods of Christ in an intimate Rabbi-disciple relationship, and 
through this relationship to be motivated by a recognition that the cost of one’s own 
sacrifice is minimal in comparison to the price paid by Christ; (c) the commitment and 
degree of devotion required of those who are called by the Rabbi to go, to complete the 
task whatever the cost. 
A Jewish View of Discipleship 
Insights into a Jewish view of discipleship cannot rightly be called biblical 
Christian formation, but the Jewish scholars referred to in this section and the rabbinical 
sources that they cite offer a valuable snapshot of how biblical discipleship established on 
Hebrew writings ties in closely with the Christian model of the NT. The continuity of the 
concepts is remarkable.  
The contribution of Goldberg (1994), a modern Jewish writer, is valuable in the 
insights it offers regarding the Rabbi-Witness Discipleship Model. Goldberg affords the 
reader an appreciation of the importance that traditional Hebrew wisdom gave to 
discipleship, underscoring the continuity of the principles of the Hebrew writings, not 
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only for biblical times but throughout history to the present day: 
Moses received Torah from Sinai, and he passed it on to Joshua, Joshua to the 
elders, the elders to the prophets, and the prophets passed it to the men of the 
Great Assembly [who] said: “Raise up many disciples.” (Pirket Avot 1:1; cited in 
Goldberg, 1994, p. 289) 
Goldberg also cites the rabbis to illustrate the emphasis on the concrete aspects of 
learning (action, practice, service) rather than the theoretical. In his estimation, what was 
important in the Hebrew discipleship process was not so much attending lectures, doing 
reading assignments, and taking exams, but rather performing service to the rabbi and 
putting to work the learning received. “Even if one has learned Scriptures and Mishna, if 
he has not served rabbinic scholars, he is still an ignoramus” (Berachot 47b; cited in 
Goldberg, 1994, p. 292). “Rabbi Joshua ben Levi, said, ‘All manner of work which a 
servant does for his master a disciple does for his master’” (Ketubot, 96b; cited in 
Goldberg, 1994, p. 292). 
This ratifies the concepts already observed in the Hebrew Scriptures as being 
important to the Rabbi-Witness Model. As exemplified in the prophetic invitations to 
Moses, Samuel, and Elijah, service was expected from those who were called. In 
addition, the disciples of each of these prophets, namely Joshua, the Sons of the Prophets, 
and Elisha, were also called to serve their mentors and others through practical 
application of what they had learned. In discipleship training, service to the rabbi was an 
integral part of the process. 
From the rabbis’ standpoint, attending their discourses or judicial proceedings 
was only part of what discipleship entailed. Attending to their lives (in both 
senses!) was equally or even more important, because the rabbis’ knowledge 
could only be taught from life to life. (Goldberg, 1994, p. 292) 
The rabbinical vision for discipleship was that many young men might become 
rabbis, thus multiplying exponentially the number of those qualified to teach God’s 
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requirements ever more widely to the benefit of the whole nation: 
One did not become a disciple with the goal of entering into some guild or elite 
circle of professional practitioners. On the contrary, a disciple entered into the 
rabbis’ community of practice with an eye toward extending the rabbi’s 
practice(s) throughout the whole community of Israel. The rabbis had in principle 
a specific educational goal: to make every Jew a rabbi. That is, so far as the rabbis 
were concerned, every Jew—ideally at least—could become an authoritative 
source about the proper way to put into practice the biblical mandate for the 
Jewish People to become “a kingdom of priests and a holy nation” (Exod 19:6). 
(Goldberg, 1994, p. 293) 
Character formation was fundamental to the education provided by the teacher in 
Israel: 
As the rabbi’s teaching about life could only be learned from their lives 
themselves, the relationship between rabbinic master and disciple could have 
been, and by all rights, should have been life-shaping. From the first to last, of 
central concern to the rabbis was the character of their disciples. More 
fundamentally, the rabbis and their disciples believed that the torah the rabbis 
taught had the power to transform character. (Goldberg, 1994, p. 293) 
Steinsaltz (1976) adds:  
One whose deeds are not compatible with his theories—either because his morals 
are not beyond reproach or because he does not strictly observe the precepts—
cannot be regarded as a true scholar and is therefore worse than an ignoramus. . . . 
A learned man is expected to live in the light of his knowledge, so that everything 
he does or says will itself constitute Torah. It was said of the scholar who 
transgressed: “His Torah was but lip service,” since true Torah must be reflected 
in personal behavior as in study. (pp. 260, 261) 
According to Steinsaltz (1976), greater moral expectations were placed on a 
scholar than on any other figure in Hebrew society. Forty-eight enumerated attributes 
were required of a scholar, 30 for the king, and 24 for a priest. This was held to be so 
because scholarship was not “merely an intellectual standard but encompasses the entire 
personality” (p. 261). 
The scholarship of Goldberg and Steinsaltz is significant to the Rabbi-Witness 
model for several reasons. Their insights: (a) provide an insider’s glimpse into 
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contemporary Jewish community expectations about discipleship, thereby identifying the 
continuing validity of the model from a Hebrew perspective; (b) emphasize the 
understanding that discipleship is a life-long calling; (c) reaffirm the concept that 
practical service is essential to the learning process; and (d) highlight the importance of 
the rabbinical vision of disciple-making as the means to accomplish the divine idea of 
making Israel a kingdom of priests and a holy nation (Exod 19:6; cf. 1 Pet 2:9), which 
has much in common with Jesus’ vision when he commanded his disciples to go into all 
the world to accomplish their assigned mission (Matt 28:19, 20). Goldberg’s (1994) 
emphasis concerning character is central to his concept of discipleship. Character, he 
argues, is transformed by the Torah—indeed, the moral character of the godly teacher is 
Torah. In the tension between doing and being, the rabbis placed significantly higher 
emphasis on being, yet this was always a being that resulted in doing. Likewise, the 
Rabbi-Witness Discipleship Model is essentially a model of being that results in actions, 
not a model of actions that identify or define being. It is in relationship with the Rabbi 
Jesus that the character of the disciple is shaped and the being of the disciple is created. 
The Christian echo of these Jewish ideas of discipleship is expounded in the 
writings of the apostle Paul. Paul teaches that this character transformation depends on 
the work of God in the inner lives of those who respond to God’s grace and commit 
themselves to the pathway of discipleship. God then does his work in them through the 
Holy Spirit, “for it is God which worketh in you both to will and to do of his good 
pleasure” (Phil 2:13). Paul also stated that becoming godly workers begins with being, 
accomplished through God’s gift of saving grace that brings change to the inner self, but 
that this state of being is lived out in Christ-inspired action that is a response to and 
natural consequence of this gift of grace: 
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For by grace are ye saved through faith; and that not of yourselves: it is the gift of 
God: Not of works, lest any man should boast. For we are his workmanship, 
created in Christ Jesus unto good works, which God hath before ordained that we 
should walk in them. (Eph 2:8–10) 
Other Contemporary Models of Discipleship 
Wilkins (1992) observes that establishing a model of discipleship in the 
contemporary world is a complex task. He approaches discipleship from a descriptive 
perspective, defining discipleship in a variety of ways. The alternate models he describes 
are based on constructions taken from particular emphases that may be found in different 
passages or incidents recorded in Scripture. Each different model draws its strength from 
a particular type of discipleship teaching, identified by Wilkins as follows: (a) disciples 
are learners, (b) disciples are committed believers, (c) disciples are ministers, (d) 
disciples are converts first—their discipleship comes later, and (e) disciples are converts 
who from the first have begun the process of discipleship. Each of these characteristics 
“has correctly accented—at least partially—biblical teaching” (p. 34).  
Wilkins (1992) continues: 
These various models have come about as people have attempted to get at the 
heart of Jesus’ conception of discipleship and then have attempted to apply that 
conception to present-day ministry. The major problems surface when each model 
attempts to reconcile seemingly contradictory passages, especially when 
reconciling Jesus’ gracious call to discipleship with his stringent demands of 
discipleship, or when reconciling Jesus’ ministry to the crowds with his ministry 
to the disciples, or when reconciling general discipleship passages with the role of 
the Twelve, or when reconciling the portrait of disciples in the Gospels with their 
occurrence in the Acts and the nonoccurrence of the term disciple in the Epistles. 
The strength of each discipleship model lies in its emphasis upon a particular type 
of discipleship teaching. The weakness of each discipleship model lies in its 
deemphasis of other types of discipleship teachings. (p. 34) 
For Wilkins, the variance between discipleship models can be resolved by an in-depth 
study of discipleship in NT times, and then applying those dynamics contextually 
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(Wilkins, 1992, p. 34). This detailed approach would certainly enhance the NT aspects of 
the Rabbi-Witness Discipleship Model, even if the model has been developed on a broad 
understanding of discipleship throughout the Scriptures. 
Hull (2006) sees three main trends of the discipleship process, which he calls 
streams. The three discipleship streams are: (a) classic discipleship, (b) spiritual 
formation, and (c) environmental discipleship. “The characteristics of classic discipleship 
included one-on-one mentoring, a disciplined program of Bible study, Scripture 
memorization, and training in witnessing and speaking” (p. 18; emphasis added). Hull 
observes that two of the major currents following this stream are The Navigators and the 
widely known Campus Crusade for Christ. Generationally speaking, this stream has been 
more attractive to the baby-boomer pastors and leaders of the church (p. 18). 
Concerning the second stream, spiritual formation, Hull (2006) explains: “The 
spiritual formation movement recaptured ancient exercises practiced by Jesus, his 
disciples, and monastics” (p. 18). He continues: 
The weakness of the spiritual formation movement—at least from an evangelical 
viewpoint—includes its association with theological liberalism. These connections 
sometimes made the movement susceptible to infiltration from secular 
worldviews, other religions, and Eastern philosophy. Thus it became important to 
distinguish the movement as “Christian spiritual formation.” (p. 19) 
Beyond the important caution that Hull raised about this branch of discipleship focused 
on spiritual formation, he also points to the positive contributions of this movement. For 
example, he observes that those who practice spiritual formation are much more likely to 
take into account a wider spectrum of events that require attention and influences that are 
affecting their personal lives. 
With regard to the third stream, environmental discipleship, Hull (2006) 
comments, “Some might call this third-stream psychological discipleship or relational 
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discipleship. Other associated words include community and congregation. In essence, 
this movement encompasses the ways people get along” (p. 20). 
Hull says that these three trends will impact and transform the church at the 
beginning of this millennium regarding the way that discipleship is conceived and 
practiced. The second and third streams mirror the influence of present-day culture and, 
as one seeks to implement any model, cultural context must be taken seriously.  
Beagles (2010) laments that “in the Christian world the word discipleship is 
discussed by many, but fully comprehended by few” (p. 81). After reviewing a variety of 
discipleship models and a number of contemporary writers on discipleship, she sums up 
her vision of discipleship as comprising four major areas: (a) Understanding, “Learning 
the truth of God’s relationship with humanity through Jesus Christ, the Word”—John 
8:31, Matt 4:4 (p. 90); (b) Ministering, “Participating in God’s mission of revelation, 
reconciliation and restoration”—Matt 25:40; 28:19–20 (p. 90); (c) Connecting, “Loving 
God completely, ourselves correctly and others compassionately”—Matt (22:37–38; John 
13:35; “All Christians are disciples and are called to participate in the discipleship 
process, both by receiving instruction and living out their faith for others to see and 
imitate” (Samra, 2003, p. 234, cited in Beagles, 2010, p. 90); (d) Equipping, 
“Intentionally walking ‘alongside other disciples in order to encourage, equip and 
challenge one another in love to grow toward maturity in Christ’”—Deut 6:4–9; Eph 
4:15–16 (Ogden, 2003, p. 129, cited in Beagles, 2010, p. 90). 
The combined analysis and definition of discipleship presented by Wilkins, Hull, 
and Beagles adds dimension to the importance of the call, learning, and going forth to 
witness in the Rabbi-Witness Discipleship Model. Two ideas that stand out in the analysis 
done by these scholars are the centrality of learning in the discipleship process, and the 
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importance of cultural impact in developing strategies for fulfilling the commission to go 
and witness. These two concerns are the focus of the following sections. 
Curriculum and Learning 
Traditionally curriculum has been perceived as information passed from teacher 
to student, or from one generation to another in the form of organized knowledge. 
Curriculum may be formally presented, as in an institutional setting; or non-formally 
passed on in family, community or other unstructured settings. The learning may be 
intentionally engineered, or may be hidden in the social structures and ethos of any given 
community or culture. For the Christian community, and for the purpose of discipleship, 
both non-formal and formal learning are important. Consideration given to the 
philosophy, structure, content, and delivery of the curriculum will enhance the possibility 
of achieving one’s curricular goals. Jesus set up the teaching opportunities for his 
disciples with great care and forethought (e.g., Matt 14:22–33; John 21:2–22; E. White, 
1903, pp. 84–85), and it is important for those who are the present-day disciples of the 
Rabbi to do the same.       
Pratt (1994), explaining curriculum strategy, states: “The curriculum aim provides 
a sense of purpose and direction at a general level. At some point, this general intention 
must be stated in terms of intentions specific enough to guide instructional decisions” (p. 
74). Pratt maintains that it is vital to express to prospective learners the aims of any 
particular curriculum so as to give them a clear picture of what that curriculum is 
intended to accomplish (p. 69). 
According to Tyler (1969), it is important in the elaboration of a curriculum to 
establish clear objectives. He explains: “We are devoting much time to the setting up and 
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formulation of objectives because they are the most critical criteria for guiding all the 
other activities of the curriculum-maker” (p. 62). In the process of structuring a 
curriculum it often is necessary to shuttle back and forth from one consideration to 
another, creating, correcting, embellishing, and adjusting. 
The curriculum aim is clear if its readers, including students, without much 
additional explanation, can understand it (Pratt, 1994, p. 69). Pratt distinguishes some key 
elements important to curriculum formation: aim, knowledge, skills, attitudes, process, 
and experience (p. 76). These are schematically presented in Table 6. 
 Table 7 builds on the basic schema presented in Table 6 to articulate a curriculum 
model for witnessing that illustrates the Rabbi-Witness Discipleship Model, highlighting 
the three basic elements of the model, Come, Learn, and Go forth. Tables 6 and 7 simply 
lay a basic framework for a curriculum structure adapted to the Rabbi-Witness 
Discipleship Model. Some brief snapshots of curriculum concepts in the Bible follow. 
Curriculum in Ancient Israel and the NT 
The essential curriculum model of the Bible is found in the chapter that includes 
the primary statement of the Shema, from which the following words are taken:  
Now these are the commandments, the statutes, and the judgments, which the LORD 
your God commanded to teach you, that ye might do them in the land whither ye go 
to possess it: That thou mightest fear the LORD thy God, to keep all his statutes and 
his commandments, which I command thee, thou, and thy son, and thy son's son, all 
the days of thy life. . . . Hear, O Israel: The LORD our God is one LORD: And thou 
shalt love the LORD thy God with all thine heart, and with all thy soul, and with all 
thy might. And these words, which I command thee this day, shall be in thine heart: 
And thou shalt teach them diligently unto thy children, and shalt talk of them when 
thou sittest in thine house, and when thou walkest by the way, and when thou liest 
down, and when thou risest up. And thou shalt bind them for a sign upon thine hand, 
and they shall be as frontlets between thine eyes. And thou shalt write them upon the 







Schematic View of a Basic Curriculum Model 








Student learning outcomes 
Table 7 
Schematic View for a Discipleship Model 
Intake Process Outcome 
Come: the disciple is 
called by the Rabbi 
 
Learn: the disciple is 
mentored by the Rabbi 
and his rabbis 




Count the cost/sacrifice 
Attitude and motivation 
 
Knowledge/theory from the 
Rabbi 
Know about the Rabbi, his 
Kingdom, and the world 
Practice under the Rabbi Teach like the Rabbi 






The Shema provides the theological theory base (belief in and worship of the one true 
God); identifies the teacher (the Lord God through his appointed prophet, and then each 
parent in each generation); defines the learners (you, and your children, and your 
children’s children); outlines the content (the statutes and commandments that are the 
principles of God’s government and the transcript of his character of love); and 
prescribes the method (integration of faith, learning, and life, primarily in the family 
setting). This curriculum, adapted to circumstance, is the curriculum that Jesus taught his 
family of disciples (E. White, 1903, p. 84), and it is the curriculum that has been passed 
on through the generations for disciples in the third millennium.  
There is not much information about education in ancient Israel (Crenshaw, 1998, 
pp. viii, 4). However, scholars such as Crenshaw have spent a lifetime exploring the 
writings of Israel and, while admitting some conjecture, Crenshaw is confident that he 
has uncovered much of what motivated the creation of the wisdom literature of the 
Hebrew Scriptures (p. ix). Crenshaw maintains that the learning process in Israel began 
with observation, whether in the non-formal (family) setting or in more formal 
educational situations. The student had to observe carefully, explore thoroughly, and 
assess data by arranging it in an orderly way. Listening supplemented ocular discovery. 
Reflecting on something and discussing it in groups followed. New discoveries unfolded 
to the disciples and their knowledge expanded. Crenshaw (1998) says that “once an 
individual had acquired knowledge, he was obligated to hold on to it (hazaq), guard it 
(samar, nasar), love it (’ahab), not abandon it (azab), or neglect it (para‘), or despise it 
(baza, sana) or let it drop (rapa)” (p. 211). 
In Israel the entire culture seemed to be didactic in nature, whether negatively or 
positively, intentionally or casually. Their sages, priests, prophets, and parents taught by 
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word and deed. This “street approach” to education was not always successful, as 
Proverbs recognized in reproaching the often careless lives of the Israelites: “And [I, the 
learner] have not obeyed the voice of my teachers, nor inclined mine ear to them that 
instructed me!” (Prov 5:13, cited in Crenshaw, 1998, p. 208). 
Zuck (2001) says that there were several agencies of education in Israel’s early 
life: (a) they learned from God in nature, (b) they learned from experiences such as the 
Exodus wandering, (c) they learned from the Law, (d) they learned from holy 
convocations where the law was read, (e) they learned from the priests at the tabernacle, 
and (f) they learned from their parents in their homes (pp. 232, 233). 
In the times of the kings and the prophets, there is some evidence of a more 
formal approach to education. For example, the prophet Jeremiah refers to three sources 
of enlightenment and teaching during his days. He mentions the priests, the wise men (or 
sages) and the prophets (Jer 18:18). Zuck (2001) explains: 
The priests were to teach the Law (Deut 17:10–11, 33:10), the prophets were to 
communicate the word (i.e., messages from God), and the sages were to give 
counsel. Wise men in the monarchy (not to be confused with the magicians in 
Egypt or the astrologers and sorcerers in Babylon) were older men, who were 
revered for insights gained by experience, and these were viewed as teachers. 
(p. 231) 
The Bible says that in the days of Ezra and Nehemiah some formal teaching 
techniques were in evidence: “So they read in the book in the law of God distinctly, and 
gave the sense, and caused them to understand the reading” (Neh 8:8). The text reveals: 
(a) a reader would read aloud to all the people of Israel, (b) clarification or explanation 
“gave sense” to the reading so that the people could understand what was meant, and (c) 
interpretation of symbolic or figurative speech might also be provided. 
There was a teaching ministry provided by at least a few of the kings. David 
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wrote poems, laments (2 Sam 1:17–18), and many songs of praise (see Pss 3–9; 11–15; 
18–21; 23–29; 31–41; 51–55; 61–64; 69; 70; 101; 103; 108–110; 138–141; 143; 144), 
which the people of Israel sang in their religious services. The Psalms covered a wide 
variety of religious experiences and convictions and express a full range of religious faith 
and knowledge held by the people of Israel in those days (1000–950 BCE). It is likely 
that many of the people could not read, and the singing of psalms was an important 
curriculum strategy, providing opportunities and an avenue for memorization and 
learning. Solomon, the son of David, also wrote songs (see Ps 127), and was a prolific 
writer of wisdom literature (see Proverbs and Ecclesiastes). 
There are many more instances that could be referenced in the OT, but sufficient 
have been identified to illustrate that there was curriculum strategy, content, and delivery 
in OT times, and that there were desired outcomes based on God’s revelation of himself 
to his people. An equally cursory glance at the NT milieu follows. 
Lawson (2001) points out that the NT is full of “educational directives” oriented 
to guide the early church: “Knowledge must mix with faith, love and obedience” (p. 228). 
All the writers who contributed to the NT, argues Lawson, strove to offer a “wide range 
of educational ideas” (p. 228). Regarding the mission of the church and its relation to 
Christian education, Lawson (2001) draws parallels between the NT and the 21st century 
that give insights into NT times. He writes: 
Christian education is central to the mission of the church in this age. Without it, 
worship is without content, fellowship is without boundaries, and service is without 
mandate. If the goal of Christian education were only the acquisition of correct 
content, then Christians should spend a great deal of time making sure they have 
the right answers. In the New Testament, instruction in content serves the higher 
goal of love. While instruction provides the direction, the Holy Spirit provides de 
power to love God, love family, love brothers and sisters in Christ, and even love 
the enemies. (p. 228) 
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One of the characteristics of teaching in the NT is that these stand clearly apart from 
much of what is seen in postmodern times. Lawson (2001) says, “Unlike postmodern 
thinking the NT epistles make a clear distinction between truth and error”; then he adds: 
Unlike philosophical truth, the New Testament truth always evidences itself in 
changed lives. In New Testament terms, truth must meet the standard of correct 
answers in words, attitudes, and behavior. Mere verbal assent falls short of the 
New Testament standard. The New Testament writers constantly measure truth by 
Christians’ attitudes and behavior. No ancient or modern standard for truth 
reaches so high (Gal 2:14; Jas 3:14). (Lawson, 2001, p. 228) 
Entire books have been and could be written about the teaching ministry of Jesus, 
and how he planned and executed his curriculum goals. Herman Harrell Horne’s (1920) 
Jesus: The Master Teacher is a classic par excellence that gives detailed information and 
insight into Jesus’ educational ministry. Jesus was indeed a master rabbi and, as 
identified and referenced in this dissertation, the origin of the OT discipleship model, and 
the orchestrator of the NT interpretation and implementation of the Rabbi-Witness 
Discipleship Model. OT and NT alike attest of a curriculum process that highlighted (a) 
the experience of coming to God (the call), (b), walking with God and Christ in an 
experiential discipleship relationship that transforms the character, enlightens the mind 
through immersion in God’s word, and enhances abilities through the practical tutelage of 
the Rabbi and his rabbis (learning), and (c) sharing the knowledge and experience 
acquired with the church community and the world (going forth to witness). 
Integrating Modern Theories of Learning 
In setting up a curriculum model, Marzano et al. (1997) emphasize strategies for 
effective results to ensure that students will become knowledgeable about what they study. 
Marzano et al. argue that it is important for students to define what they already know 
(K), identify what they want (W) to know and, after completing a block of study, to be 
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clear about what they have learned (L). Marzano and Kendall (2007) expand on Bloom’s 
taxonomy, which divides learning into three domains: cognitive (knowing), psychomotor 
(doing), and affective (being). Bloom aims at taking students through graduated levels of 
knowing, doing, and becoming (Marzano & Kendall, 2007, pp. 5–7). Marzano and Kendall 
(2007) go beyond Bloom’s theory and develop concepts of metacognition that encompass 
all three of Bloom’s domains. However, the new taxonomy does not blur the distinction 
between the different approaches to acquiring cognitive knowledge (knowing) on the one 
hand, and learning skills (doing) on the other (Marzano & Kendall, 2007, pp. 53–55). 
In order to achieve optimum learning outcomes, Marzano et al. (1997) distinguish 
“declarative knowledge” from “procedural knowledge” (pp. 33–55). This distinction is 
important to the learning phase of the biblical model, because it identifies different 
processes for acquiring information and for learning skills.  
Declarative knowledge is “information that the learner must know and understand” 
(p. 44), and tends to be abstract or theoretical. Procedural knowledge, on the other hand, 
“requires the learner to perform a process or to demonstrate a skill” (p. 43), that is, a step-
by-step process that might be either physical or mental. Marzano et al. (1997), in defining 
declarative and procedural knowledge, are concerned with issues of both knowing and 
doing. Similarly, the second element of the Rabbi-Witness Discipleship Model 
emphasizes the acquisition of both knowledge (knowing) and skills (doing).  
Understanding the different teaching-learning processes involved is important in a 
discipleship curriculum. Jesus was well aware of how theory and abstract concepts must 
be tied in with prior knowledge and experience so as to make the information meaningful 
and memorable. His teaching methodology often used illustrations that made the abstract 
more concrete. He understood declarative knowledge. He also knew how to convey 
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procedural knowledge, and guided the disciples in the acquisition of skills by 
demonstrating to them what they needed to know, and then requiring that they practice 
these skills (Matt 10:1–8; Mark 6:7–13).What Marzano et al. (1997) have demonstrated is 
that the methods of the biblical discipleship model have been shown by modern, 
scientific research to be among the most effective strategies for teaching and learning.  
Declarative and procedural knowledge are discussed in dimension two of the five 
dimensions of learning proposed by Marzano et al. (1997). However, all five of the 
dimensions—acquiring,  integrating, expanding, refining, wisely employing 
knowledge—are relevant to the curriculum and learning process of the Rabbi-Witness 
Discipleship Model, and worthy of serious consideration. 
Curriculum Planning: 4MAT and the Discipleship Model 
Bernice McCarthy, developer of 4MAT, says that hers is a system of curriculum 
theory designed to help “anyone learn anything” (McCarthy, n.d., “What Is 4MAT?” 
window 1). It is a flexible curriculum system that has been successfully applied in a 
variety of educational settings, and it holds much in common with the curricula concepts 
that undergird the Rabbi-Witness Discipleship Model. The 4MAT model is discussed 
here to show that the principles applied in modern curricular theory were paralleled two 
millennia earlier by the Master Rabbi, Jesus. 
McCarthy’s theory deals with how new information is perceived, captured, and 
applied, and the diversity of ways various types of learners are best able to learn. 
McCarthy maintains that it is through the interplay between abstraction and experience, 
reflection and action, that the individual conceptualizes and applies knowledge, and 
through this same interplay, the various learning styles of individuals may be addressed 
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(McCarthy, n.d., “What Is 4MAT?” windows 1–3).  
The 4MAT curricular model maintains that, in processing new information, 
humans adopt four basic learning styles. The styles correspond with four learning types.  
1. Type 1 learners engage in imaginative learning, which involves making 
connections, engaging feelings, and finding meaning. It is best defined by the key 
question “Why?” 
2. Type 2 learners engage in analytical learning which involves listening, 
seeking facts, processing information, clarifying concepts, and heeding the voices of 
those with expertise. Here the key question is “What?” 
3. Type 3 learners engage in common-sense learning, which involves reflection 
and practice—thinking, doing, using, experimenting, developing skills. Here the key 
question is “How?” 
4. Type 4 learners engage in dynamic learning, which involves seeking hidden 
possibilities, adapting what has been learned in creative new ways, exploring, and self-
discovery. Here the key question is “If?” or “What if?” (McCarthy, n.d., “What Is 
4MAT?” windows 1, 4, 6). 
Figure 5 shows McCarthy’s curricular model superimposed on the Rabbi-Witness 
Discipleship Model. Jesus called his disciples to make them apostles to the world, bearers 
of the good news of salvation for humankind. The “why” represents the driving reason 
behind the mission, the meaning for their calling. The call, and the mission to which they 
were called, gave them their disciple-witness identity. The “what” involves the 
conceptualization of what they received in their teaching/learning experience, that is, the 
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their learned skills, put into practice in the field. The final step of the 4MAT curriculum, 
the “what if,” is the refining of skills in the process of doing their mission fieldwork, 
finally and fully manifested in the “going forth” as rabbi-witnesses of the Rabbi-Witness 
Discipleship Model. God’s assurance accompanied them in the promise, “and, lo, I am 
with you always, even unto the end of the world” (Matt 28:20). The curricular process is 
identified as cyclical, in much the same way as the discipleship model is self-perpetuating. 
The centrality of educational concepts and the consequences of cultural impact 
were identified as important considerations in seeking to understand and implement the 
biblical discipleship model (see above, pp. 87, 88). Sound teaching and learning theory 
has been demonstrated to be integral to the biblical discipleship model. Attention will 
now be focused on the impact of culture on mission, and the Christian response to the 
predominant social and cultural influences in North America.  
Contextualization and Mission 
Contextualization is critical to missiology. Contextualization addresses the 
adaptation of ancient biblical concepts into ideas that are relevant to diverse communities 
in contemporary cultural settings. 
Biblical Contextualization 
One case of contextualization in mission that unfolds in the biblical text is the 
case of Paul in Athens (Acts 17). Paul was in Greece and had been preaching among the 
Greeks and the Jews. Eventually he arrived in Athens where he was struck by the false 
worship that he saw. This led him to dispute with the members of the synagogue and 
those in the city (marketplace). His preaching attracted the attention of the numerous 
philosophers in Athens, who invited Paul to address them at the Areopagus, a place of 
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discussion, but also the court where seditious blasphemies against the gods were heard. 
Here, the apostle employed a strategy that took cognizance of the Athenian religious 
context with the purpose of introducing the God of the Scriptures into the philosophical 
circle of the Areopagites.  
Then Paul stood in the midst of Mars’ hill, and said, Ye men of Athens, I perceive 
that in all things ye are too superstitious. For as I passed by, and beheld your 
devotions, I found an altar with this inscription, TO THE UNKNOWN GOD. 
Whom therefore ye ignorantly worship, him declare I unto you. God that made 
the world and all things therein, seeing that he is Lord of heaven and earth, 
dwelleth not in temples made with hands; Neither is worshipped with men’s 
hands, as though he needed any thing, seeing he giveth to all life, and breath, and 
all things; And hath made of one blood all nations of men for to dwell on all the 
face of the earth, and hath determined the times before appointed, and the bounds 
of their habitation; That they should seek the Lord, if haply they might feel after 
him, and find him, though he be not far from every one of us: For in him we live, 
and move, and have our being; as certain also of your own poets have said, For 
we are also his offspring. Forasmuch then as we are the offspring of God, we 
ought not to think that the Godhead is like unto gold, or silver, or stone, graven by 
art and man’s device. And the times of this ignorance God winked at; but now 
commandeth all men every where to repent: Because he hath appointed a day, in 
the which he will judge the world in righteousness by that man whom he hath 
ordained; whereof he hath given assurance unto all men, in that he hath raised him 
from the dead. And when they heard of the resurrection of the dead, some 
mocked: and others said, We will hear thee again of this matter. (Acts 17:22–32) 
Paul’s intention was to open a door for an understanding of the true God through 
the Hellenistic vision of the “Unknown God” (agnostos deos), whom the Greeks 
worshiped. By identifying this unknown God with the God of Israel who was also 
unknown to the philosophers, Paul contextualized his message to take advantage of the 
philosophers’ self-professed ignorance. He introduced them to God as an answer to an 
acknowledged weakness in their own beliefs, and so he paved the way for an 
understanding of the Christian message. 
Barclay (1976), analyzing the circumstances surrounding the event, offers the 
following insights that inform the historical background: 
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There were many altars to unknown gods in Athens. Six hundred years before this 
a terrible pestilence had fallen on the city that nothing could halt. A Cretan poet, 
Epimenides, had come forward with a plan. A flock of black and white sheep 
were let loose throughout the city from the Areopagus. Wherever each lay down it 
was sacrificed to the nearest god; and if a sheep lay down near the shrine of no 
known god it was sacrificed to the “The Unknown God.” From this situation Paul 
takes his starting point. (p. 132) 
 The apostle Paul was preaching in a very risky situation, at the very seat of 
legal justice. Although religious pluralism was proclaimed, there was a long history 
of intolerance that, centuries before, had ended the life of Socrates (469–399 BCE), 
one of the most renowned and revered conational philosophers. Socrates was 
executed because of his relentless striving to introduce new religious ideas and 
democratic ideals.   
 Waterfield (2009), reflecting on the death of Socrates, quotes: 
Sokrates [sic] was not charged with being an atheist, but with being a missionary. 
. . . A trial of a person who had his own views about the gods was rare, and a trial 
of a person who criticized the democratic institutions is unique. The presumption 
is that Sokrates [sic] was not put on trial for having such views, but rather for 
having propagated them to his followers every day, year in, year out. (Hansen, as 
cited in Waterfield, 2009, p. 201) 
 Paul knew he was at risk, so he did not attack the Greek Pantheon. Rather, he 
tied his discourse in with a concept accepted by the Athenian philosophers, not 
denying the Greek gods, but introducing someone higher—the true God, unknown to 
them, but also the solution to their own dilemma. Paul did not in any way affirm the 
Greek pluralism. He spoke in favor of only one divinity, God incarnate in Jesus 
Christ. The apostle did not for a moment compromise the Christian faith. Paul took 
the concept of the unknown God, an element at the periphery of the philosophers’ 
thoughts but nonetheless historically and ideologically significant to them, and from 
that starting point he led his hearers to contemplate the essence of the Christian faith. 
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Fernando (1999) observes regarding this point: 
Most careful students of religion, however, recognize that different religions 
move on different axes. In truth, the similarities between Christianity and other 
religions are in peripheral things, not in the essentials of the faith. It is simply not 
correct to say that they teach essentially the same thing. Those who promote 
pluralism today must reckon with the fact that this attitude is completely opposite 
to that of the New Testament church. New Testament preachers and writers 
responded to the pluralism of their day with strong affirmation of the 
exclusiveness and supremacy of Christ. Paul’s ministry in Athens (Acts 17:16–
34) and the Epistles to Colosse and Ephesus are good examples of this. (p. 170) 
 The apostle’s preaching at the Areopagus was by no means a failure. Paul, 
with unwavering commitment to the Christian gospel, contextualized his message 
and, considering his audience, achieved remarkable results. Luke, the author of the 
Book of Acts, observes: “Howbeit certain men clave unto him, and believed: among 
the which was Dionysius the Areopagite, and a woman named Damaris, and others 
with them” (Acts 17:34). 
There are critical lessons to be learned from what happened in Athens. There 
is no question that Paul adapted his message to the religious context of the Athenians, 
but in delivering the message he faithfully represented the gospel and did not to any 
degree compromise the fundamental tenets of the Christian faith. While some may 
argue that the statistics at the Areopagus were not as impressive as, for example, the 
thousands converted by the preaching of Peter in Acts 2, the fact remains that there 
were men and women who discovered the true God as Paul preached. It is a false 
economy to discount the value of what Paul accomplished in that highly sophisticated 
audience. Paul was acting as a rabbi-witness, fulfilling the discipleship commission 
given by Jesus to the apostles, and later to Paul on the Damascus road. The mission 
was for the disciples to go to all nations (Matt 28:19), to the uttermost parts of the 
earth (Acts 1:8), and to the time of Christ’s return (Matt 28:20). Paul’s mission to the 
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Hellenized world was a fulfillment of the commission given to him by Jesus, and an 
implementation of the biblical method of disciple-making that would carry the gospel 
to all the world and to the end of time.  
The lessons learned from the apostle Paul must be interpreted for application in 
the 21st century so as to avoid syncretism and compromise. Krafft (1999) notes that the 
apostles were not averse to contextualization, expressing Christian ideas using Greek 
patterns of thought to relate their message to their listeners in a more culturally sensitive 
manner (p. 391). Before considering the impact of postmodernism, it is wise to take heed 
of the caution expressed by Krafft. He argues that in a truly contextualized setting, “the 
essential message will be the same and the central doctrines of . . . faith will remain in 
clear focus, since they are based in the . . . Bible” (p. 389). 
 
Postmodernism and Culture 
Postmodernism is a philosophical term derived from the world of architecture and 
applied to the values, philosophical conceptions, and contradictions of contemporary 
culture (H. White, 2006, p. 10; see also Grenz, 1996, pp. 22–38). H. White (2006) writes 
from a 21st-century Protestant perspective, revealing a conscious vision of the 
importance of sound biblical interpretation. He sees postmodernism as 
a mind-set, a worldview, or a family of similar worldviews, a set of perspectives 
shared by many people who have come of age rather recently. Postmodernism is 
not a theory or a creed: it is more an attitude or a way of looking at things. (p. 11) 
The postmodern way of thinking and of viewing the universe and life significantly 
impacts North American culture. Culture is defined by Merriam-Webster as the  
integrated pattern of human knowledge, belief, and behaviour that is both a result 
of and integral to the human capacity for learning and transmitting knowledge to 
succeeding generations. Culture thus consists of language, ideas, beliefs, customs, 
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taboos, codes, institutions, tools, techniques, works of art, rituals, ceremonies, and 
symbols. (“Culture,” n.d., item 5.a) 
Culture and postmodernity interact mutually, and culture changes culture time. 
The changes occur because all the culture is a creation of human society; culture acts 
back on society and in effect is the creator of society. As with all people living within a 
culture, church members’ lives are affected by that culture. Hence it is critical to 
understand the basic assumptions that undergird the culture and the major forces that 
drive it. H. White (2006) concludes: “So this is the root of the various reasons to learn 
about postmodernism: the culture is changing, and postmodern ideas are driving the 
change” (p. 14). 
Engaging Unbelief 
One of the most critical realities of the postmodern era relates to the problem of 
attempting to practice discipling in a culture where there are few rabbis or disciples. 
However, in spite of this somewhat pessimistic and cynical observation, processes of 
teaching and learning are ongoing in the Christian community. In God’s providence, 
teachers and learners remain engaged in discipling, carrying out the work to which God 
has called them through the continued implementation of the Rabbi-Witness Discipleship 
Model. Chang’s (2000) book, Engaging Unbelief, presents an encouraging strategy for 
living as Christian disciples and disciplers in the midst of a culture in transition. 
According to Chang, in the times of Augustine of Hippo (354–430) and Thomas Aquinas 
(1225–1274), there were similar challenges relating to cultures in transition. In his 
research, Chang detected a common strategy employed by Augustine and Aquinas in 
relating to the changing cultures of their times, and he proposes that this strategy offers 
good insights on how to approach the contemporary challenges of postmodernism. 
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Chang (2000) points out that cultures have traditionally developed their own 
metanarratives to explain reality. Augustine and Aquinas each developed a “rhetorical 
strategy” (p. 26) to meet the challenges of their respective historical contexts. 
Augustine’s City of God and Aquinas’s Summa contra Gentiles were at the heart of that 
strategy, which involved three main components: (a) understanding and “entering the 
challenger’s story,” (b) “retelling the story” to identify the strengths of the gospel story 
relative to the challenger’s story, and (c) “capturing the retold tale within the gospel 
metanarrative” (p. 26). By entering the challenger’s story both authors were able to 
understand the implications of the challenger’s story in relationship to their own biblical 
story. Once within that world of ideas, both authors showed how they could retell the 
story from within. Their challenge was to point out the “tragic flaws” of the new cultural 
metanarratives which, through the gifted touch of their interpretations, would highlight 
the contrasting benefits of the gospel. That strategy then allowed them to move to the 
third stage, laying the framework of an “overarching story that incorporates and explains 
all other stories within its own meaning. Their narrative is, of course, the gospel” (p. 27). 
A Biblical View of Discipleship 
The Rabbi-Witness Discipleship Model 
Samra (2003) observes that “many churches today are interested in ‘doing 
discipleship’, yet there seems to be confusion about what constitutes discipleship and 
about what the word disciple means” (p. 219). There have been many schools of 
discipleship trying to accomplish their purpose without the advantage of a foundational 
awareness concerning the biblical model and its architect, Jesus. He is the genesis of the 
Rabbi-Witness Discipleship Model in the OT and he is its apex in the NT. 
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In OT and NT scriptural traditions there is no discipleship without a rabbi. The 
existence of the rabbi implies the gathering of disciples. The NT reveals a living tie 
between the Rabbi Jesus and his disciples. The model he perfected is based on close 
personal interaction between Jesus and his followers. 
In the Gospel of John, Jesus employs am emblematic figure to illustrate the living 
connection with his disciples: “Abide in me, and I in you. As the branch cannot bear fruit 
of itself, except it abide in the vine; no more can ye, except ye abide in me” (John 15:4). 
Jesus defines his place in this relational structure when he points out his empowering role 
in the very next verse: “I am the vine, ye are the branches: He that abideth in me, and I in 
him, the same bringeth forth much fruit: for without me ye can do nothing” (John 15:5). 
Discipleship is defined in this living connection and communal interaction between the 
teacher and his learners: “If ye abide in me, and my words abide in you, ye shall ask what 
ye will, and it shall be done unto you. Herein is my Father glorified, that ye bear much 
fruit; so shall ye be my disciples” (John 15:7, 8). Abiding emphasizes a being more than a 
doing as key to bearing fruit. Abiding in him is placing oneself by personal choice in an 
attitude that is open to the infilling of God’s Spirit. It is his work in the disciple to “will 
and to do” his biddings; that is, to do what will inevitably result in fruit bearing (Eph 2:8–
10; 4:23; Phil 2:12–13; Rom 12:2). 
What brings this rabbi-disciple relationship to fruition? This study observes four 
nurturing aspects to the discipleship process. The essential first step is the invitation, the 
call, “Follow me” (Matt 9:9). Wilkins (1992) observes: 
God has called his people to represent him upon the earth, to be with him in every 
circumstance of life, to be transformed in their personal character to be like Him. 
That calling is at the heart of biblical discipleship, both in the Old Testament and 
in the New Testament. (pp. 53–54) 
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The concept of call provides a vocational bridge spanning the sin separation between 
God and humanity. It initiates a constructive dialogue that culminates in a transforming 
relationship with the divine. Transcending that original call to the first disciples, Christ’s 
continued call reaches every generation of those he seeks to equip for sharing the gospel 
and its benefits “unto the ends of the earth” (Acts 1:8). 
The second element in the Rabbi-Witness Discipleship Model is learning. The 
Rabbi Jesus had much to impart; his disciples had much to learn from precept and 
example. From the Gospel record it is evident that the ministry of Jesus involved three 
areas: teaching, preaching, and healing. In each of those areas of ministry, the disciples 
accompanied their Master, observing, listening, and emulating him. The record of those 3 
years of active learning experiences is impressive. They teamed with him as they did 
their practice teaching and preaching, they proclaimed the Gospel of the Kingdom, and 
they healed the sick from one village to the next. They visited homes, public squares, and 
synagogues at Jesus’ side. They were daily surrounded by eager crowds and their 
Sabbaths were equally occupied in ministry. They often drew criticism from Jewish 
religious leaders regarding Sabbath-keeping, because Jesus was showing them the real 
principles of how to keep the Sabbath in praise to God and service to God and humanity 
(Matt 4:23; 5:2; 7:29; 13:54; Mark 2:13; Luke 4:31). At the temple Jesus and his disciples 
also attracted multitudes longing for inspiration and restoration (John 8:2). 
The learning process also included an active practical aspect. In Matt 10 there is a 
clear and deliberate “sending out” of the disciples. This was more than merely field 
practice; it was learning through service which, in his discipleship model, Jesus wished to 
emphasize. A full range of ministry to the needs of others is evident in all the acts of 
Jesus and, while these are not always mentioned as special components of his oral 
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lessons, they are intertwined in his many acts of service and are evident as a background 
curriculum in the sermons he preached and stories he told. There was a process of 
mentoring through example that happened “in field experience.” While no specific 
terminology is recorded in the Gospels about this essential element to the learning 
process, it nevertheless remains clear that it was a strategic aspect of the discipleship plan 
Jesus implemented. 
The third stage in the model Jesus proposed may be called the mission; and it 
unfolds from the disciples’ positive response to Jesus’ command: 
Go ye therefore, and teach all nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father, 
and of the Son, and of the Holy Ghost: Teaching them to observe all things 
whatsoever I have commanded you: and, lo, I am with you always, even unto the 
end of the world. Amen. (Matt 28:19, 20) 
This final command of Jesus to the disciples is what motivated and empowered them to 
fulfill his vision to the ends of the earth. The command is later rehearsed in the book of 
Acts: “But ye shall receive power, after that the Holy Ghost is come upon you: and ye 
shall be witnesses unto me both in Jerusalem, and in all Judaea, and in Samaria, and unto 
the uttermost part of the earth” (Acts 1:8). 
Implications of the Model for This Research 
The elements of this model have been identified for the subsequent objective of 
developing an instrument to detect the level of understanding that SDA Church members 
have about discipleship as conceived in the Bible’s Rabbi-Witness Discipleship Model. I 
recognize that measuring discipleship and spirituality is never fully possible, because 
being cannot be measured as easily as doing. The instrument developed intends to 
measure understanding and practice of the biblical model that has been explored 
throughout this chapter of the dissertation. 
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Keeping this limitation in mind, the instrument was set up to explore the 
understanding of the members of the MCSDA with regard to (a) the call of Christ and 
their willingness to respond to this call; (b) their willingness to learn from the Bible by 
reading and living according to the Scriptures, and their openness to transformation by 
submission to the example and commands of Jesus; and (c) their ability and willingness 
to defend the faith as witnesses, their skills to answer objections, and their love for God 
revealed in service rendered to others (witnessing to the community, guiding others to 
biblical truth, living a life of prayer, and leading others to baptism and discipleship). 
The purposes of this study may therefore be articulated as follows: (a) to identify 
the level of understanding of MCSDA members regarding biblical discipleship, (b) to 
gauge the level of practice of witnessing, and (c) to better know the needs of church 
members for developing discipleship and witnessing skills as modeled in the Scriptures. 
From Discipleship Characteristics to Variables of the Study 
The OT and NT describe the task of discipleship but do not provide a systematic 
analysis of the salient characteristics or functions of being a disciple. However, it is 
patently possible to identify the key features of discipleship revealed in the Bible. The 
model described in this dissertation is one attempt to identify these key features. The 
elements of the model are derived from the OT prototype evidenced in the life and work 
of Moses. The OT model of discipleship provided the building blocks upon which the 
church would be established. Jesus’ call to his disciples was modeled on God’s call in OT 
times, for example, to Abraham (Gen 12:1; Heb 11:8), Moses (Exod 3:14–20), and Elisha 
(1 Kgs 19:19). Jesus’ invitation to his disciples is a replication of the call made to those 
who served Israel as leaders and prophets in an earlier era. The important characteristics 
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of the discipleship model are identified in the Gospels through the teaching ministry and 
acts of Jesus as an antitypical fulfillment of the prototype. The call to discipleship serves 
as a focus of the model and plays out in defining the community of believers who 
collectively identify themselves as called (Heb 9:15). Church is translated from the 
Greek, κκλησί (ekklesia), which comes from ek (out of) and kaleo (to call), thus 
designating the followers of Christ as the gathered community of those who are called. 
The call and all that follows (caller identity, instruction, command, promise, commission) 
identify the theoretical framework for an analysis of discipleship in this dissertation.  
Based on a study of the biblical text and the OT and NT examples of discipleship, 
a discipleship model was theorized. The variables for this dissertation were derived from 
the theoretical model, and the survey instrument was constructed to describe and assess 
the understanding and practice of discipleship among MCSDA members based on this 
framework. These variables are outlined in Table 8 in relationship to the characteristics of 
a disciple identified in the Gospels. 
The biblical evidence makes it clear that the discipleship model was central to 
God’s strategy for preparing godly leaders among the Israelites, and for calling leaders 
and disciples to initiate and develop the apostolic church. But the NT model developed 
by Jesus was intended not only to serve a role at the beginning of Christian history. The 
Rabbi-Witness Discipleship Model was designed to sustain the church and extend God’s 
Kingdom on the earth to the end of time. As such, even at the beginning of the 21st 
century, it is appropriate to critique church members in relationship to the model. While it 
is not possible for humans to read the hearts of others (1 Sam 16:7; 1 Cor 2:11), it is 
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And as Jesus passed forth from 
thence, he saw a man, named 
Matthew, sitting at the receipt of 
custom: and he saith unto him, 
Follow me. And he arose, and 
followed him. 
 
A disciple receives Jesus call 




And he taught them many things by 
parables, and said unto them in his 
doctrine, 
 
A disciple is willing to learn 




Abide in me, and I in you. As the 
branch cannot bear fruit of itself, 
except it abide in the vine; no more 
can ye, except ye abide in me. 
 





I am the vine, ye are the branches: 
He that abideth in me, and I in him, 
the same bringeth forth much fruit: 
for without me ye can do nothing. 
 
A disciple who abides in 




If ye keep my commandments, ye 
shall abide in my love; even as I 
have kept my Father’s 
commandments, and abide in his 
love. 
 





These things have I spoken unto 
you, that my joy might remain in 
you, and that your joy might be full. 
 




This is my commandment, That ye 




A disciple manifests love for 






John 15:5). Inner spiritual development brings outward results in the lives of those who 
unite themselves with God (John 15:7, 8). 
  This research study, by measuring the fruits, seeks to ascertain the levels of 
understanding and practice of discipleship and witnessing of MCSDA members, and to 
evaluate the need for developing biblically based discipleship and witnessing practices. 
The survey designed to collect the data to achieve this purpose is structured around the 
following elements drawn from the discipleship model (the abbreviations identify the 
variables which are named and further described in Appendix D): 
1. (DAF) A disciple receives a call and: 
a.  is willing to accept the invitation (Matt 4:21; 9:9) 
b. follows the Rabbi Jesus (Matt 4:22; 9:9; John 1:37). 
2.  (DLT) A disciple is willing to learn and teach from the Word of God (Mark 
12:29). This learning includes: 
a. abiding in Christ through prayer 
b. bearing much fruit 
c. keeping the commandments 
d. experiencing the joy of a personal relationship with God 
e. manifesting love for those who are in ministry 
f. growing in Christ, illustrated by the vine and the branches (John 15:1–5) 
3. (DTPD) A disciple practices and defends her faith (Matt 11:19; 1 Pet 3:15). 
4. (DIOD) A disciple imitates and obeys God, and loves others (Phil 4:9). 
5. (DIMAK) A disciple is willing to go forth making new disciples, mentoring 




6. (DLCWG) A disciple lives in a close relationship with God (Luke 11:1). 
7. (DEML) A disciple lives an evangelistic, missionary lifestyle (Matt 10:7; 
24:14; Mark 3:14; 6:12). 
8. (DEML) A disciple witnesses about his/her faith (John 12:17; 15:27; 19:35). 
9. (DSDLC) A disciple is involved in the spiritual and devotional life of the 
church community (Acts 2:32; 4:33; 5:32; 10:41). 
In conjunction with evaluating the level of understanding and practice of biblical 
discipleship among MCSDA members, the research explores the discipleship model in 
terms of the call; the learning and teaching process; and the mission to make disciples. 
Summary 
This chapter has identified the importance of a model and explored the 
biblical theory base from which a discipleship model could be constructed. In 
addition, it has given examples of how the model was implemented in the OT, and 
developed by Jesus in the NT into a model that would support the discipleship and 
witnessing strategies of the church to the end of time. The significance of the Rabbi-
Witness Discipleship for the postmodern culture of the early 21st century has been 
identified. Its validity as a model has been supported by comparison with modern 
techniques and curriculum models grounded in current educational research. Finally, 
the model has been used as a theory base to develop a survey instrument, and the 
relationship of model to the research variables has been identified.    
The gospel message presents a story that the world needs to know. Recapturing 
the rabbi-discipleship process and implementing it in churches, in a postmodern world, 
represents the best approach to meeting the cultural challenges specific to the present era 
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and the present North American culture. 
Postmodern society and the postmodern church are far-removed from biblical 
times. The contemporary context is an extremely different environment in which to bring 
forward the essential teachings of Jesus. There are many factors to review and analyze 
that have entangled minds with complex conceptions and which impinge on the 
willingness and readiness of individuals to be disciples and bear witness to their faith. 
E. White (1946) has been an important voice in the SDA Church. She notes: 
In a special sense Seventh-day Adventists have been set in the world as watchmen 
and light bearers. To them has been entrusted the last warning for a perishing 
world. On them is shining wonderful light from the word of God. . . . There is no 
other work of so great importance. (p. 119). 
The theory base for this research project has been outlined in this chapter. In 
the next chapter, a detailed explanation of the methodology used for data collection is 
presented, along with analysis of the survey instrument and an overview of statistical 







This chapter describes the purpose and research design, population and sampling, 
instrumentation, and data collection and analysis. The chapter ends with a brief summary. 
The purpose of this study was threefold. First, based on a biblical model of 
discipleship and witnessing presented as the theoretical framework, the study explored 
the level of understanding of the biblical concept of discipleship and witnessing held by 
the members of the Adventist Church in the Michigan Conference of Seventh-day 
Adventists (MCSDA). Second, it explored the practice of discipleship and witnessing 
among members. Third, it attempted to determine the needs members have to better 
conduct witnessing efforts in their local societal context. 
The broader goal of this research was to provide information to guide the leaders, 
pastors, and administrators of the MCSDA in strengthening the discipleship and 
witnessing mandates embraced in the mission of the Adventist Church. In order to 
achieve the specific purposes of the dissertation as well as the broader goals, three major 




 Social science research projects are generally designed to examine hypotheses or 
answer research questions. This particular study explores three research questions critical 
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to the mission of the Adventist Church in Michigan: 
1. What understanding of discipleship and witnessing do the members of the 
Michigan Conference of Seventh-day Adventists have, and how closely does this 
understanding compare with the biblical model? 
2. What are the actual discipleship and witnessing practices of the members of the 
Michigan Conference of Seventh-day Adventists? 
3. What do the members of the Michigan Conference of Seventh-day Adventists 




This section is introduced by a brief outline of the conceptual framework, from 
which arises the rationale for the data collection procedures used. 
Conceptual Framework 
The research process was guided by a biblical Rabbi-Witness Discipleship Model 
that provided a theory base for the conceptual framework. The biblical and theological 
foundation for this model is presented in detail in Chapter 2. In summary, the model is 
comprised of three elements: (a) the call or invitation from a rabbi (discipler, teacher, 
master) and the choice of the disciple to follow the Rabbi Jesus; (b) instruction, that is, 
participation in a teaching-learning-practicing process under the tutelage of  the rabbi or 
discipler that leads to imitating the discipler’s lifestyle including Bible study, prayer, and 
discipleship and discipling practices; and (c) the command or biblical mandate from the 
Rabbi Jesus or a discipler to go as a witness into the community (all the world) to expand 
God’s kingdom by reproducing the work of the Christ among new disciples. 
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The conceptual framework was informed by variables derived from the biblical 
model, and by social science methodological concepts. In order to answer the research 
questions, which relate specifically to the members of the MCSDA, a survey instrument 
was developed to collect self-reported data. The title given to the instrument is “Survey 
on Discipleship Understanding and Practices” (see Appendix C).  
Rationale for Methodology 
This dissertation is a descriptive study. According to Vyhmeister (2008), 
“descriptive research does exactly what its name says: it describes usually one or more 
characteristics of a group of people” (p. 151). Newman and Benz (1998) define 
descriptive research as “study that uses statistical techniques to describe a sample” (p. 194).  
The purpose of descriptive research, according to S. Isaac and W. Michael, is to:  
(1) collect detailed factual information that describes existing phenomena 
(2) identify problems or justify conditions and practices 
(3) make comparisons and evaluations 
(4) determine what others are doing with similar problems or situations and benefit 
from their experience in making future plans and decisions. (Isaac & Michael, as 
cited in Vyhmeister, 2008, p. 152) 
 
McMillan and Schumacher (1997) add:  
Descriptive research is concerned with the current or past status of something. This 
type of research simply describes achievements, attitudes, behaviors, or other 
characteristics of a group of subjects. A descriptive study asks what is or what was, it 
reports things the way they are or were. (p. 281) 
 
The design used in this dissertation involved the development of a biblical model 
of discipleship, which provided a benchmark for the construction of a survey instrument 
to collect the data.  
A quantitative approach was used in the collection and analysis of the research 
data.  The choice of a quantitative survey methodology for this project was based on 
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recommendations found in the research literature. McMillan and Schumacher (1997) say 
that survey research offers data about people’s “attitudes, beliefs, values, demographics, 
behavior, opinions, habits, desires, ideas, and other types of information.”  This is a way 
to get “accurate information for a larger number of people with a small sample” (p. 296).  
Cluster sampling was the chosen method for sampling the MCSDA population. 
McMillan and Schumacher (1997) explain that “cluster sampling is similar to stratified 
random sampling in that groups of individuals are identified from the population and 
subjects are drawn from these groups” (p. 135). Vyhmeister (2008) adds: “[Cluster] 
sampling could be appropriate for studying churches, Bible classes, or young people’s 
groups” (p. 157). Congregations in the MCSDA are natural clusters that provide readily 
accessible samples representing the religious perspectives and understanding of the total 
population of MCSDA church members.  
Population and Sampling 
 
 The population for this study was defined as the total adult membership (18 years 
of age or above) of the Seventh-day Adventist Church in the MCSDA when the survey 
was administered (March-August 2010). The recorded membership of the MCSDA at the 
end of the fourth quarter in 2010 was 24,497 (MCSDA, 2010, cover page), though it 
should be noted that not all members are 18 years of age or above. This population was 
distributed across the State of Michigan in 187 churches, companies and worship groups.  
Churches of the Michigan Conference of 
Seventh-day Adventists 
 There were three classifications of churches in the MCSDA identified for this 
study: urban, suburban, and rural. These categories were assigned on the basis of 
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classifications established by the United States Department of Agriculture (Reynells & 
La Caille John, 2006). Cities are naturally considered urban, suburban areas are centers 
outside of urban areas with populations of 2,500 or more, and all others communities are 
considered rural. 
 There were five congregations ranging between 25 and 50 members, nine 
congregations with a membership between 50 and 100 members, two in the range 
between 100 and 150 members, one that was between 150 and 300 members, and one 
congregation whose membership was over 1,000. The latter congregation, Pioneer 
Memorial Church (PMC), was excluded as explained in the subsection below (Sampling 
Procedures).  
 Of the total number of congregations randomly selected, there were two that were 
classified as ethnically diverse (Hispanic), producing a sample that was proportionately a 
close match with the total population of members in the MCSDA. The names of the 
churches that were randomly selected appear in Appendix E. 
Sampling Procedures 
 The congregations for this study were randomly selected. According to Vyhmeister 
(2008), a random process is important in descriptive research. “Random sampling is a 
technique used to ensure—as far as possible—an unbiased representation of a 
population” (p. 156). In consultation with the dissertation methodologist, the number of 
churches to be surveyed as a sample was set at 18, or 10% of the total number of 
churches in the MCSDA. The sampling procedure chosen was a representative 
probabilistic cluster sample (McMillan & Schumacher, 1997, p. 135). To ensure a fair 
representation of the population, the process was set up randomly including all the ethnic 
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congregations in the Michigan Conference, namely: (a) Anglo, (b) Hispanic and (c) 
Korean congregations and companies (African-American congregations are registered 
under the Lake Region Conference of Seventh-day Adventists, not the MCSDA, though 
there are many members of African descent in the MCSDA congregations). Each 
congregation in the MCSDA was assigned a number between 1 and 186, and a computer-
generated set of random numbers was used to select 18 churches. The randomly selected 
congregations included 16 Anglo congregations and 2 Hispanic congregations. 
 Included among the original random selection of the churches was PMC, an 
atypical congregation that differs from the others because of its large membership of 
3,608 (MCSDA, 2010, p. 1) and its location on a university campus. For these reasons, 
and in consultation with the members of the dissertation committee, I excluded PMC 
from the sample. PMC's 3,608 members (MCSDA, 2010, p.1) was a hugely 
disproportionate percentage of the total 5,678 members from the 18 churches listed in the 
sample. When PMC was removed from the list, an additional congregation was randomly 
selected and included in the sample. The new congregation had a membership of 387, 
bringing the total number of individuals listed as members in the sample of 18 MCSDA 
churches to 2,457. This number was close to the expected 10% of a total population (N = 
24,497) in the MCSDA, and the spectrum of churches in the sample appeared to be 
proportionately representative of ethnic and rural-urban diversity. Considering that the 
total MCSDA membership at the time was 24,497, an appropriate sample for confidence 
at the 95% level would have been 379 (Sample Size Calculator, n.d.). The actual total 
number of responses (N = 441) exceeded this. It is important to observe, however, that 
the participants who finally received the survey were those adult members attending 




 In quantitative research, a variable is a symbolic representation used to denote a 
number or amount. A variable is “an event, category, behavior, or attribute that expresses 
a construct and has different values, depending on how it is used in a particular study” 
(McMillan & Schumacher, 1997, p. 88). Variables are the consequences of some 
phenomenon subject to statistical measurement in a quantitative study (p. 88). 
In this study the variables under consideration emerge from the biblical model of 
discipleship and witnessing which serves as the primary theory base for the study.  The 
instrumental and operational definitions of each of the following variables are explained 
in the Table of Definitions of Variables in Appendix D.  
The variables are: 
1. Discipleship as accepting a call and following the Rabbi (Teacher) Jesus. This 
variable measures the extent to which members understand that biblical discipleship 
involves accepting a call and following a rabbi.  
2. Discipleship as learning and teaching from God’s Word. This variable 
measures the extent to which members understand God´s Word as the source for learning 
and for teaching a disciple. 
3. Discipleship as teaching, practicing, defending faith. This variable measures 
the extent to which members regard a disciple as one who practices and defends his/her 
faith.  
4. Discipleship as imitating God and loving others as Jesus did. This variable 
measures the extent to which members understand that a disciple should imitate and obey 
God and love others as Christ did.  
5. Discipleship as making disciples and mentoring them. This variable measures 
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the extent to which members understand that disciples go into the world, make other 
disciples, and teach them. 
6. Discipleship as living in close relationship with God. This variable measures 
the extent to which members understand that disciples are in close relationship with God 
through practicing—among other strictly biblical disciplines—prayer and fasting.  
7. Discipleship as evangelistic with a missionary lifestyle. This variable 
measures the extent to which members engage in an evangelistic, missionary lifestyle.  
8. Discipleship as witnessing about his/her faith. This variable measures the 
extent to which members practice sharing testimonies of their faith to others. 
9. Discipleship as being involved in the spiritual and devotional life of the 
church. This variable measures the extent to which members are personally involved in 
the spiritual and devotional life of the church. 
The code used in this study for each of the nine variables is given in Table 9. 
Table 9 
Variables and Research Codes 
Variable Name Code 
 
1. Discipleship as accepting a call and following the Rabbi Jesus    
2. Discipleship as learning and teaching from God’s Word    
3. Discipleship as teaching, practicing, defending faith    
4. Discipleship as imitating God and loving others as Jesus did    
5. Discipleship as making disciples and mentoring them   
6. Discipleship as living in close relationship with God    
7. Discipleship as evangelistic with a missionary lifestyle    
8. Discipleship as witnessing about his/her faith    
















The structure of the instrument was influenced by Waggoner’s (1991) dissertation 
research, “The Development of an Instrument for Measuring and Evaluating the 
Discipleship Base of Southern Baptist Churches.” The survey for administration among 
the members of the MCSDA was developed with the particular population in mind, and is 
not the same as Waggoner’s. However, Waggoner’s approach was very instructive.  
This study may be similar in some ways to other research on discipleship, but it 
differs in that its theory base is a biblical model for discipleship and witnessing that is an 
integral part of the dissertation.  The survey instrument was developed and refined to 
collect data addressing the variables drawn from the biblical model, with the purpose of 
exploring the understanding and practice of the model among the members of the 
MCSDA.  
When the survey instrument was approved by the members of the dissertation 
committee, it was submitted to a group of 12 stakeholders who were asked to consider the 
validity of the questionnaire in relationship to the objectives of the research and the 
research questions. The stakeholders were a group of experienced Adventist pastors and 
lay members from the MCSDA, and were selected based on their pastoral and lay 
leadership skills and responsibilities (administrators, departmental directors, ministerial 
personnel, and established lay leaders). Suggestions for modification and revision made 
by these stakeholders were incorporated into the survey instrument. 
In March 2010, a group of 25 Adventist pastors who were fairly new to ministry 
in the SDA Church participated in a pilot study to check coherence with the research 
objectives, clarity of the wording, time for completion of the survey, and whether or not 
the questionnaire was user friendly. Based on the suggestions of the pastors and their 
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responses to the questionnaire, revisions and improvements were made with the hope that 
“a well-prepared questionnaire can obtain data that describes the reality” (Vyhmeister, 
2008, p. 158). 
The final version of the survey instrument has two pages, with 43 questions 
divided into four sections. The first three sections use Likert scales ranging from 1 to 5, 
with 1 = never true, 2 = true once in a while, 3 = sometimes true, 4 = almost always true, 
and 5 = always true.   
The intent of the first section was to collect data to identify the level of biblical 
understanding of concepts of discipleship held by members of the MCSDA. This section 
has questions regarding belief in the Bible and an elemental understanding of how the 
Bible describes the discipleship process. There are questions on the concepts of disciple, 
witness, and membership in the church. This section focuses on the collection of data to 
obtain answers to the first research question.  
Section two evaluates the outreach practices of church members, asking about the 
frequency of witnessing activities and strategies applied. In this section, opportunity was 
given for respondents to provide an explanation of why they might not engage in 
outreach activities. This section of the survey focused on the collection of data to answer 
the second research question. 
The third section is designed to measure the level of perceived need of the 
respondents for improving their current biblical understanding of discipleship. There are 
questions to gauge the level of interest in learning about discipleship, outreach (witness), 
and answering objections to the Bible. This section of the survey focused on the 
collection of data to answer the third research question. 
 The final section is focused on the collection of demographic information to 
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describe the main characteristics of the sample of MCSDA members. Personal information 
was garnered regarding such items as gender, length of time as members of the Adventist 
Church, and lay leadership or ministry activities. Some of the elements in the demographic 
section were adopted from the United States Census Bureau questionnaire (USCB, 2000, 
p. 3) so as to provide support and consistency to the study. The “Survey on Discipleship 
Understanding and Practices” may be found in Appendix C. 
Validity and Reliability 
 According to Newman and Benz (1998), as researchers “[we] need to have 
confidence that our test, data or design does indeed measure or reflect what we intend to 
measure, reflect or produce” (p. 31). McMillan and Schumacher (1997) note that 
“validity is assessed depending on the purpose, population, and environmental 
characteristics in which measurements take place” (p. 235). To meet high standards of 
validity and reliability, a study must be creatively crafted and adapted to the context.  The 
survey instrument for this study was developed taking into account that the population is 
a religious subgroup and not fully typical of Michigan society in general, and careful 
steps were taken to improve validity and reliability.   
1. Although the questionnaire was crafted specifically for this research study, 
taking into account the context, scope, population, and conditions in which it was 
administered, its content and structure were influenced by another survey instrument on 
discipleship that was administered to a different religious subgroup. Careful note was 
taken to maintain elements that might increase reliability and validity.  
2. The survey instrument was constructed so that each survey question connected 
directly to one of a set of nine variables originating from a carefully researched biblical 
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model of discipleship and witnessing, which was in turn associated with one of three 
research questions (see Appendix C). 
3. A Table of Definitions of Variables was developed, and the questions relating 
to each variable were identified with the purpose of supporting the validity of the survey 
instrument (see Appendix D). 
4. The instrument was submitted to a group of informed stakeholders who made 
suggestions to improve the survey items and the scope of the instrument.  
5.  A pilot test was conducted to enhance both reliability and validity. The 
participants in the pilot test were familiar with concepts of discipleship and witnessing, 
and were asked to evaluate the clarity and functionality of each survey item, to verify the 
time required to complete the questionnaire, and to give feedback regarding the overall 
structure of the instrument in terms of achieving the research objectives. 
The reliability estimates are detailed in Table 10. 
Data Collection Procedures 
After the stakeholders had reviewed the instrument, the instrument had been pilot 
tested, the Institutional Review Board of Andrews University (IRB) had granted 
permission to conduct the research, and the dissertation committee had given the go-
ahead, selection of the sample was initiated. A cluster sample of 18 congregations from a 
total of 187 MCSDA churches and companies was randomly selected to participate in the 
project. In order to facilitate the research process and gain the highest possible level of 
participation, official permission for the project was obtained from Jay Gallimore, 
President of the MCSDA, and a letter of support for the project was written by Gallimore 












Discipleship as . . .   
accepting a call 4 0.52 
learning and teaching 5 0.58 
practicing and defending the faith 5 0.70 
imitating and obeying 5 0.83 
making disciples and mentoring them 4 0.83 
a close relationship with God 6 0.81 
evangelistic missionary lifestyle 4 0.76 
witness to his/her faith 2 0.68 







Ministerial Department of the MCSDA contacted the pastors and head elders of the 
selected churches by phone. After agreement was received from local leaders to perform 
the study in each particular congregation, a schedule was set up for implementing the 
research. 
The survey instruments were printed for each of the churches and, to avoid any 
shortages, the number of surveys distributed to each congregation was 10% more than the 
estimated number of adult attendees. A package containing the materials required for 
administration of the survey was mailed to the churches along with the letter from the 
MCSDA president. There were also instructions to the elders, and a letter of explanation 
to be read by the local elder before the instrument was distributed. The package was 
distributed in time for the pastors and elders of the congregations to administer the survey 
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on May 22 or May 29, 2010. A combined total of 1,310 survey instruments were mailed 
out to the 18 churches. The preferred date to distribute the survey in the local churches 
was May 22, 2010.  However, some of the pastors postponed distribution to May 29, 
2010, or later, so that they could be present at the time the data were collected.  
Based on the recommendations of the pastors who participated in the pilot test, 
the time agreed as most appropriate for distribution of the survey was on Sabbath 
morning between Sabbath School and Divine Worship (this time slot generally being 
between 10:30 and 11:30 A.M. on a Saturday morning). The completed surveys could 
then be collected by the deacons at the end of the worship service. Immediate collection 
of the forms helped to ensure that the number of returns was as high as possible. In order 
to make sure that data collection proceeded as smoothly and efficiently as possible, one 
person (generally the local first elder) was requested to oversee the distribution, 
collection, and return of the survey forms.  
There were instructions on the survey instrument, as well as the instructions to be 
read to the congregation by the elder in charge (see Appendix A). The instructions 
included information about voluntary participation, anonymity, participation only by 
adults 18 years or older, consent forms to be signed (see Appendix B), and consent 
implied by completion of the survey. 
The collected questionnaires were submitted to the first elder who put them in the 
postage-paid envelope provided, and returned them to the MCSDA headquarters office. 
Of the 1,310 surveys distributed, 460 completed forms were returned.  Most of the 
surveys were sent back to the MCSDA between 7 and 26 June, with the last arriving on 
August 10, 2010.   
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Data Handling and Analysis 
 
The collected data were individually coded by district, sequentially numbered, 
filed by the original district from which it was received, manually entered into a 
Microsoft Excel spreadsheet, and then transferred into an IBM SPSS statistical package 
to perform the analysis in terms of the variables of the study.  
In the process of entering the data into the database, some irregularities were 
detected in the way that participants had completed the forms. The most common 
problems were that some respondents did not check the reverse side of the page and 
therefore did not complete the second half of the survey; and even on surveys completed 
on both sides, whether by accident or by choice, some respondents left some questions 
unanswered. In considering what to do in these cases, and after consultation with the 
dissertation research methodologist, the common practice was followed of dismissing all 
surveys that were missing more than 10% of the answers. Where there were less than 
10% unanswered questions, the unanswered questions were adjusted by inserting the 
median answer in the blanks to avoid any significant impact on the final research results. 
When this process was completed, there was a total of 441 surveys that could be used for 
data analysis, giving an N = 441.  
The number of surveys returned was close to 2% of the total population 
(membership of MCSDA). However, in terms of adult members of the MCSDA, a 
statistic that was not available to me, the percentage would be considerably higher. A 
number of factors contributed to the lower than expected response rate, among them: (a) 
the survey was performed by some churches on a holiday weekend; (b) the survey was 
limited to a population of 18 years and older, thus excluding a considerable number of 
members present in the congregations; (c) there were respondents who were apparently 
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unaware that there were two pages to the survey, which meant that about 20 responses 
had to be discarded; (d) visitors were requested not to complete the survey, and on a 
holiday weekend the number of visitors is generally higher than normal; and, (e) although 
the MCSDA reported close to 25,000 members in 2010, the active membership of the 
church is considerably less than that.  
Analysis was facilitated by constructing a data file for each congregation and 
running statistical procedures to generate descriptive data from the sample. Care taken to 
develop a reliable instrument means that the results of the data analysis should be 
representative of and generalizable to the population. Data analysis procedures were 
approved by the dissertation committee methodologist. 
This study employs basic descriptive statistical procedures such as frequencies, 
measures of central tendency, percentages, and measures of variability. Analysis of the 
data indicated that skewness was important in the interpretation. Skewness is a statistical 
term used to describe asymmetry in the normal distribution of the data. Huck (2012) 
writes: 
In a positively skewed distribution, a few scores are strung out toward the high end 
of the score continuum, thus forming a tail that points to the right. In this kind of 
distribution, the modal score ends up being the lowest (i.e., positioned farthest to the 
left along the horizontal axis), whereas the mean ends up assuming the highest value 
(i.e., positioned farthest to the right). In negatively, skewed distributions, just the 
opposite happens; the mode ends up being located farthest to the right along the 
baseline, whereas the mean assumes the lowest value. (p. 29) 
 
Where appropriate, the data have been displayed in tables to synthesize the information 
and make it more easily understood.  
Summary 
A descriptive research design was used for this dissertation. The survey 
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questionnaire was created to answer the research questions of the study. The variables 
identified were clearly connected with the research questions, and grew out of the 
conceptual framework of the dissertation that was developed from a biblical model of 
discipleship and witnessing. Data analysis procedures were chosen to describe the 
knowledge, practice, and felt needs of the members of the MCSDA in terms of the 
variables that had been selected. Analysis of the data is presented in Chapter 4. 
Conclusions, suggestions and recommendations arising from the data analysis are given 









The purpose of this study was to explore the concepts of discipleship and 
witnessing as understood and practiced by church members in the Michigan Conference 
of Seventh-day Adventists (MCSDA). Quantitative data generated through the use of a 
survey instrument constitute the basis for the descriptive analysis undertaken in this 
study. The survey questions were generated from the biblical model developed in Chapter 
2. Three critical questions were explored: (a) What conceptual understanding of biblical 
discipleship and witnessing do the members of the MCSDA have? (b) What are the actual 
outreach practices of discipleship and witnessing of the members of the MCSDA? and (c) 
What knowledge and skills do the MCSDA members need in order to  improve their 
discipleship and witnessing practices? Chapter 4 provides a description of the 
respondents, the results of the survey, a report on each of the three research questions, 
and a summary of the major findings. 
Overview of the Study 
The study was motivated by the need for research data to guide the leaders of the 
MCSDA regarding the discipleship and witnessing practices of the church members in 
the MCSDA. The first stage of the study was to develop a biblical discipleship model. 
This process is documented in Chapter 2. The second stage was to describe the 
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knowledge, practices, and needs of the members of the MCSDA regarding discipleship 
and witnessing. A survey was developed, based on the biblical discipleship model. 
Survey questions were drawn from each of the stages of the biblical model. Finally, a 
simple descriptive quantitative study was administered to a randomly selected cluster 
sample of the population of the MCSDA.  
The findings indicate that the sample of MCSDA generally know and accept as 
biblical the discipleship model presented in the research. The responses indicate that 
discipleship and witnessing practice by the MCSDA members is limited. In order to meet 
the biblical standards for discipleship as exemplified in the Rabbi-Witness Discipleship 
Model, the MCSDA members would need to participate in discipleship and witnessing 
training and practice, and the data relating to the third research questions indicate that 
they are open to the idea of learning and practicing. Of particular note, the findings 
indicate that the level of knowledge of biblical discipleship is significantly greater than 
the level of practice of discipleship displayed by the sample under study. 
Description of Participants  
 
The study sample consisted of 441 participants. More than half of the 
respondents were female (56.0%) while males comprised 43.6%. The ethnic groups 
represented were White (82.3%), Hispanic (11.3%), and other (6.3%, including 4.3% 
Afro-American, 1.8% Asian, and 0.2% of Pacific Island origin). Table 11 details the 
gender and ethnicity of the sample. 
Church Responsibilities of the Sample 
 
Specific church responsibilities were difficult to determine because some people 




   
Demographic Characteristics of Respondents 
 
         Variable N Percentage 
Gender   
     Male 188   42.60 
     Female 247   56.00 
     Missing      6      1.40 
     Total 441 100.00 
Ethnicity   
     White 363   82.30 
     Hispanic  50     11.30 
     Other   28      6.30 
     Total 441 100.00 
 
held by the 441 respondents included 55 elders, 14 clerks, 113 Sabbath School leaders, 
20 personal ministries leaders, 23 women’s ministries leaders, 33 Pathfinders leaders, 118 
deacons/deaconesses, 21 treasurers, 42 youth leaders, and 57 children’s ministries 
leaders.  Of the 441 respondents, 101 (22.9%) were church board members, and 177 
(40.1%) fulfilled other church responsibilities that were not expressly indicated in the 
survey. Table 12 details official congregational appointments of the sample.  
The difference of 252 between 693 church leadership positions reported and 441 
participants is due to respondents holding multiple positions. Some surveys indicated that 
as many as four church positions were held by one person in the same church (e.g., elder, 
clerk, Sabbath school leader, and Pathfinders leader). Each participant answered the 




Church Responsibilities of the Sample 
response option “other” implies even more church positions. Taking into account church 
board positions such as elder, clerk, treasurer, Sabbath School leader, personal ministries 
leader, and women’s ministry leader, 55.7% of the sample held church board leadership 
positions at the time of the survey.  
Respondents’ Length of Time in the Seventh-day Adventist Church 
One survey question asked respondents to specify the number of years they had 
been a member of the SDA Church. Of the 441 respondents, only 417 answered the 
question.  The reported range was from less than 1 year in church to 87 years. The 
average length of church membership of the sample was 23.44 years.  
  
        Leadership positions        Frequency Percentage 
Elders 55 12.40 
Clerks 14 3.10 
Treasurers 21 4.70 
Sabbath School leaders 113 25.60 
Personal ministries 20 4.50 
Women’s ministries 23 5.20 
Pathfinders 33 7.40 
Deacons/deaconesses 118 26.70 
Youth leaders 42 9.50 
Children’s ministries 57 12.90 
Other          101 22.90 
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Summary of Participant Demographics 
The data for the study indicate that the survey was answered by a sample (N = 
441) consisting of legal adults (18 years and older).  Respondents represented 18 MCSDA 
congregations, that is, 10% of the total number of congregations in the MCSDA. The 
sample comprised 42.6% males and 56.0% females (the remaining 1.4% failed to respond 
to this question).  The ethnic composition of respondents was 82% White, 11.3% of 
Hispanic, and 6.3% from other groupings.  The mean length of time respondents had held 
membership in the Adventist Church was 23.4 years.  Responses represent an important 
opinion because 55.7% of the sample held church board leadership positions at the time 
of the study, therefore they were able to provide mature and informed responses to the 
survey questions.  
Results Relating to Research Question 1 
 Q.1: What understanding of discipleship and witnessing do the members of the 
Michigan Conference of Seventh-day Adventists have, and how closely does this 
understanding compare with the biblical model? 
The first research question explores the depth of knowledge relating to biblical 
discipleship and witnessing exhibited by the sample. Q.1 addresses six different variables: 
(a) discipleship as accepting a call and following the Rabbi Jesus; (b) discipleship as 
learning and teaching from God’s Word; (c) discipleship as teaching, practicing and 
defending the faith; (d) discipleship as imitating God and loving others like Jesus did; (e) 
discipleship as making disciples and mentoring them; and (f) discipleship as living in a 
close relationship with God. Each of the variables under study reflects a set of questions, 
the responses to which are summarized in Tables 13 to 19. On a 5-point Likert scale, a 
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mean response from 1.00–2.49 on a particular item indicates a minimal knowledge or 
understanding of discipleship; 2.50–3.49 indicates a moderate knowledge; and 3.50–5.00 
indicates that the particular concept of biblical discipleship is clearly understood.  
Table 13 summarizes the first six variables. In interpreting these scores, skewness 
is included in the table to identify the significant amount of negative skewness relating to 
Q.1. Skewness identifies the preponderance of scores either positively or negatively away 
from the mode on the normal bell curve. Negative skewness means the preponderance of 
scores is higher than the mode of the regular bell curve, which is the case in terms of 
discipleship understanding for all six variables relating to Q.1. Mean scores of 3.50 to 
5.00 on a 5-point Likert scale indicate high levels of discipleship understanding. DAF, 
DLT, DTPD, DIOD, DIMAK, and DLCWG are all practiced at a high level. 
With a mean of 4.54 and a standard deviation (SD) of 0.58, “discipleship as 
imitating God and loving others like Jesus did” (DIOD) is a concept well known and 
understood by the sample. With a mean of 3.68 and a SD of 0.72, “discipleship as 
accepting a call and following the Rabbi Jesus” (DAF) is the least-known of the first six 
variables, albeit still clearly recognized as an important concept of discipleship.  
Tables 14–19 set out the data for each of the six variables relating to the first 
research question. The tables report by column: (a) the sample (N = 441); (b) the mean; (c) 
the standard deviation (SD), and (d) the percentage responding at or above a mean of 3.50. 
A preview of each table will report the best and least-known items for each question.  
Discipleship as Accepting a Call and Following Jesus 
With a response mean of 4.34 on a 5-point Likert scale (Table 14), and 82.30% 









       Variable N Mean SD Skewness 
DAF 
Discipleship as accepting a call 
and following the Rabbi Jesus 
441 3.68 0.72 -0.42 
DLT 
Discipleship as learning and 
teaching from God’s Word 
441 4.14 0.66 -0.95 
DTPD 
Discipleship as teaching, 
practicing & defending faith 
441 4.36 0.59 -1.55 
DIOD 
Discipleship as imitating and 
obeying God and loving others 
like Jesus did 
441 4.54 0.58 -2.24 
DIMAK 
Discipleship as making 
disciples and mentoring them 
441 4.36 0.71 -1.30 
DLCWG 
Discipleship as living in close 
relation with God 
441 4.45 0.55 -2.47 
Table 14 
 
Discipleship as Accepting a Call and Following the Rabbi Jesus 
 
      DAF N Mean SD Percentage* 
     
A disciple accepts a call 441 4.34 0.87 82.30 
A disciple follows a Rabbi 441 4.12 1.19 73.90 
A disciple who accepts a call 
abandons all 
441 3.42 1.23 44.20 
There are some disciples with 
no biblical evidence they were 
called 
441 2.83 1.21 24.30 
Aggregated Scores 441 3.68 0.72  
Note. DAF median = 3.75. 





discipleship attribute in this category was “a disciple accepts a call.” The lowest 
mean of 2.83 and a response of 24.30% at 4 or 5 on the Likert scale identifies that the 
least-known discipleship concept in this category was “there are some disciples with no 
biblical evidence they were called.” In summary, the mean of 3.68 aggregated on all four 
DAF components shows that the MCSDA sample understood that discipleship implies 
accepting and following the Rabbi Jesus.  
Discipleship as Learning and Teaching From the Word of God 
With a response mean of 4.82 on a 5-point Likert scale (Table 15), and 95.30% 
providing a response of either 4 or 5, the MCSDA sample indicates that the best-known 
discipleship attribute in this category was “a disciple believes the Scriptures are the Word 
of God.” The lowest mean of 3.39 and a response of 52.70% at 4 or 5 on the Likert scale 
identifies that the least-known discipleship concept in this category is “he/she who does 
not read/listen to the Bible cannot be a disciple.” In summary, the mean of 4.14 
aggregated on all five DLT components shows that the MCSDA sample understood that 
discipleship involves learning and teaching from God’s Word. 
Discipleship as Teaching, Practicing and Defending Faith 
 
With a response mean of 4.81 on a 5-point Likert scale (Table 16), and a 96.80% 
providing a response of either 4 or 5, the MCSDA sample indicates the best-known 
discipleship attribute in this category was “a genuine disciple is a witness to his/her 
faith.” The lowest mean of 3.84 and a response of 65.80% at 4 or 5 on the Likert scale 
identifies that the least-known discipleship concept in this category was, “a true disciple 
does not fear being unprepared to answer objections.” In sum, the mean of 4.36 





Discipleship as Learning and Teaching From God’s Word 
 
      DLT N Mean SD Percentage* 
     
A disciple is willing to learn from 
God through a Rabbi 
441 4.13 1.08 76.90 
A disciple believes the Scriptures 
are God’s Word 
441 4.82 0.64 95.30 
When a modern disciple reads 
Scripture he/she has the same access 
to God as disciples in NT times 
441 4.61 0.83 88.70 
He/she who doesn’t read/listen to 
the Bible cannot be a disciple 
441 3.39 1.48 52.70 
A disciple prays as the Rabbi taught 
in the Scriptures 
441 3.73 1.20 59.70 
Aggregated Scores 441 4.14 0.66  
 
Note. DLT median = 4.20. 
*Percentage of N responding to each variable at 4 or 5 on the 5-point Likert scale. 
Table 16 
 
Discipleship as Teaching, Practicing, and Defending Faith 
 
      DTPD N Mean SD Percentage* 
     
By the way he/she lives, a disciple 
practices and defends his/her faith 
441 4.62 0.71 93.00 
A genuine disciple always observes 
the Sabbath 
441 4.41 0.90 80.70 
A genuine disciple is a witness to 
his/her faith 
441 4.81 0.53 96.80 
A true disciple does not fear being 
rejected 
441 4.11 1.05 72.20 
A true disciple doesn’t fear being 
unprepared to answer objections 
441 3.84 1.07 65.80 
Aggregated Scores 441 4.36 0.59  
Note. DTPD median = 4.40. 
*Percentage of N responding to each variable at 4 or 5 on the 5-point Likert scale. 
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discipleship involves teaching, practicing, and defending the faith. 
Discipleship as Imitating and Obeying God 
With a response mean of 4.76 on a 5-point Likert scale (Table 17), and 96.00% 
providing a response of either 4 or 5, the MCSDA sample indicates that the best-known 
discipleship attribute in this category was “a disciple is transformed by beholding Rabbi 
Jesus.” The lowest mean of 4.40 and a response of 85.30% at 4 or 5 on the Likert scale 
identifies that the least-known discipleship concept in this category was “a disciple shows 
his/her love by visiting those in need.” In summary, the mean of 4.54 aggregated on all 
five DIOD components shows that the MCSDA sample understood that discipleship 
involves imitating and obeying God, and loving others like Jesus did.  
Discipleship as Making and Mentoring Disciples 
 
With a response mean of 4.51 on a 5-point Likert scale (Table 18), and 88.00% 
providing a response of either 4 or 5, the MCSDA sample indicates the highest identified 
discipleship attribute in this category was “a disciple is willing to testify about Jesus even 
if it puts his/her life at risk.” The lowest mean of 4.26 and a response of 79.10% at 4 or 5 
on the Likert scale identifies that the least-known discipleship concept in this category 
was “a disciple challenges new disciples to become disciple makers.” In summary, the 
mean of 4.54 aggregated on all four DIMAK components shows that the respondents 
understood that discipleship implies making disciples and mentoring them.  
Discipleship as Living in Close Relationship With God 
 
With a response mean of 4.77 on a 5-point Likert scale (Table 19), and 95.90% 




Discipleship as Imitating God and Loving Others Like Jesus Did 
 
      DIOD N Mean SD Percentage* 
A disciple is transformed by 
beholding the Rabbi Jesus 
441 4.76 0.59 96.00 
A disciple always obeys God’s 
commandments 
441 4.42 0.84 86.80 
A disciple loves God and his/her 
neighbor 
441 4.68 0.66 93.70 
A disciple shows his/her love by 
visiting those in need 
441 4.40 0.81 85.30 
A disciple does a ministry of 
service for those in need 
441 4.41 0.80 85.90 
Aggregated Scores 441 4.54 0.58  
Note. DIOD median = 4.60. 
*Percentage of N responding to each variable at 4 or 5 on the 5-point Likert scale. 
Table 18 
 
Discipleship as Making Disciples and Mentoring Them 
 
      DIMAK N Mean SD Percentage* 
     
A disciple is willing to testify 
about Jesus even if it puts his/her 
life at risk 
441 4.51 0.80 88.00 
A true disciple makes disciples 441 4.40 0.88 84.20 
A true disciple invites and guides 
non-Christians into baptism 
441 4.28 0.94 78.60 
A disciple challenges new 
disciples to become disciple 
makers 
441 4.26 0.90 79.10 
Aggregated Scores 441 4.36 0.71  
Note. DIMAK median = 4.50. 





Discipleship as Living in Close Relationship With God 
 
      DLCWG N Mean SD Percentage* 
     
A modern disciple lives in connection 
with God 
441 4.72 0.64 95.00 
True disciples show the “fruit of the 
Spirit” in their lives 
441 4.75 0.60 95.50 
Disciples pray on a daily basis 441 4.77 0.62 95.90 
Disciples expect answers to their 
prayers 
441 4.42 0.92 83.90 
Disciples fast 441 3.46 1.02 39.90 
Disciples look for the fulfillment of 
prophecy 
441 4.60 0.71 92.00 
Aggregated Scores 441 4.45 0.55  
Note. DLCWG median = 4.67. 
*Percentage of N responding to each variable at 4 or 5 on the 5-point Likert scale. 
 
discipleship attribute in this category was “disciples pray on a daily basis.” The lowest 
mean of 3.46 and response of 39.90% at 4 or 5 on the Likert scale identifies the least-
known discipleship concept in this category as “disciples fast.” In summary, the mean of 
4.36 aggregated on all six DLCWG components shows that the MCSDA sample 
understood that discipleship involves living in close relationship with God. 
Summary 
 
 The results relating to Q.1 indicate that, with a mean of 4.54 on a 5-point Likert 
scale, the discipleship attribute best understood by the MCSDA sample is “discipleship as 
imitating God and loving others like Jesus did” (DIOD). With a mean of 3.67 on the 
Likert scale, the least-understood discipleship attribute is “discipleship as accepting a call 
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and following the Rabbi Jesus” (DAF). The fact that the least-understood attribute of 
discipleship still has a mean response rate above 3.50 is indicative of a good knowledge 
and understanding of the model of biblical discipleship. The negatively skewed 
distribution of the data for all the variables related to Q.1 suggests that the members of 
the MCSDA are well informed, at least from a cognitive perspective, of what it means to 
respond to the call outlined in the biblical model and become a disciple of Jesus.  
Results Relating to Research Question 2 
 
 Q.2: What are the actual discipleship and witnessing practices of the members of 
the Michigan Conference of Seventh-day Adventists? 
Q.2 explores the actual outreach practices of discipleship and witnessing in the 
ongoing religious experience of the MCSDA sample. The research question on 
discipleship practice consists of three variables: (a) discipleship as an evangelistic and 
missionary lifestyle; (b) discipleship as witnessing about his/her faith; and (c) 
discipleship as being involved in the spiritual and devotional life of the church. 
Table 20 summarizes the answers to questions relating to the three variables 
connected with the practice of discipleship and witnessing among members of the 
MCSDA. In interpreting these scores, skewness has been included in the table to identify 
the significant amount of positive skewness relating to Q.2. Skewness identifies the 
preponderance of scores either positively or negatively away from the mode on the 
normal bell curve. Positive skewness means the preponderance of scores is lower than the 
mode of the regular bell curve, which is the case in terms of discipleship practices for all 
three variables relating to Q.2. Mean scores within the range of 2.50 to 3.49 on a 5-point 





Research Question Two Variables 
 
Research 
Code       Variables N Mean SD Skewness 
      
DEML 
Discipleship as evangelistic 
missionary lifestyle 
441 3.02 0.96 0.28 
DISWIT 











Discipleship as being involved 
in spiritual, devotional life of 
the church 
441 2.40 1.17 0.52 
 
 
range of 1.00 to 2.49 indicate low levels of practice. DEML and DISWIT are 
practicedmoderately by the MCSDA sample, and DSDLC is practiced at a low level. 
With a mean of 3.02 and SD of 0.96, “discipleship as evangelistic with a 
missionary lifestyle” (DEML) is a reported practice that, though higher than the other two 
variables relating to this research question, reveals only a moderate commitment to 
involvement in discipleship and witnessing. Meanwhile, with a mean of 2.40 and a SD of 
1.72  “discipleship as being involved in the spiritual and devotional life of the church” 
(DSDLC) reveals the lowest response in terms of discipleship practice and indicates a 
low commitment to involvement in discipleship and witnessing. 
In general, with a mean for the three variables between 3.02 and 2.40, the sample 
shows that despite having a high level of knowledge regarding discipleship and 
witnessing (Q.1), the population practices discipleship and witnessing at low-moderate or 
low levels.  
Tables 21–23 set out the data for the three variables relating to the second 
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research question. The tables report by column: (a) the sample size (N = 441); (b) the 
mean; (c) the standard deviation (SD), and (d) the percentage responding at or above a 
mean of 3.50. A preview of each table will report the most-practiced and least-practiced 
discipleship and witnessing items for each question.  
Discipleship as an Evangelistic and Missionary Lifestyle 
With a response mean of 3.62 on a 5-point Likert scale (Table 21), and 51.50% 
providing a response of either 4 or 5, the MCSDA sample indicates that the most 
commonly identified discipleship practice in this category was to “explain to someone a 
biblical topic.” The lowest mean of 2.21 and a response of only 16.80% at 4 or 5 on the 
Likert scale identifies that the least-practiced activity in this category was “guided a 
person to accept Jesus in his/her life.” In summary, the mean of  3.02 aggregated on all 
four DEML components shows that there was only a moderate practice of developing an 
evangelistic and missionary lifestyle. 
Witnessing of Faith 
 
With a response mean of 3.14 on a 5-point Likert scale (Table 22) and 38.3% 
providing a response of either 4 or 5, the MCSDA sample indicates that the most 
commonly identified discipleship practice in this category was “told a person that he or 
she needs to be ready for Christ’s return.” The lesser of the two means in this category 
was 2.68, with a response of only 24.30% at 4 or 5 on the Likert scale. This indicates that 
the least-practiced discipleship activity in this category was “visit a person (friend or 
family) to give a testimony of your faith in Jesus.” In summary, the aggregated mean for 
both DISWIT components, positively skewed at 2.91 on the 5-point scale, shows that there 






Discipleship as Evangelistic With a Missionary Lifestyle 
 
       DEML N Mean SD Percentage* 
     
Shared with someone how to be a 
Christian 
441 3.37 1.21 41.30 
Shared missionary tracts, books or 
magazines with an un-churched person 
441 2.88 1.36 31.90 
Explained to someone a biblical topic  441 3.62 1.15 51.50 
Guided a person to accept Jesus in 
his/her life 
441 2.21 1.31 16.80 
Aggregated Scores 441 3.02 0.96  
Note. DEML median = 3.00. 
*Percentage of N responding to each variable at 4 or 5 on the 5-point Likert scale. 
Table 22 
 
Discipleship as Witnessing About His/Her Faith 
 
       DISWIT N Mean SD Percentage* 
     
Visited a person (friend or family) to 
give a testimony of your faith in Jesus 
441 2.68 1.33 24.30 
Told a person that he/she needs to be 
ready for Christ’s return 
441 3.14 1.35 38.30 
Aggregated Scores 441 2.91 1.17  
Note. DISWIT median = 3.00. 




Involvement in Church Spiritual and Devotional Life 
 
With a response mean of 2.60 on a 5-point Likert scale (Table 23) and 31.90% 
providing a response of either 4 or 5, the MCSDA sample indicates the most commonly 
identified discipleship practice in this category was “lead out a Bible lesson or direct a 
prayer group.” The lesser of the two means in this category was 2.20, with a response of 
only 14.90 at 4 or 5 on the Likert scale. This indicates that the least-practiced discipleship 
activity in this category was “helped someone achieve a personal victory by teaching him/ 
her to pray.” In summary, the aggregated mean for both DSDLC components, positively 
skewed at 2.40 on the 5-point scale, shows that there was only an occasional level of 
practice in discipleship as involvement in the spiritual and devotional life of the church. 
Summary 
The results relating to Q.2 indicate that, with a mean of 3.02 on a 5-point Likert 
scale and a SD of 0.96, the discipleship activity most commonly practiced by the 
MCSDA sample was “discipleship as evangelistic missionary lifestyle” (DEML). With a 
Table 23 
 
Discipleship as Being Involved in the Spiritual and Devotional Life of the Church 
 
       DSDLC N Mean SD Percentage* 
     
Helped someone achieve a personal 
victory by teaching him/her to pray 
441 2.20 1.27 14.90 
Led out in a Bible lesson or direct a 
prayer group 
441 2.60 1.61 31.90 
Aggregated Scores 441 2.40 1.17  
Note. DSDLC median = 2.00. 




mean of 2.40 and a SD of 1.17 on 5-point Likert scale, the concept of a “disciple as being 
involved in the spiritual/devotional life of the church” (DSDLC) was the least-practiced 
discipleship concept. The fact that the most-practiced attribute of discipleship has a mean 
response rate below 3.50 demonstrates that, in spite of the good understanding of the 
biblical model of discipleship (research question 1), putting discipleship into practice 
occurs only at a moderate to low level. The positively skewed distribution of the data for 
all three variables related to Q.2 suggests that the members of the MCSDA are at best 
moderately involved in actual discipleship and witnessing.   
Results Relating to Research Question 3 
 
 Q.3: What do the members of the Michigan Conference of Seventh-day 
Adventists need in order to improve their discipleship and witnessing practices to reflect 
more fully a biblical model? 
 The third research question explores the perceived needs of the respondents to 
improve their discipleship performance. This question deals with six items: (a) I think I 
know enough about discipleship; (b) I am willing to learn more about discipleship; (c) I 
think I participate quite often in outreach; (d) I am willing to learn more about outreach; 
(e) I know how to answer objections; and (f) I am willing to learn more on how to answer 
objections. In this section, the responses of the MCSDA sample for each of these six 
items is presented in order to analyze the data in relationship to Q.3.  
Table 24 is a descriptive and comparative table that outlines the perceived needs 
of the sample to improve their discipleship and witnessing skills. Question 39, “I am 







Items N Mean SD Percentage* 
I think I know enough about 
discipleship 
441 2.83 1.09 31.00 
I am willing to learn more about 
discipleship 
441 4.25 0.87 96.80 
I think I participate quite often 
in outreach 
441 2.52 1.05 18.80 
I am willing to learn more about 
outreach 
441 4.04 0.88 78.10 
I think I know how to answer  
objections.  
441 3.49 0.91 54.00 
I am willing to learn more on 
how to answer objections 
441 4.29 0.84 88.40 
Valid N (list-wise) 441    
Aggregated Scores 441 3.31 0.59  
Note. DSDLC median = 2.00. 
*Percentage of N responding to each variable at 4 or 5 on the 5-point Likert scale. 
 
identifies that the vast majority of respondents were eager to learn more about the biblical 
model of discipleship. Of the three items indicating a willingness to learn, this had the 
highest mean. However, all three items about a willingness to learn rated significantly 
higher than 3.5 on the 5-point Likert scale, indicating that there was a broad interest in 
acquiring a better understanding of discipleship and the biblical discipleship model. 
Two of the items sought to identify whether or not the respondents felt a need of 
specific skills in discipling and witnessing.  Question 38, “I think I know enough about 
discipleship,” has a mean of 2.83 with a SD of 1.09. Question 42, “I think I know how to 
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answer objections” has a mean of 3.49 and SD of 0.91. Both these items fall in the 
moderate range (2.50 to 3.49), suggesting a fair understanding and practice, along with a 
recognition that there is room for improvement. 
The remaining item, number 40, “I think I participate quite often in outreach,” has 
a mean of 2.52 and a SD of 1.05. The mean for this item falls at the low end of the 
moderate range, and manifests a recognition by the MCSDA sample that they do not 
participate strongly in discipleship and witnessing practices. However, this self-critique 
by the respondents, interpreted in the light of the other items relating to research question 
3, identifies an interest in and a willingness to learn about the practices of the biblical 
discipleship model. 
Summary of Major Findings 
The major findings of this research are related to (a) the discipleship model; (b) 
the actual biblical conceptual understanding of discipleship and witnessing (Q.1); (c) the 
actual outreach practices of discipleship and witnessing (Q.2); and (d) the improvements 
needed in discipleship and witnessing practices (Q.3). The research shows conclusively 
that the MCSDA membership accepts and validates the biblical discipleship model under 
study. The sample under study understood that a disciple accepts a call to serve God and 
follows the Rabbi Jesus (the first element of the Rabbi-Witness Discipleship Model). 
Regarding Q.2, the actual practices of discipleship and witnessing, although understood, 
were reported as being practiced only at a moderate to occasional level. Relative to Q.3, 
the respondents acknowledged a need to improve their discipling and witnessing 
practices, and indicated an openness to learning more about the biblical model of 
discipleship (the second element of the biblical model), as well as a willingness to go out 
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as witnesses (the third element of the biblical model). 
 Significant to the findings is the discrepancy between discipleship knowledge 
and discipleship practice. In general, the results for the actual practice of discipleship and 
witnessing were lower than the sample’s knowledge of discipleship practices. The 
questions regarding the perceived needs of the sample confirm this finding. The study 
indicates that the sample feels a need to improve their discipleship and outreach practices. 
The results imply that the respondents are willing to improve their skills in discipleship 
and witnessing. The discrepancy between discipleship knowledge and practice together 








SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
This chapter focuses on providing a concise and overarching view of the content 
of this dissertation. It describes the background and procedures of the study, summarizes 
the major research findings, and offers some conclusions and a set of recommendations. 
Summary of Background and Research Procedures 
 
Background and Problem 
 
 Discipleship and witnessing constitute pivotal components of the mandate Jesus 
gave to the first disciples to “teach all nations” (Matt 28:19). As presented in the NT, 
Jesus called his disciples, mentored them in a goal-oriented teaching and learning process 
and, having empowered them by the Holy Spirit, sent them out into the world with the 
gospel. The model, which should be self-perpetuating, was intended by Christ to be the 
vehicle for transmission of the gospel until the time of his return (Acts 1:8). These 
elements of the Rabbi-Witness Discipleship Model outline a biblical approach to 
discipleship that constitutes the framework for this research. 
 In many early-21st century Christian circles, witnessing is seen as a personal and 
individualistic element of the Christian life. Some church members see it as an exclusively 
pastoral function, and adopt a passive role, limiting themselves to attending services and 
supporting churches with their financial donations. In many settings Christianity is 
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stagnant, and in the USA, numerous churches are facing declines in membership, or are 
in a plateau condition.  
 This crisis has developed for several reasons, among them perceptions of church 
membership that do not include a commitment to genuine discipleship, a focus by the 
churches on quantity without quality, cultural changes that have weakened 
denominational allegiance, and socioeconomic challenges that have taken their toll on 
society over the last 10 years. These challenges to Christianity have been felt in all major 
denominations in North America, including the Seventh-day Adventist Church and the 
Michigan Conference of Seventh-day Adventists (MCSDA) 
 During the preliminary research for this study, two central questions arose:  First, 
do the members of the MCSDA perceive the need to recapture the discipleship and 
witnessing vision of the early church? Second, what knowledge should members of the 
MCSDA have in order to practice biblical discipleship and witnessing? In response to 
these questions, and based on a biblical analysis, the Rabbi-Witness Discipleship Model 
was constructed as a framework for developing the survey instrument and conducting the 
study. 
 In the Bible there is no discipleship without a rabbi or teacher, and there is no 
rabbi without disciples. The rabbi-discipleship process brought growth to the early church 
at a rate that, proportionately, has never been replicated through history. For this reason, I 
began to explore the concepts and identify the models of biblical discipleship with the 
hope that this study would provide insights to the challenges facing present-day 
Christianity in North America. The model, identified as the Rabbi-Witness Discipleship 
Model, consists of three major phases (presented in Chapter 2). The biblical process 
involves: (a) a call to come, that is, and invitation to be a disciple of Jesus, (b) an 
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instructional phase, consisting of two distinctive processes: first, the acquisition of 
information and understanding through the declarative and experiential processes of a 
rabbinical style of teaching and learning; and second, putting theory into practice 
through procedural learning requiring the development of practical skills and abilities in 
field training for discipleship and witnessing; and (c) an empowering command to go and 
make disciples (Matt 28:19, 20).The biblical model as envisioned by Christ was that each 
generation of disciples should go out as new rabbis to make new disciples, whom they 
introduced through the Holy Spirit to the Rabbi Jesus.  
 The NT model of a rabbi-disciple relationship was an essential component in 
Jesus’ training of his followers in discipleship and witnessing. For various cultural, 
ideological, and economic reasons, present-day members of the MCSDA do not 
demonstrate the kind of discipleship described in the NT. This poses a problem and raises 
the question: To what extent, if any, is the current understanding of discipleship and 
witnessing still biblically founded among the members of the MCSDA?  
Purpose and Research Questions 
 
The purpose of this study was to present a biblical model of discipleship and 
witnessing as a basis for ascertaining the levels of understanding and practice of 
discipleship and witnessing among members in the Michigan Conference of the Seventh-
day Adventist Church, and to gauge the actual needs of these members for developing 
biblically based concepts of discipleship and witnessing.  
This research project explored three critical research questions: (a) What 
conceptual understanding of biblical discipleship and witnessing do the members of the 
MCSDA have? (b) What are the actual outreach practices of discipleship and witnessing 
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of the members of the Michigan Conference? (c) What does the Michigan Conference 
need to improve in their discipleship and witnessing practices?   
Method, Data Collection, and Data Analysis 
This is a descriptive study based on quantitative data obtained through the use of a 
survey. With the purpose of achieving an appropriate level of reliability and validity, a 
considerable amount of biblical study and analysis was dedicated to identifying and 
setting out the biblical discipleship model. Based on the stages of this model, the 
variables of the study were identified, and a survey instrument was constructed to achieve 
the research objectives (the variables are defined in Appendix D). The instrument was 
evaluated also by a group of stakeholders, who commented and suggested minor but 
critical adaptations. In March 2010, in Lansing, Michigan, the instrument was 
administered in a pilot test (N = 25) to a group of Adventist pastors who were new in 
ministry and, based on their feedback, refinements were made. The survey in its final 
form is attached as Appendix C, and is entitled “Survey on Discipleship Understanding 
and Practices.” 
With approval from Andrews University IRB, the MCSDA administration, and 
my dissertation committee, the survey instrument was then distributed for data collection. 
The population was the total membership of Seventh-day Adventists in the State of 
Michigan at the end of March 2010 (N = 24,497). Based on this figure and the number of 
churches in the MCSDA, it was determined that the best representative and probabilistic 
cluster sample would be 10% of the congregations (churches and companies) randomly 
selected, giving an estimated sample of 2,450. The survey was sent to the church elders 
of 18 congregations (details of procedures followed are described in Chapter 3 and the 
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letter of instructions in Appendix A). 
 The data were collected and evaluated using quantitative methods. Data analysis 
procedures were chosen to describe the knowledge, practice, and felt needs of the 
members of the MCSDA in terms of the variables that had been selected. The number of 
completed surveys was expected to be in the range of 800 and 900. However, because 
data were collected during the month of May, which may not have been the best month in 
terms of seasonal travel, and because some of the churches did not use the specified dates 
but collected data on Memorial Day weekend (29 May 2010), only 460 surveys were 
returned, of which 441 were sufficiently completed to be of use in the study. The number 
of surveys returned was close to 2% of the total population (membership of MCSDA). 
The collected data were individually coded by district, sequentially numbered, 
filed by the original district from which it was received, manually entered into a 
Microsoft Excel spreadsheet, and then transferred into an IBM SPSS statistical package 
to perform the analysis in terms of the variables of the study.  
This study employs basic descriptive statistical procedures such as frequencies, 
measures of central tendency, percentages, and measures of variability. Analysis of the 
data also indicated that skewness was important in the interpretation. Where appropriate, 
the data have been displayed in tables to synthesize the information and make it more 
easily understood.  
Summary of Major Findings 
 
 The findings in this study are based on quantitative data generated by the use of a 
survey structured on a Rabbi-Witness Discipleship Model developed from research done 
in the Hebrew Scriptures and the NT. This research is significant for the administrators 
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and pastors of the MCSDA in that it offers meaningful information about the 
demographics of Adventists in Michigan, as well as their understanding of biblical 
discipleship and their outreach practices. In addition, the study gives insights into the 
needs of the members of the MCSDA in terms of improving discipleship and witnessing 
practices, and it identifies the fact that MCSDA members generally have a positive 
attitude toward learning more about discipleship and witnessing.  
The findings drawn from the data are presented under three main sections: (a) 
demographic findings regarding the study sample, (b) findings in response to the research 
questions of the study, and (c) discussion of the findings. The summary of major findings 
is supported by some of the statistical detail, but generally it is a description of important 
results generated by the data. 
Demographics Findings 
 
 The sample for this study were all those who answered the survey, and as 
specified in the instructions, these were adult members (18 years and older) of the 
Seventh-day Adventist Church who had their church membership in the MCSDA. The 
sample were members in 18 randomly selected congregations, comprising approximately 
10% of the total number of Adventist congregations in the MCSDA in 2010. The 
majority of respondents (82.3%) were Caucasian. The rest of the sample was 11.3% 
Hispanic, and 6.3% from other groupings. The sample was 56% female. The vast 
majority of respondents were long-time members of the Adventist Church (average 
length of membership was of 23.4 years, and most held office as leaders and church-




Major Findings Relating to the Research Questions 
 
Research Question 1 
 
 The results relating to Q.1 indicate that, with a mean of 4.54 on a 5-point Likert 
scale, the discipleship attribute best understood by the MCSDA sample is “discipleship as 
imitating God and loving others like Jesus did.”  With a mean of 3.67 on the Likert scale, 
the least-understood discipleship attribute is “discipleship as accepting a call and 
following the Rabbi Jesus” (DAF). The fact that the least-understood attribute of 
discipleship still has a mean response rate above 3.50 is indicative of a good knowledge 
and understanding of the model of biblical discipleship (a mean of 3.50 and above is 
defined in this dissertation as a positive result). The negatively skewed distribution of the 
data for all the variables related to Q.1 suggests that the members of the MCSDA are well 
informed, at least from a cognitive perspective, of what it means to respond to the call 
outlined in the biblical model and become a disciple of Jesus.  
Some of the specific statistical data relating to the variables and questions under 
Q.1 give further support to the finding that the MCSDA sample has a good cognitive 
understanding of the biblical model of discipleship. For example, the concept of “a 
genuine disciple is a witness to his/her faith” has a mean of 4.81 with a 96.80% level of 
support above a mean of 3.50 on a 5-point Likert scale. Other examples include: “A 
disciple believes the Scriptures are God’s Word” has a mean of 4.82 with 95.30% above 
the 3.50 level; “A disciple is transformed by beholding Rabbi Jesus” has a mean of 4.76 
with a percentage of 96.00% above the 3.50 level; and “Disciples pray on a daily basis” 
has a mean of 4.77 and 95.90 above the 3.50 level. These results indicate that the 
respondents had a clear understanding of a biblical definition of discipleship. 
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Research Question 2 
 
The results relating to Q.2 indicate that, with a mean of 3.02 on a 5-point Likert 
scale and a SD of 0.96, the discipleship activity most commonly practiced by the 
MCSDA sample was “discipleship as evangelistic and missionary lifestyle.” With a mean 
of 2.40 and a SD of 1.17 on a 5-point Likert scale, the concept of a “disciple as being 
involved in the spiritual/devotional life of the church” was the least-practiced discipleship 
concept. The fact that the most-practiced attribute of discipleship has a mean response 
rate below 3.50 demonstrates that, in spite of the good understanding of the biblical 
model of discipleship (research question 1), putting discipleship into practice occurs only 
at a moderate to low level. The positively skewed distribution of the data for all three 
variables related to Q.2 suggests that the members of the MCSDA are at best moderately 
involved in actual discipleship and witnessing.   
And a key element in disciple life is how willing is he or she to witness to the 
Christian faith, or in the words of 1 Pet 3:15, to give a reason for the faith within. Survey 
questions relating to Q.1 and Q.3 do inform the responses to Q.2, indicating that there is a 
knowledge of what a disciple should do as a witness, and a willingness to learn more 
about how to be a good witness and apologist for the faith. For example, question 41 “I 
am willing to learn more about outreach activities” was answered positively with a mean 
of 4.04 and 78.10% of responses above the 3.50 level. This indicates that the sample is 
willing to improve on what they are already doing as outreach and evangelism. 
 However, it cannot be said that the discipleship practices of the MCSDA 
respondents are what they ought to be to fulfill the expectations of the biblical model. In 
fact, in contrast to the positive data on the conceptual knowledge about discipleship, the 
missionary practice of discipleship is between moderate and low as defined in this 
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dissertation (i.e., moderate being a mean of 2.50 to 3.49, and low being 1.00 to 2.49). 
Research Question 3 
The third research question explores the important topic of what MCSDA 
members perceive their needs to be regarding their understanding and practice of biblical 
discipleship and, in addition, what they are willing to take time and effort to learn. The 
data indicate that the respondents were realistic about their needs, and generally willing 
to learn more about what it requires to follow the biblical model with commitment and 
authenticity. The following examples identify the major findings. 
Question 39, “I am willing to learn more about discipleship,” has a mean of 4.25. 
This item identifies that the vast majority of respondents were eager to learn more about 
the biblical model of discipleship. All three items about willingness to learn had means 
that were significantly higher than 3.5 on the 5-point Likert scale, indicating that there 
was a broad interest in acquiring a better understanding of the biblical discipleship model. 
Question 40, “I think I participate quite often in outreach,” has a mean of 2.5. The 
mean for this item falls at the low end of the moderate range, and manifests a recognition 
by the MCSDA sample that they do not participate strongly in discipleship and 
witnessing practices. However, this self-critique by the respondents, interpreted in the 
light of the other items relating to research question 3, identifies an interest in and a 
willingness to learn about the practices of the biblical discipleship model. 
Discussion of Major Findings 
The demographic information in this study is important for a number of reasons. 
First, the average length of time the respondents have held membership in the Adventist 
Church (23.44 years) suggests that, even though the sample was smaller than desired at 
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about 2% of the total population, the data collected were based on long experience in the 
church. The data have therefore likely produced a mature and responsible description of 
the realities relating to discipleship within MCSDA congregations. 
The same demographic data suggest a major problem for the MCSDA, that is, an 
aging membership—noted in the literature review as one of the causes of a plateau in 
church membership in churches in North America, and equally true of the MCSDA. 
Although the study does not ask specifically about age, the average length of church 
membership, and the preponderance of respondents who were on the church boards, is 
typical of a more senior age group. An aging membership leads to a situation in which 
the appeal of the church to young adults and young families is diminished. Concerns 
relating to culture, postmodernity, and contextualization are raised when many of the 
members are inclined toward a more traditional worldview and the general population 
tends to hold a postmodern worldview. While biblical principles and the truths of the 
gospel do not change, the strategies for witnessing about these principles and truths may 
alter in different cultural contexts. This may make it more difficult for an aging church 
membership to connect with contemporary society, and underscores the need for 
additional discipleship training. 
The findings relating to Q.1 show a church that, at least in some important ways, 
is on the right track. In the postmodern world where almost everything is seen in relative 
terms, and there is incredulity toward metanarratives, the respondents from the MCSDA 
maintained that a disciple is a person who believes in the Scriptures as God’s Word 
(89.60% rated above a mean of 3.50). This is a very important finding, especially in a 
time in which there are evidences in the Christian communities of most developed 
countries of a weakness in the Bible as a credible document. Similarly, a significant 
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majority of the respondents agreed that when a modern disciple reads the Scriptures, he 
or she has the same access to God as the disciples in New Testament times (77.60% rated 
a mean above 3.50). Juxtaposed with the data from the Q.3 item, “I think I know how to 
answer objections” (mean of 3.49, with 54.00% responding above 3.50), there is good 
evidence that the members of the MCSDA understand the importance of the Bible for 
genuine discipleship, and also have a fairly good grasp of the issues and doctrines 
presented in the Bible. This is underscored by overall mean (4.14) of the DLT variable 
(discipleship as learning and teaching from God’s Word). 
 Another important element of biblical discipleship model is witnessing to the 
faith. The variable that measured the conceptual idea of practicing and defending the faith 
by the way the disciple lives (DTPD) got a high mean response of 4.36 with a small 
standard deviation (0.59). On the item under this variable, that a disciple is a witness of 
his or her faith, the mean was one of the highest in the study, 4.81 on the 5-point Likert 
scale, with 96.80% rating the item above 3.50. The data demonstrate that, at least 
conceptually, witnessing is seen by the respondents as a very important activity in the life 
of a committed disciple. 
A mean response of 4.45 to the variable, “discipleship as living in close 
relationship with God” (DLCWG), demonstrates that, at least conceptually, relationship 
with God is important for the Adventists in Michigan. With items in this variable relating 
to prayer, fasting, and displaying fruits of the Spirit, the importance of a disciple 
incorporating exemplary Christian lifestyle practices is an evident perception among the 
respondents. 
As with the data generated for Q.1, the findings relating to Q.3 (perceived needs) 
are generally positive (the aggregated means of the six items under Q.3 is 3.57). Broken 
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down into two groupings, the items identify a moderate awareness of discipleship 
practices (combined mean for three items of 2.95); but a strong willingness to learn more 
about the practical skills of discipleship and witnessing (combined mean for three items 
of 4.19). The latter finding is one of the most encouraging aspects of this study.  
In contrast to the positive data relating to Q.1 and Q.3, the study identifies 
genuine and significant challenges for the MCSDA in the data generated by Q.2. It is of 
some importance to be aware that Adventists in Michigan have been a flagship group 
within Adventism in North America across the years. The Michigan congregations have 
traditionally played a leading role in supporting the missionary endeavors and the 
international vision of the worldwide Adventist movement. This notwithstanding, the 
data generated on discipleship practice among MCSDA members can hardly be described 
as encouraging. There appears to be a degree of ambivalence in the area of mission and 
outreach in the minds of the MCSDA respondents. 
Ambivalence is defined as mixed feelings, or having contradictory ideas about 
certain ideas or issues. Although knowledgeable about discipleship theory, and even 
discipleship practice, and though traditionally generous in support of mission, the 
MCSDA members are not themselves strongly committed to or involved in personal 
gospel outreach. They are in fact ambivalent in their thinking, applauding the mission of 
the SDA Church, but tending to avoid personal commitment in the practical application 
of that mission (an aggregated mean of 2.78 for the three variables relating to Q.2, i.e., 
DEM, DISWIT, DSDLC). 
In terms of an understanding of discipleship practice, some items do give cause 
for concern. For example, although an item under Q.1, the response to “a genuine disciple 
always observes Sabbath” generated a mean of 4.41, with only 59.4% of the respondents 
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rating this item as always true (5 on the 5-point Likert scale). This identifies a 
discrepancy between what has traditionally been an absolute understanding of Adventist 
practice, and a more compromised (ambivalent) perspective of the importance of Sabbath 
to a discipled life.  
Another interesting anomaly in the data is seen in the importance attributed to 
prayer in the life of a disciple on one hand (“A disciple prays as the Rabbi taught in 
Scripture”—mean = 3.73, with 59.70% responding above a mean of 3.50); and the 
practice of prayer in witnessing on the other (“Helped someone achieve a personal victory 
by teaching him her to pray—mean = 2.20, 14.90% above a mean of 3.50). It seems likely 
that many MCSDA members would have prayed with others and encouraged them to 
pray, but this was the lowest mean, with the lowest number of responses above 3.50 in 
the entire study. It is likely that the question was poorly worded, encompassing two 
activities rather than one, that is, “teaching someone to pray” and “helping someone to 
achieve a personal victory.” The respondents may have practiced one or the other of these 
activities, but not both, which might explain why the mean was so low. 
Conclusions 
Miscellaneous Concluding Observations 
I must confess that I had hoped for and expected a higher response rate than was 
achieved with an N = 441. In hindsight, there may have been more that could have been 
done to ensure a higher rate, but I discovered that, in spite of support from the MCSDA 
administration, and many phone calls and email messages regarding the best time and 
date for administration of the survey, local circumstances did not in all cases allow for 
optimum timing. In addition, in spite of careful instructions, some of the local 
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congregational personnel did not follow the best procedures for obtaining the maximum 
number of responses.  
Having said that, I must add that this research project has depended on the 
contributions of numerous individuals and been channeled through many human agencies 
in the institutions and congregations of the Adventist Church in Michigan. I am grateful 
to all those who assisted in planning, preparation, and data collection for this study—
MCSDA administration, local pastors, and local elders. Not the least of these were the 
members of the MCSDA who were sampled, and to whom I am indebted for the valuable 
service they have rendered to an understanding of the strengths and challenges of the 
MCSDA.  
Conclusions Regarding Research Objectives 
Three research questions were explored with regard to the members of the 
MCSDA: (a) What was their conceptual understanding of biblical discipleship and 
witnessing? (b) What were their actual outreach practices of discipleship and witnessing? 
and (c) What needs did they have to improve in their discipleship and witnessing 
practices? 
The conclusions to which this study has come are that, in the MCSDA: (a) the 
understanding of discipleship, as verbally expressed, is conceptually high (Q.1); (b) the 
practice of discipleship skills and actual missionary and outreach endeavors, as expressed 
in action, is moderate to low (Q.2); and (c) based on the need for improvement, there is a 
strongly expressed willingness to improve discipleship knowledge and practice (Q.3).  
Cognitively (Q.1) and affectively (Q.3), the MCSDA members expressed positive 
responses. In the area of active involvement (doing) (Q.2), the results were less positive. 
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Generalization of the data from the sample to the total population may be 
considered as follows. Of the 187 congregations in the MCSDA in March 2010, 18 
congregations were randomly selected in a cluster sampling procedure (i.e., 
approximately 10% of the total number of congregations). Valid responses were obtained 
from 441 individuals in these 18 congregations. Considering that, at the time, the 
membership of the MCSDA was listed as 24,497, an appropriate sample for confidence at 
the 95% level would be 379. Considering that the active membership in the MCSDA is 
lower than the listed membership, an N = 441 seems adequate to claim 95% confidence 
in generalizing the results to the whole of the MCSDA. 
The MCSDA is not fully typical of all Adventist congregations in North America. 
While Detroit is a big city, it is a city in distress, and cannot be compared with places 
like, for example, New York, Washington, DC, Dallas-Fort Worth, greater Los Angeles, 
or Toronto, each of which has significant Adventist populations. In addition, the 
demographics relating to ethnicity among the respondents in this study are not typical of 
many Adventist congregations. Keeping these things in mind, direct generalization to 
Adventism in North America cannot be made. However, the Adventist denomination 
across North America faces many of the same challenges as the MCSDA, and other 
Adventist organizational entities might do well to consider some of the conclusions and 
recommendations of this study.  
General Conclusions 
The findings of this study demonstrate that the MCSDA respondents understand 
the importance of a call to discipleship, so as to be in a close relationship with Jesus. 
There is also evidence of positive accomplishments in the process of learning from the 
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Rabbi Jesus and from those who have continued his mentoring mandate. The conceptual 
understanding of discipleship appears to be gratifyingly high among the Michigan 
Adventists. The MCSDA respondents also seem to articulate well the importance of the 
third element of the biblical discipleship model, going forth as disciples to deliver the 
gospel as the next generation of rabbis.  
The missing element of the Rabbi-Witness Discipleship Model is the skills 
development and practice relating to the learning. Declarative knowledge has been well 
understood. But procedural knowledge appears to be lacking, and it is this critical 
element that empowers a disciple to go forth. Without this empowerment, it is likely that 
the membership will remain church members rather than transitioning to authentic, 
biblical disciples. As members, they will retain the concept that the pastors will fulfill the 
gospel mandate. These findings highlight the fact that the task of the pastor as rabbi is not 
so much to take on a lonely burden of finishing the task assigned by Jesus, but rather to 
do the primary work that Jesus did in preparing his disciples. If the church is to grow 
rather than stagnate or decline, the pastors must train the members in the skills and 
practices of witnessing disciples, so that the MCSDA will not merely have 
knowledgeable members in its congregations. While the responses to Q.1 are 
encouraging and gratifying, the responses to Q.2 are dismaying, and call for the MCSDA 
pastors and leaders to take advantage of the willingness expressed by the members in Q.3 
to be mentored in the skills and practices of discipleship and witnessing. 
In the words of the Adventist pioneer, E. White (1915): 
A serious and perhaps unsuspected hindrance to . . . success . . . is to be found in our 
[Adventist] churches themselves. When an effort is made to present our faith to 
unbelievers, the members of the church too often stand back, as if they were not an 
interested party, and let all the burden rest upon the minister. For this reason the labor 




In laboring where there are already some in the faith, the minister should at first seek 
not so much to convert unbelievers, as to train the church-members for acceptable co-
operation. Let him labor for them individually, endeavoring to arouse them to seek 
for a deeper experience themselves, and to work for others. When they are prepared 
to sustain the minister by their prayers and labors, greater success will attend his 
efforts. (p. 196) 
 
Relating this back to the literature and ideas discussed in Chapter 2, the 
importance of a model becomes clear. The model developed by inspiration in the Bible 
provides a holistic and integrated approach to discipleship. If one aspect of the model is 
neglected, the entire strategy envisioned by the model is likely to collapse. The biblical 
Rabbi-Witness Discipleship Model has, through the ages, been more or less successfully 
implemented. In the past 150 years, the Adventist Church has sought to embrace and 
implement this model inherited from the Christians of the past. Worldwide, the 
denomination has often done this well. However, cultural and social influences in the 
developed world in general, and North America in particular, have made inroads into 
Christianity and Adventism. Application of the model has been diminished. 
While it is true that the three elements of the model remain, and there is a 
recognized calling, time for learning, and mandate to go, something appears to have gone 
wrong. The learning process has become more cognitive and less practical. 
Understanding of discipleship is at a high level, but practice has not kept pace. Without 
the skills, the disciple is not fully empowered to complete the task of the gospel mandate. 
The rabbis (pastors), entrusted with the work of teaching the new disciples and 
congregations, need to be focused on this task. Perhaps this calls for less of an emphasis 
on preaching, and more on active and experiential teaching of procedural skills.  
Our ministers who have gone to important places to hold . . . meetings, have often 
made a serious mistake in devoting all their time to sermonizing. There should be less 
preaching and more teaching,—teaching the people, and also teaching young men 
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how to labor successfully. Ministers should become efficient in teaching others how 
to study the Bible, and in training the minds and manners of those who would become 
workers in the cause of God. And they should be ready to counsel and instruct those 
who have newly come to the faithful, and who give promise of possessing ability to 
work for the Master. (E. White, 1915, p. 76)  
In this light, the theories of teaching, learning, curriculum development, and cultural 
contextualization discussed in the literature review become important elements in 
enhancing the effectiveness of the Rabbi-Witness Discipleship Model for the 
proclamation of the gospel in 21st-century North America. It is interesting to note that a 
recent PhD dissertation relating to the challenges facing the Adventist Sabbath School in 
North America came to very similar conclusions as I have done in this study: It is the 
teaching mandate of the gospel commission (Matt 28:19, 20) on which attention must be 
focused (Serban, 2014, pp. 150, 152).  
Discipleship is at the heart of successful witnessing, and at the heart of 
discipleship is the teaching and learning process. There may be some knowledge that 
church members can learn, but without the rabbi or pastor-teacher, there will be little 
commitment, limited skills, and an absence of motivation and empowerment. How will 
the Rabbi Jesus be heard if there is no other teacher whom, through the Holy Spirit, the 
Rabbi has inspired? The biblical model of discipleship is a powerful model, but it is a 
model that must be fully implemented.  
Finally in these conclusions, it is prudent to consider the wisdom of those who have 
struggled with these issues in the past. Such an exercise is enlightening and motivating. 
Among the authors cited in Chapter 2 was Dietrich Bonhoeffer. It has been observed in 
these conclusions that practical application of the principles of discipleship is lacking. A 
further observation might be that concepts of discipleship that do not involve too great a 
degree of personal sacrifice have been well received and accepted by the comfortable 
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Christians of the West including the congregations of the MCSDA. In contrast, those 
activities requiring commitment, skills development, and active involvement have not 
been so eagerly embraced. It is the task of church leadership at all levels in the MCSDA 
to inspire a higher commitment to discipleship and active witnessing. Otherwise the 
MCSDA risks sliding further into the trap against which Bonhoeffer warned—attempting 
to do discipleship without much risk or cost (Bonhoeffer, 1963). To Bonhoeffer, there is 
a significant cost to discipleship. Although by grace, salvation is free, Bonhoeffer argues 
that it is not cheap. It cost the sacrifice of Christ, and it demands the sacrifice of men and 
woman devoted to embracing and fully implementing the biblical model of discipleship, 
whatever the cost (Bonhoeffer, 1963, p. 48). 
Recommendations 
Preamble to the Recommendations 
 After the consideration given to setting out the conclusions of this study, I am 
constrained to delineate a series of recommendations that is in essence a “to-do” list, 
based in each case on some preliminary thoughts. The list is in fact a set of activities and 
processes that need to be seriously considered and strategically implemented by the 
individuals who were involved in this study. These include the administrators of the 
MCSDA; the stakeholders who gave input to this study; the pastors and leaders of the 
local MCSDA congregations; the lay members of the local churches; and finally, the 
academics in seminary classrooms serving as disciplers to the future generations of 
Christian leaders. The recommendations are made to specific entities, and are focused on 
the following four topics: application of the Rabbi-Witness Discipleship Model; practical 
seminars for the laity; biblical instruction that includes practical skills; and biblical 
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instruction that integrates witnessing. 
1. Preamble to the first recommendation: The Rabbi-Witness Discipleship Model 
is not merely a strategy developed as the conceptual framework for a dissertation. It is 
deeply embedded in the biblical narrative, and readily recognizable as an element of the 
heilsgeschichte, God’s plan to restore humans to the image in which they were made and 
to save his creation from the blight of sin. Based on this study, it is evident that there are 
some aspects of biblical discipleship that are not being followed, and that this is causing 
stagnation and decline in the Christian church in the culture of the West, and in the 
MCSDA in particular. Implementation of the model will undoubtedly bring positive 
results because, throughout biblical history and the Christian era, the model has proven 
itself. Some positive elements to consider include: (a) the model is biblically inspired, 
and all the principles and fundamentals of the model may be followed with direct 
reference to the OT and NT Scriptures (while the elements of the model may not be 
explicitly labeled in the same way, the principles are implied in the text and easily 
recognized); (b) the model encourages a close relationship with Jesus, the Master Rabbi, 
through the reading of Scripture, the practice of prayer, and the community of the body of 
Christ (the church) in which a mentoring process of discipleship may most effectively 
take place; (c) the model is simple to follow and understand (there are no complexities, 
and each of the phases can be easily reconceptualized and applied in the postmodern 
context and times in which the church must function in North America).  
2. Preamble to the second recommendation: Why should there be practical 
seminars on integration of faith and learning for lay leaders? It is important to point out 
the difference between learning in the Greek worldview in contrast to learning as viewed 
in the traditional Hebrew milieu. In the Greek worldview it is possible to separate faith and 
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values from learning, and consider knowledge itself as virtue. Learning may be confined 
to the intellectual realm, belonging to the domain of concepts and ideas without practical 
application. The highest wisdom is the wisdom of the head, not the wisdom that is 
practically applied in the skills of the hand. On the other hand, the process of learning in 
the Hebrew worldview does not allow for the separation of the secular from the sacred, 
that is, knowledge and action cannot be defined without reference to belief. In the Hebrew 
world, one may have faith, but one’s belief is also something that is put into practice.  
Western society and learning has been largely molded by the influence of 
Hellenistic ideas. But Christianity was forged in the world of Hebrew ideas and a biblical 
worldview. The biblical discipleship model is a Hebrew conception, and for this reason 
the members of the MCSDA need to be weaned from the influence of the dominant 
culture and led to understand that members are in fact called to become maturing 
disciples. The biblical model requires that cognitive knowledge must be applied in 
practice (e.g., Deut 6)—that faith, learning, and life are in fact together a response to (a) 
the call of Christ, (b) the learning process of both theory and practice, and (c) the 
command of the Rabbi to go forth to do what he asks of his disciples, no matter what the 
cost. Seminars of the kind envisaged would help to distinguish in the minds of the 
members that, for the worldview in which discipleship was born, faith is more than an 
intellectual exercise; it is to live intellectually and actively according to what the 
Scripture teaches, to make the sacrifices that discipleship requires, and so to enjoy the 
process of the image of God being fully restored in body, mind, and spirit. 
3. Preamble to the third recommendation: In the Bible, teaching and learning are 
grounded in a process that demands more than head knowledge. Biblical education is 
more like an internship or field practicum than a classroom experience. This does not 
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mean it is not cognitive, but along with the cognitive, the biblical system of education 
includes the psychomotor (doing) and the affective (values and commitments). In the life 
and ministry of Jesus, the teaching he did was more often than not accomplished in the 
community, the crucible of real life. As one looks at the Gospel narratives, the time Jesus 
spent “in a classroom” hardly compares with what he taught “in the field.” In the 21st-
century educational context, the teaching of theology is generally a very classroom-
oriented, cognitive affair. It is recognized that, in a sophisticated and advanced society, 
much of this learning may be needed. But there should be full awareness that this 
“advanced” method of education will affect the vision of those who spend most of their 
time in the classroom. The educational experience centered in the classroom may well be 
one of the reasons why the members of the MCSDA, led by their pastors, practice a 
cognitive rather than a practical discipleship. There is a clear discrepancy between the 
diminished discipleship of the MCSDA and the process that it is exemplified in the NT, 
and this discrepancy must be addressed, particularly for those who are the disciplers or 
rabbis to the members in the local congregations and to future pastors. 
4. Preamble to the fourth recommendation: In the NT context, discipleship and 
witnessing were not conceived of as distinguishable activities. A disciple, in the biblical 
model, was a witness. The two activities were essentially combined in one person. Greek 
categorizations that dominate Western education are much more inclined to foster 
distinctions in being than the Hebrew model (e.g., the Greek body-mind duality that the 
Bible does not endorse). From the Hebrew perspective, a disciple is a witness by the fact 
of his or her being (i.e., ontologically). The witnessing of the disciple (the doing) is as 
much an outpouring of the inner being as a specific act performed (Matt 12:34, 35; 
25:37–39). The NT witnesses (Acts 1:8) were the same disciples who received the 
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command to go into all the world (Matt 28:18, 19). The disciples called by the Rabbi, as 
learners and doers in the school of Christ, were to go forth to the whole world as 
witnesses to their teacher and their God, so that the whole earth might hear and believe 
through the testimony of those who were sent. 
Recommendations for Implementation in the MCSDA 
For the reasons noted in the preamble, and based on the findings and conclusions 
of this study, it is recommended that:  
1. the leadership of the Michigan Conference of Seventh-day Adventists 
(MCSDA) develop and apply in the MCSDA a Rabbi-Witness Discipleship Model 
2. the leadership of the MCSDA and the pastors of local MCSDA congregations 
implement practical seminars for lay leaders with the purpose of integrating faith, 
learning, and life, specifically the life of discipleship 
3. the leadership of the MCSDA, the pastors of local MCSDA congregations, 
and the teachers of future pastors, generate more biblical instruction that requires the 
practice of skills (procedural learning) as part of the teaching-learning process 
4. the leadership of the MCSDA, the pastors of local MCSDA congregations, 
and the teachers of future pastors, create biblical instruction that integrates witnessing as 
part of the discipleship process. 
Recommendations for Further Research 
While I was conducting this research and analyzing the data, a number of critical 
topics for further research came to mind.  
1. A historical study in the history of the Christian Church about the impact of 
institutionalization on the call to and practice of discipleship. In particular, how have the 
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hierarchical structure of church governance and the concept of church membership 
changed the understanding and practice of discipleship in various periods and over time. 
An important element of such a study would be the history of the Waldensians. 
2. The contrasting concerns of institutional identity and discipleship practice 
seem to pull church members in opposite directions. Of value would be a qualitative 
study, and eventually a quantitative study, on attitudes among church members toward 
organizational and discipleship issues. The study should focus on mental frameworks of 
discipleship on the one hand (faithfulness to God; discipleship processes that facilitate 
sanctification and restoration in the image of God; faithfulness to completion of a 
divinely instituted mission), and organizational concerns on the other (institutional 
identity, purity, and survival; protection of hierarchical privilege and decision-making 
authority; property enhancement and protection; prioritization of financial resources). 
3. Specifically relating to the organization of the Seventh-day Adventist Church, 
an exploration of the five-tiered hierarchy of Adventist administration and its impact on 
discipleship practice would be of interest. Related to this would be the apparent success 
of many independent ministries associated with but independent from the Adventist 
Church. 
4. A very interesting study, also related specifically to the Adventist Church, 
would be a comparison over time of when in its history the church grew faster. Was it 
during times when organizational structure did not exist (prior to the 1860s), when 
organizational issues and doctrinal debate were divisive concerns (around 1888, early 
1900s, 1950s, 1980s), or when the church was not distracted by internal organizational 
issues. In more recent times (late-20th to early-21st centuries), the concern of the church 
to be well and widely recognized in the world may be seen as an organizational issue that 
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distracts from discipleship and mission. The culture of the times is certainly impacting 
Adventism. It may be that the proximity of events precludes a historical study, but a 
cultural analysis would be an important contribution. 
5. Finally, the Rabbi-Witness Discipleship Model identifies a specific call to the 
life of discipleship. In the Christian era, and in the history of Adventism, this call has 
most often been identified as an institutional prerogative. In practice, at least, it is the 
church organization that recognizes the call. However, Adventist origins are inextricably 
bound up with the life and ministry of one, Ellen White, who was called directly by God, 
not by any organizational authority. To what degree would Adventist members and 
leaders be open to recognizing that the call to discipleship is in fact primarily a call 
directly from God, as with Moses and Elijah in the Old Testament, and Jesus’ call of his 
disciples in the New Testament. If the call is not mediated by an established institutional 
religious movement, would the call be recognized as authentic—as in the case, for 
example, of independent ministries. Can the church as an institution accept and affirm 
that, outside of the organizational structures of Adventism, God may call persons, 
movements, and ministries to discipleship and completion of the gospel commission? Is 
there a point in time in the prophetic calendar when maintenance of the status quo will 
not be the question, and the completion of the mission in harmony with biblical 
parameters will become the paramount concern. A study of this nature would be more 
biblical and theological, but it would be a valuable addition to the eschatological 
understanding of Adventist doctrine. This research favors an interpretation that, if (and 
only if) discipleship is attentive to the Rabbi-Witness Discipleship Model, and the 
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Purpose: The purpose of this study is to identify the degree of understanding of 
discipleship and witnessing among the members of the Seventh-day Adventist Church of 
the Michigan Conference.  
Participants: Adults (18 year and above) of randomly selected churches in the Michigan 
Conference of the Seventh-day Adventists. 
Risk and Benefit: I understand that there is no physical or psychological risks in 
participating in this study. I understand that I will not receive any monetary benefits from 
participating in this study. I understand that my participation in this study is voluntary 
and anonymous. I understand that this exercise will take me about 25 minutes to 
complete.  I understand that I may discontinue my participation in this study at any time 
without any penalty or prejudice. I understand that the information collected during this 
study will be included in a doctoral dissertation at Andrews University, Michigan, USA, 
and may be presented at professional meetings or published in journals. 
Consent: I am 18 years of age or above. I have read and understood this consent form 
and have had all my questions answered to my satisfaction. Therefore, by completing this 


























































































The concepts of 
“calling a disciple” 
and “following” a 
rabbi are clear in the 
Bible narrative 





understanding that a 
member have 
regarding that in the 
Bible a disciple 
accepts a call and 
follows a rabbi. 
 
 
Participant will circle a 
number that indicates 
his/her response to 
each question. 
According to the 
following scale: 
1 = Never true 
2 = True once in 
a while 
3 = Sometimes 
true 
4 = Almost 
always true 
5 = Always true 
 
A disciple accepts a 
call (DAF01). 
 
A disciple  follows a 
rabbi (DAF02). 
 
A disciple who accepts 
a call abandons all 
(DAF03) 
 
There are some 
disciples with no Bible 
evidence they were 
called (DAF04). 
 
In order to measure 
the variable, add 
each item score as 
was indicated by the 
participant arriving 
to a total score 
between 4 and 20 
points. 






















In the Bible is also 
clear the concept of 
learning and 
teaching based on 
God’s Word (Mark 




God’s Word is the 
source of learning 
and teaching 
process of a 
disciple. 
Participant will circle a 
number that indicates 
his/her response to 
each question. 
According to the 
following scale: 
1 = Never true 
2 = True once in 
a while 
3 = Sometimes 
true 
4 = Almost 
always true 
5 = Always true 
 
A disciple is willing to 
learn from God 
through a Rabbi 
(DLT01). 
 
A disciple believes the 
Scripture is God’s 
Word (DLT02). 
 
When a modern 
disciple reads 
Scriptures he/she has 
the same access to God 
as the disciples in the 
NT times (DLT03). 
 
He who doesn’t read or 
listen the Bible cannot 
be a disciple (DLT04). 
 
A disciple prays as the 
Rabbi taught in the 
Scriptures (DLT05). 
 
In order to meassure 
the varialbe, add 
each item score as 
was indicated by the 
participant arrving to 
a total score between 
5 and 25 points. 


















reveals that a 
disciple teach, 
practice and defend 
his/her faith ( Matt 




a member have 
regarding a disciple 
as one who practice 
and defend his/her 
faith. 
Participant will circle 
a number that 
indicates his/her 
response to each 
question. According to 
the following scale: 
1 = Never true 
2 = True once 
in a while 
3 = Sometimes 
true 
4 = Almost 
always true 
5 = Always true 
 
By the way he/she 
lives a disciple 




A genuine disciple 
always observes 
Shabbath (DTPD 02). 
 
A genuine disciple is 
witness to his/her faith 
(DTPD 03). 
 
A true disciple doesn’t 
fear being unprepared 
to answer objections 
(DTPD04). 
 
A disciple is 
transformed by 
beholding Rabbi Jesus 
(DTPD05). 
 
In order to measure 
the variable, add 
each item score as 
was indicated by the 
participant arriving 
to a total score 
between 4 and 20 
points. 





















“imitation” of the 
love of Christ is 
clearly expressed 






a disciples imitate, 
obeys God and love 
others as Christ did. 
Participant will circle 
a number that 
indicates his/her 
response to each 
question. According to 
the following scale: 
1 = Never true 
2 = True once 
in a while 
3 = Sometimes 
true 
4 = Almost 
always true 
5 = Always true 
 
A disciple is 
transformed by 
beholding Rabbi Jesus 
(DIOD01). 
 





A disciple loves God 
and his/her neighbor 
(DIOD03). 
 
A disciple shows 
his/her love by visiting 
those in need 
(DIOD04). 
 
A disciple does a 
ministry of service for 
those in need 
(DIOD05). 
 
In order to measure 
the variable, add 
each item score as 
was indicated by the 
participant arriving 
to a total score 
between 5 and 25 
points. 






















The command of 
Jesus to his disciples 
to goto the world 
and make disciples 
and teach to them is 
clearly estableshied 





members have that 
disciples go to the 
world, make 
disciples and teach 
them. 
Participant will circle a 
number that indicates 
his/her response to 
each question. 
According to the 
following scale: 
1 = Never true 
2 = True once in 
a while 
3 = Sometimes 
true 
4 = Almost 
always true 
5 = Always true 
 
A disciple is willing to 
testify about Jesus even 
if it puts his/her life at 
risk (DIMAK01). 
 
A true disciple makes 
disciples (DIMAK02). 
 





A disciple challenge 




In order to measure 
the variable, add 
each item score as 
was indicated by the 
participant arriving 
to a total score 
between 4 and 20 
points. 

















The concepts of 
dependence of God 
through a life of 







involves a close 
relation with God 
through—among  
others things—
prayer and fasting. 
Participant will circle 
a number that 
indicates his/her 
response to each 
question. According to 
the following scale: 
1 = Never true 
2 = True once 
in a while 
3 = Sometimes 
true 
4 = Almost 
always true 
5 = Always true 
 
A modern disciple 




True disciples shows 
in their lives the “fruit 
of he Spirit” 
(DLCWG02). 
 











Disciples looks for the 
fullfilment of the 
prophecy in the world 
(DLCWG06). 
 
In order to measure 
the variable, add 
each item score as 
was indicated by the 
participant arriving 
to a total score 
between 6 and 30 
points. 























The concept of 
missionary lifestyle 
is evident in the 
Bible (John 1:40, 








How often have you 
done each of the 
following during the 
last year?  
Choose from these 
responses: 
1 = Never 
2 = Once 
3 = 2–5 times 
4 = 6–9 times 
5 = 10 times or 
more 
 
Shared with someone 




tracts, books or 




Explained to someone 
a Biblical topic 
(DEML03) 
 
Guided a person to 
accept Jesus in his/her 
life (DEML04) 
 
In order to measure 
the variable, add 
each item score as 
was indicated by the 
participant arriving 
to a total score 
between 4 and 20 
points. 


























































CHURCHES THAT PARTICIPATED IN THE SURVEY 
 
 
This dissertation used SPSS (Statistical Package for the Social Sciences), a 
software computer program designed for data analysis, to randomly choose 18 numbers, 
from 1 to 187 (2010). Each of the total number of 187 congregations (churches, 
companies and groups} in the Michigan Conference of Seventh-day Adventists had an 
assigned number according to an alphabetical listing. The computer generated the 
following 18 numbers: 9, 12, 20, 29, 32, 43, 60, 70, 72, 79, 97, 117, 126, 138, 145, 146, 
156, 159, 171. One of the numbers generated was Pioneer Memorial Church (PMC), an 
atypical institutional congregation. In consultation with the dissertation committee 
members, PMC was replaced by adding another random number, by which the Holland 
SDA Church was selected. These were the congregations selected. 
Bad Axe SDA Church 
Battle Creek Spanish SDA Church 
Burlington SDA Church 
Carp Lake SDA Church 
Clio SDA Church 
Edmore SDA Church 
Fremont SDA Church 
Gaylord SDA Church 
Grand Rapids Central SDA Church 
Holland SDA Church (in place of Berrien Springs Pioneer Memorial) 
Lawrence Spanish SDA Church 
Marshall SDA Church 
Muskegon SDA Church 
Otter Lake SDA Church  
Owosso City SDA Church 
Riverside SDA Church 
Saginaw SDA Church 
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